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Preface
In front of you lies the report that has been made by five students from Wageningen UR, resulting from
the Academic Master Cluster in the period February – June 2007. The students are from different
cultures and disciplinary backgrounds. The report has been made in assignment of ‘Praktijkonderzoek
Plant en Omgeving, Lelystad’.

In the first place we would like to thank ing. R.D. Timmer, the commissioner of the project, for
supervising our activities and guiding us in the right directions. Then we would like to thank dr. ir. J.
Komen, the supervisor of Wageningen UR, for his inspiration, creativeness and unstoppable
enthusiasm. Prof. dr. R.J. Hamer has been our ‘expert’, which guided us through the complicated
theory of the wheat milling and baking processes, thank you for this.

Further several people who really have practical experience provided us information during some
interviews. For that, we’d like to thank Koos Kruiger (Agrifirm), Leon de Geus (arable farmer and exWageningen UR student), Douwe van Dijk (Meneba) and Jaap van der Breggen (Zonnelied: farming,
milling and bread baking).

In the end the enormous amount of information is combined in this report, which also has a reasonable
size. We hope you enjoy reading it and it may be helpful to you.

Greetings,

Hilko Bos
Luca Codotto
Yuan He
Songyan Lu
Bettie Tijsseling
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Executive summary
With about 120.000 ha in 2007, winter wheat is one of the widest crops cultivated in the Netherlands. It
is grown more than spring wheat, mainly because it provides higher yields, even if it is characterized
by lower baking qualitative features.
Most wheat ends up as cattle feed. When specific quality requirements are satisfied, it is used in the
baking industry. The percentage of Dutch wheat selected for baking purpose varies from 5% to a still
low 10%. Nowadays the quality of Dutch wheat is not sufficient to use it at a large scale in the baking
industry.
The scientific literature on the topic is extensive, but the knowledge is dispersed and there is a lack of
practical information which should be accessible to farmers. This research constitutes a literature study
that provides Dutch farmers practical advices, in order to increase the baking quality of Dutch winter
wheat. Moreover, five interviews have been performed and added in Appendix 1 and 2.
Part 1 gives a theoretical overview on wheat, baking processes and elements which define baking
quality, in order: proteins, starch, fibres, lipids, minerals, mycotoxins and other minor elements.
The wheat kernel has a specific chemical composition and it is composed by different parts: germ,
endosperm and the outer layer. The baking process can be divided into three parts: the milling process,
the dough preparation and the baking process.
Gluten is part of the protein content. It is the most important factor determining bread quality with
respect to crumb structure and loaf volume. Other elements of protein play a role, as the ratio
glutenin/gliadin and the size of the glutenin particles. When higher than 12%, the protein content is
desired for bread making; when lower than 10%, it is desired for biscuit making.
Starch is the major carbohydrate component in wheat. The starch molecules are broken down into
sugars by amylases. The α-amylase content is an important factor to assess the quality of wheat flour.
The activity of this enzyme is determined by the Hagberg falling number test.
Fibers influence water absorption and baking quality. Lipids affect the shelf-life of flour. The mineral
content of the milling fractions in wheat kernels is determined as the ash content. This latter is
important in getting a high flour yield from milled grain.
Mycotoxins are produced by the Fusarium fungus in wheat. If they are present in wheat in a certain
amount, the intake causes health risks for humans. In particular deoxynivalenol (DON) is dangerous.
For that reason there are strict norms about the limits of DON concentration in wheat. Other factors as
specific weight, grain hardness, moisture content, pre-harvest sprouting and homogeneous wheat lots
have their own specific role with regard to baking quality.
Part 2 is dedicated to the analysis of the main factors influencing wheat quality as variety, soil,
fertilizers, diseases and weather. Some more aspects as crop rotation, sowing density and sowing time
are also discussed. Farmers can actively intervene on most of them to obtain higher quality.
The mayor findings are presented in Part 3 in the form of practical suggestions. The chapter on
conclusions draws an integrated view of the relationships between elements and factors and between
factors themselves.
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Clayey soils are optimal to grow wheat and they are mainly located in the areas of Groningen,
Flevoland and Zeeland. Septoria tritici is a common disease of wheat growing in clay. Non-tillage
treatments improve the water use efficiency of soil: do not work in too wet soils (a moisture content of
20% is good), drive on the field only if necessary and pay attention at the pressure of the tyres.
The properties of the natural elements in the soil are exploited by the use of N fertilizer, better
combined with S, but also with P, K and Ca. A split application is recommended at or after the heading
time of the crop. The third treatment is critical to increase the protein content and to prevent the risks of
lodging, leaching and denitrification. N in combination with 350 seeds/m² (≈175 kg/ha) maximizes the
increase in protein content. The fewer seeds are used, the more space the plant has to grow, the lower
the risk of diseases is and the higher the grain protein content is. The most favourable sowing date
takes place in the end of September, but this is seldom possible, because sugar beets and potatoes are
not harvested yet. Supporting N application with practices of crop rotation helps in limiting diseases.
Alternate sugar beet or potato and wheat, but do not cultivate wheat after maize. A late-season control
of diseases benefits the total N in the grain. Grasses and infection from rust reduce the ability of wheat
to uptake N. The use of plant growth regulators allows an increase of the amount of N applied. A nontillage system leads to a higher concentration of mineral elements.
Proper levels of fungicides and fertilizers mitigate the bad effects of a traditionally cold and wet
climate, as the infection from Fusarium and brown rust. Heavy rainfalls and high rates of humidity
before harvesting are at variance of high quality of wheat. 15-20 days before the maturity of wheat,
warm climate (but lower than 32°C temperatures) increases significantly the protein content. The
southern part of the country is the most indicated to grow wheat, because of high temperatures: Zeeland
is a region with low precipitation and the most sun hours per year. Favourable areas are also NoordHolland, Noord-Brabant and Friesland.
The choice of a variety with high qualitative performances is essential to improve the baking quality of
wheat. Varieties with high grain hardness result in a higher protein content. There are only six varieties
for baking purpose in the Netherlands and, in 2007, Ilias has been nominated the cultivar with the best
features. Because quality is negatively correlated with yield, Tataros might be a wise option to combine
the highest yield together with a quite good quality.
When selecting the variety, consider the resistance against diseases. Fusarium graminearum is one of
the most common fungi-diseases in the Netherlands. To control its diffusion, apply tebuconazool or
metconazool at and shortly after the flag leaf emergence, reduce plant stress, limit the seeding rate and
the N application, control weeds and, at ear emergence, insects, do not apply continuous wheat
rotations and do not grow wheat after maize, check the humidity percentage of the grain, always
operate with proper and clean machinery and equipment, harvest when the grain is dry and then dry the
wheat, destroy crop residues by conventional tillage, monitor carefully the increase of temperature in
the warehouse. The choice of a resistant cultivar is also indicated to limit the occurrence of yellow rust.
Be careful to not delay the sowing time and, in case of infection, apply fuberidazole plus triadimenol.
Growing only one variety in a farm can be a risky activity, especially if the variety is highly cultivated
in the area, because diseases can spread very quickly under those conditions.
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A variety with a medium stem (80-90 cm) is less ridden with diseases. To prevent lodging, apply plant
growth regulators, decrease the use of fertilizers, use a lower seeding rate and control the weed
infestation.
A final discussion is developed in the last chapter, focusing more on economic aspects.
The quality of the end product is not only determined by farm practices, but by the behavior of all the
actors involved in the wheat supply chain. Therefore the achievement of both higher quality and
amount of Dutch wheat used for baking purposes in the Netherlands is feasible, but it is possible only if
all the stakeholders cooperate together. A strategy which brings advantages at all the levels of the chain
has to be planned.
A pull, market oriented approach, is necessary to reach the objective. Farmers might take the initiative
to raise the competitiveness of Dutch wheat in the international market. They should be aware of the
German classification system. In fact, in a realistic perspective, German B class of wheat might be the
right segment where concentrating the efforts against. Farmers should get together to obtain higher
quality and yield. Production skills and the highest yield of Dutch wheat in EU are elements of strength
for them. The choice of the best variety in terms of quality and yield is also determinant to deliver a
homogeneous and high amount of wheat to the cooperatives. The cooperatives should be stricter with
the farmers on the qualitative requirements. Hence the milling companies should pay a honest price for
the wheat, that at this stage has become competitive with the German variety They might produce
bread, according to the national consumption requirements, by mixing lower B quality of Dutch wheat
and higher E quality of German wheat.
The main results of the research are summarized in a leaflet written in Dutch. It represents the final
effort to translate scientific knowledge into straightforward information.
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PART I. Quality elements of wheat
Introduction
With about 120.000 ha in 2007, winter wheat is one of the widest crops cultivated in the Netherlands
(www.gzp.nl). Dutch farmers are likely to grow winter wheat more than the spring one. The main
reason is that it provides higher yield, even if it is characterized by lower baking qualitative features.
The harvested product is used for several purposes, depending on the quality. Most wheat ends up as
cattle feed. When specific quality requirements are satisfied, it is used for human consumption, mainly
to produce bread and biscuits. The percentage of Dutch wheat selected for this purpose varies from 5%
to a still low 10% (Darwinkel, 1997). Hence the problem statement that has given the opportunity for
this research project is defined as follows: “the quality of Dutch wheat is not sufficient to use it at a
large scale in the baking industry”.
The reasons at the origin of this issue have to be investigated to come up with solutions. For instance,
there is a lack of practical information which should be accessible to farmers. Indeed, the amount of
scientific literature on the topic is huge, but the knowledge is dispersed and it is difficult to combine
and turn the composition whole in an understandable sum of practical suggestions.
The development and diffusion of knowledge among farmers is a goal of the project “Kennis op de
Akker” (KodA). The initiative regards several crops, including wheat, aiming at higher yield and
quality.
This AMC research is part of the broader KodA-project. It has been commissioned by PPO
(Praktijkonderzoek Plant en Omgeving), a research institute in Lelystad connected to Wageningen
University. The objective is to perform a literature research to provide farmers practical advices, in
order to increase the baking quality of Dutch winter wheat. This would lead to an increase in the
amount of Dutch wheat selected for baking purposes.
The team of research is composed by five students coming from the Netherlands, China and Italy. They
have different academic backgrounds and they are currently enrolled in different Wageningen
University Master programs. The period to develop the project consists of about four months.
The structure of the document is organized in the following way.
Part 1 offers a theoretical background on wheat and baking process and investigates the elements which
define wheat quality, which are in order: proteins, starches, fibres, lipids, minerals, mycotoxins and
other minor elements. The scientific literature on the issue is fragmented, therefore it is important to
find a common definition of the concepts.
Part 2 is dedicated to the analysis of the main factors influencing wheat quality as variety, soil,
fertilizers, diseases and weather. Some more aspects as crop rotation, sowing density and sowing time
are also presented. Farmers can actively intervene on most of them to obtain higher quality. It has to be
clear which effects they have on the qualitative indicators of quality, but the available literature lacks of
a comprehensive position even on this topic.
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Last, the mayor findings are presented in Part 3. The chapter on conclusions draws an integrated view
of the relationships between elements and factors and between factors themselves. This chapter
represents a summary of the previous two parts and tries to provide farmers practical recommendations,
to exploit the effects of productive practices on wheat quality. However, the reality is much more
complex than the vision provided by books and journals: thus some field interviews are made to better
understand the multifaceted relationships surrounding both wheat quality and quantity. These
interviews are added in Appendix 1 and 2. A final discussion is then developed, considering the topic
from a supply chain perspective and focusing more on economic aspects.
As long as the objective is to supply farmers with practical advices to increase wheat quality, the main
results are also summarized in a leaflet written in Dutch. It represents the final effort to translate
scientific knowledge into straightforward information.
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Chapter 1.
1.1

Wheat and the baking process

Introduction

The intention of this first part of the report is to give an overview of the different elements of the wheat
kernel that define and influence baking quality. Subsequently, an overview of the desired composition
of the wheat kernel is given, in order to achieve wheat of a good baking quality.

A literature research is performed to collect the information. During this research it became clear that
there is a massive amount of information available, concerning wheat and baking quality. However,
there is no clear overview available which shows the relationships between the different elements of
the wheat kernel on the baking quality.

During the research, several challenges were faced:
1.

There is not one concrete definition of baking quality (Hamer, 1999), hence it was
necessary to read different articles, to compare these and to make an overview of the
desired content and quality of the different chemical compositions of the wheat kernel;

2.

Nowhere in the literature a clear overview of the elements and their influence on the
baking quality is given.

It was necessary first to get informed about the chemical composition of wheat kernels and to search
for each chemical compound individually in order to investigate the desired amount and content of it in
the wheat kernel and also to investigate its influence on the baking quality of wheat.

Before continuing with the different elements of the wheat kernel and their influence on the baking
quality, some more background information will be provided. This chapter gives a general introduction
to the chemical composition of the wheat kernel and to the process from wheat kernel to bread and
biscuits. Bread and biscuits are the two end product this report focuses on. The introduction to the
chemical composition is very general, because the different components will be discussed in detail in
chapter 2 – 6 of this report (respectively protein, starch, fiber, lipids, minerals, mycotoxins, specific
weight, grain hardness, moisture content, pre-harvest sprouting and homogenous parties).

1.2

The wheat kernel

Wheat belongs to the monocotyls. The wheat kernel is the seed of the wheat plant. Next to the embryo
is the endosperm, that is a storage organ of protein and starch. In that sense the kernel is a storehouse of
nutritive elements. As figure 1.1 shows, the tissue of a wheat kernel can be separated into different
parts (Sluimer, 2005; Hui et al., 2006):
1.

germ: this part is responsible for the growth of the new plant; about 3% of the kernel weight;
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2.

endosperm: storage of nutrition (energy); endosperm cells consist of two main components:
carbohydrates (82%: mainly starch) and protein (13%);

3.

outer layer (including aleurone): protecting the kernel and containing proteins: about 12% of
the kernel weight.

The two components of the endosperm cells (starch and protein) play a very important role in
determining the baking quality of wheat (Verder, 1982).

Figure 1.1 Wheat grain cut lengthwise through crease (Belderok, 2000).

Figure 1.2 gives a more detailed overview of the different chemical components of the wheat kernel. It
also indicates which chapters of this report will discuss the components.
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Figure 1.2 Chemical composition of the wheat kernel (Belderok, 2000; Schoep, 1954; Hui et al., 2006).

1.3

From wheat to bread

Most of the literature divides the process from wheat to bread into three main processes: the milling
process, the dough preparation and the baking process (Verder, 1982).
1.3.1

Milling process

Milling is the grinding of wheat for human consumption. The main purpose of grinding is to separate
the bran and germ from the mealy endosperm and to thoroughly pulverize the mealy endosperm into
middlings, semolina or flour. Those three forms are wheat kernel parts of different sizes: Semolina
have a diameter of 300 to 750 µm, middlings are between 125 and 300 µm and flour is smaller than 125
µm. Semolina and middlings are used as ingredients in porridge and for the production of pastas. Flour
is used for bread making, confectionary products and also for several pasta products (Belderok, 2000).
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The milling process consists of three steps (Belderok, 2000):

1.3.2

1.

Breaking the grains open;

2.

Scraping bran from semolina and other floury substances;

3.

Reducing the size of the semolina and middlings to form flour.

Dough preparation

The dough preparation starts with the addition of all the ingredients: flour, water, yeast and if needed
some extra bread improvement additives. The next important step is the kneading process (figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3 Kneading process (pers. comm. Breggen).

The mixing stage is one of the key steps controlling the quality of the end product. At this stage is dealt
with variations in flour quality (see later). Mixing has a multiple purpose: hydration of the flour,
blending of ingredients, inclusion of air and development of the gluten network. Products like bread are
so-called leavened products. After mixing they are allowed to recover in a humid atmosphere and at
higher temperatures to allow the dough to rise.

After this process it is important that the dough gets some time to rise. Hereafter the dough is divided
into the desired amount that is needed to produce bread and this is kneaded in a round form. Again
some time of rest is important and then the dough is brought in the right form of bread that is then put
in baking tins (figure 1.4) (Belderok, 2000).
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Figure 1.4 Dough put in baking tins (Pers. comm. Breggen).

Finally the dough in the baking tins get again some time to raise and then it is time for the baking
process.
1.3.3

Baking process

The baking tins with dough are placed in the oven. The raised dough will be heated at a certain
temperature, usually 230 – 250 °C for 15 – 45 minutes (Belderok, 2000). During this time the dough
will continue to rise. Also the crust of the loaf and the texture of the crumb will be set during the
baking stage at 55 – 65 °C. At the end of baking, the dough has a core temperature of circa 90 ‘C.

After the baking process the loaves have to cool down to room temperature.

1.4

From wheat to biscuits

Biscuits are made from soft-wheat flour. Usually biscuits have a high amount of sugar and a low
amount of water. Baking powder, emulsifiers, flavourings and dough conditioning agents are often
used as extra ingredients. Biscuits are very dry products; the moisture content is mostly lower than
10%. This results in a very long shelf-life (Belderok, 2000).

The production of biscuits can be divided into the following steps. Step 1 is the mixing of the
ingredients into dough of uniform composition and uniform physical properties. Here, the aim of
mixing is to produce dough of low elasticity and low gas-holding properties. This is quite a contrast to
bread-making and also requires a different quality of flour.
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Step 2 is the preparation of separate dough pieces of a desired shape ready for baking, which can be
achieved in different ways: cutting, moulding or depositing.

Belderok (2000) has described a way to classify biscuits. According to him this can be done best by the
way the dough is divided into dough pieces: cutting-machine biscuits, rotary-moulded biscuits and
deposited biscuits.

According to Belderok (2000) biscuit quality can be summarized in two general terms:

1.

Size of the biscuit (width and the height):
It must be possible to pack the biscuits without breaking. However if the biscuit spreads too
much, this will not be possible. Besides if it spreads too less, then the package box will not be
completely filled. According to Autran et al. (1997) the density is also important. The weight,
thickness and density of biscuit are related to constituents absorbing water – proteins,
damaged starch and pentosans. Also uniformity of the biscuit size is an aspect of quality.

2.

How the biscuit bites:
A tender bite is essential for high quality biscuits. Extra fat or shortening (type of fat) can be
added in order to achieve this.

1.5

Wheat characteristics for various food types

Three different bread types can be divided: leavened, flat and steamed bread. Leavened breads are the
most popular bread type. As table 1.1 shows the wheat used for the baking process of these different
bread types must be of different characteristics. Table 1.1. shows the differences in grain hardness,
grain protein and the strength of the gluten (dough) (Peña, 2002). Dutch bakers produce leavened
breads, mainly the pan-type.
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Table 1.1 Wheat characteristics for various food types (Peña, 2002).
Type

Grain hardness

Grain protein (%)

Gluten (dough) strength
type

Leavened breads
Pan-type, buns

Hard

>13

Strong-extensible

Hearth, French

Hard/Medium

11-14

Medium-extensible

Steamed

Hard/Soft

11-13

Medium/Weak

Arabic

Hard/Medium

12-14

Medium-extensible

Chapati, tortilla

Medium

11-13

Medium-extensible

Crackers

Medium/Soft

11-13

Medium

Yellow alkaline

Medium

11-13

Medium/Strong

White

Medium/Soft

10-12

Medium

Cookies, cakes, pastries

Soft/Very soft

8-10

Weak/Weak-extensible

Unleavened (flat) breads

Noodless

1.6

Influencing the quality

The quality characteristics mentioned in this chapter can be influenced by many quality elements (as
protein content, starch content, specific weight, etc.). These quality elements will be explained in the
following chapters of this first part of the report. Part II will discuss the cultivation measures farmers
can take to influence the quality elements in the favored way. Part III will summarize and discuss the
conclusions of part II.
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Chapter 2.
2.1

Protein

Introduction

This chapter will explain one of the most important components of wheat kernels in relation to baking
quality: protein. Protein is a complex part that can be divided into many different components as figure
2.1 shows. Gluten are one of these parts and are the main elements of the wheat kernel that gives wheat
flour the ability to be processed into different foods (Weegels et al. by Kuktaité, 2004). Because of this
reason the main emphasis of this chapter is on gluten. In this chapter is tried to give a clear overview of
the desired content and quality of protein and the elements of protein for the production of flour.

Protein

Gluten
(wet + dry)

Non gluten

Albumins

Globulins

Glutenins

GMP

Gliadins

Non GMP

HMW

LMW

Subunits

Subunits

Figure 2.1 Composition of protein.

2.2

Protein

One of the most important components of the endosperm cells is protein. Protein is a collective term for
all the substances formed in the wheat kernel that contain nitrogen (Call et al., 1925). The total protein
content of wheat grains varies between 10% and 18% of the total dry matter. It is distributed unevenly
throughout the wheat kernel. The embryo and the aleurone layer contain the highest amount of protein
(Janssen, 1992). Classification of protein takes place according to the extractability and solubility in
various contents. Protein can be divided in different parts, as is showed also in figure 2.1 (Belderok,
2000):
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Non gluten:
-

Albumins:

soluble in water.

-

Globulins:

insoluble in pure water, but soluble in dilute NaCL solutions
and insoluble at high NaCL concentrations.

Gluten:
-

Gliadins:

soluble in 70% ethyl alcohol.

-

Glutenins:

soluble in dilute acid or sodium hydroxide solutions.

Proteins are an essential part in determining the functional properties of wheat flours and in particular
in gluten products that account for about half of the total grain nitrogen (Lazzeri et al., 1997). It is
regarded as the most important factor determining bread quality with respect to crumb structure and
loaf volume, especially the gluten proteins (Kokelaar, 1994). Loaf volume is mostly used as an
indicator of baking quality, because of the high correlation between loaf volume and the total value of
the other bread characteristics (Belderok, 2000).
Protein form a network in bread dough that is able to retain gas that is produced by the yeast. This is a
very important property of protein, because bread would not be able to rise if it did not contain any
protein (Kolster, 1987; de Jong, 1986). This gas retention ability depends both on the visco-elastic
properties and the quantity of the gluten.

Two elements are very important concerning baking quality: the protein content and the protein quality.
These parts will be discussed in 2.3 and 2.4.

2.3

Protein content and quality

It is not only the protein content that is important, but also the protein quality. This latter feature is
related to the genetic make up of the wheat and in part also to growing conditions. The quality of
protein determines for an important part the features of dough and thus the bread volume and bread
structure. If the protein quality is not that good, this will have a negative influence on the quality of the
dough. The dough will stick during the baking process. Another function of the protein quality is that it
determines the size of the gas cells in bread. If certain protein parts are not available in the right
amount, the elasticity will be negatively influenced (de Jong, 1986). To produce a bread of a high
quality and thus bread with a good protein quality, a high amount of gluten protein is important.
Because it is difficult to make a strict division between protein content and quality, this paragraph deals
with both aspects.

As described before, protein can be divided in different parts: non gluten (albumins and globulins) and
gluten (gliadins and glutenins) (figure 2.1). The precise role of the non gluten proteins with regard to
the baking quality of wheat is unknown, while there is a lot of literature about the functions of gluten.
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Protein consists of about 80% of gluten forming proteins. It is known that a higher protein content will
generally result in a better baking quality and a bigger bread volume (showed in figure 2.2) (Belderok,
2000). The figure shows different varieties that differ in their protein quality. Only from wheat with
high protein content dough can be produced that will be strong enough to withstand the severe
treatment of the mechanical mixing process. For bread, protein content in the kernel of more than 12%
is desired, above 14% is even better (de Jong, 1986; Belderok, 2000). The higher the desired quality of
bread, the more important the protein content becomes. The situation for biscuits is different: a low
protein content is desired, even lower than 10% (de Jong, 1986 & Belderok, 2000). An increase in the
protein content of the flour results in an increase in gluten content. Higher protein levels will generally
result in higher baking quality, provided that the gluten quality is good (Belderok, 2000). But here a
problem emerges: a high protein content has a negative correlation with the yield of wheat. This
problem makes the breeding of wheat varieties with high protein content more difficult (Kolster, 1987).

Figure 2.2 Influence of protein content and protein quality on the loaf volume
(Horizontal: protein content of the flour in % dry matter
Vertical: loaf volume in ml per 100 grams flour)
(Boot, 1985).

Measurement method
Protein content is mostly assessed using the Kjeldahl technique. In order to calculate the amount of
protein, it is necessary to know the amount of nitrogen. The Kjeldahl technique determines the amount
of nitrogen present in the sample by titration (Belderok, 2000).
2.3.1

Gluten

Gluten consist of over 50 protein components that can be classified in two groups: gliadins and
glutenins (figure 2.1). During the bread making process these two elements form a visco-elastic
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complex that is called gluten. Gluten is the three-dimensional matrix of bread dough and it carries the
properties that make wheat suitable for baking purposes.

The gluten fraction is highly cohesive and has a combination of two physical properties: it is elastic,
but it also exhibits extensibility (or viscous low). Extensibility is the dough ability to stretch and to hold
a shape, elasticity is the tendency to ‘spring back like a rubber band’ (Reinhart, 2001). This
combination of properties and the balance between them is important in determining the suitability of
wheat for different end uses (Lazzeri et al., 1997). Gluten is directly responsible for the gas retaining
capability of dough, the oven spring during baking and the characteristics of the baked bread (Bushuk,
1994). The visco-elasticity allows dough to be processed into bread and various other food products,
like biscuits (Lazzeri et al., 1997). In bread dough the gluten proteins form a network through the
whole dough and this network is able to retain water, starch granules and the entrapped and expanding
gas bubbles (Kokelaar, 1994).

The baking quality of European wheat is in particular limited by low gluten elasticity. For most baking
products high gluten elasticity is required. For making cakes and biscuits more extensible gluten is
required. The visco-elastic properties of gluten are in particular determined by the protein components
although interactions with other components can modify them (Lazzeri et al., 1997). It is the quantity
and the quality of gluten that determine the degree of the gas retaining ability. The quantity of gluten
has an effect on the gas retention ability. The quantity mainly depends on the amount of nitrogen
available to individual plants during their growth. Belderok writes that the quality of the gluten is
mainly determined by its genetic background, it can not be changed by changes in environmental
conditions or by the use of fertilizers (Belderok, 2000). However, some other articles suggest that the
quality of gluten can be changed for sure by environmental conditions. The article of Spiertz et al.
(2006) explains for example the effects of heat stress in wheat on grain growth and quality traits. It
concludes that there is a huge effect.

The content of wet and dry gluten also plays a role in the baking quality of wheat. Usually 75-85% of
the gluten dry weight consists of protein, however this is depending on the thoroughness of washing,
the other percentages consist of carbohydrates (10-15%) and lipids (5-10%) (Janssen, 1992). The wetgluten content can be calculated by the weight of the gluten multiplied by 10. For normal bread making
a wet-gluten content (proportion of weight of the dry flour) of 20-27% is normal. The dry-gluten
content can be determined by drying the wet-gluten for a period of 24 hours at room temperature
(Belderok, 2000).

As described before gluten consists of glutenins and gliadins. These two elements are storage proteins
and cover about 75% of the total protein content. Glutenins and gliadins are located mainly in the
endosperm. These storage proteins in wheat are unique because of their technological activity: they do
not have enzyme activity, but they have a function in the formation of dough as they retain gas,
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producing spongy baked products (Belderok, 2000). The ratio between glutenins and gliadins is also
very important (Park et al., 2006). Because of the importance of these two elements on the baking
quality of wheat, more information about them will be provided.

Ratio of glutenin/gliadins
Some researchers write about the importance of the ration of glutenin/gliadins. An optimum ratio
would be required for loaf volume, however this ratio will vary with changes in the molecular weight
distribution of the glutenin (Park et al., 2006). Personal communication with Hamer taught that the
ratio of glutenin/gliadins is indeed important, but that the importance can vary depending on the
properties of the glutenin network. The amount of gliadins will be less important in a strongly
aggregating network. In weak varieties, with less glutenins, the ratio of glutenin/gliadins is crucial
(pers. comm. Hamer).

Glutenin composition
Glutenins are the network proteins that give dough the resistance to extension (Park et al., 2006).
Glutenins are large, heterogeneous molecules, built from 19 different subunits connected by disulphide
bonds. These glutenin proteins are the most important part of the protein group of the gluten that
determines the rigidity of gluten. It is also investigated that a higher proportion of glutenin proteins
correlates positively with loaf volume (Janssen, 1992). The content of the glutenins and the rigidity of
the glutenin gel (GMP, will be explained below) are important features for the baking volume. The size
of the glutenin components can be influenced by genetic factors (protein content) and growing
circumstances (weather, diseases and pests and manuring) (Hamer, year unknown).

Gliadins
Gliadins are monomeric proteins. Gliadins are not able to form large protein networks. Therefore they
have little resistance to extension and are mainly responsible for the cohesiveness of dough (Park et al.,
2006). Gliadins affect the viscous properties of dough. Gliadins occur as a very complex mixture of
homologous proteins. Research shows that they are highly related to loaf volume (Park et al., 2006).
However this is not for sure because other researchers have observed that gliadin proteins have an
insignificant effect on loaf volume and that the glutenin proteins are major components responsible for
loaf volume (Park et al., 2006).

Size glutenin particles
Glutenins can be divided in two groups: HMW (high molecular weight) and LMW (low molecular
weight). Of the glutenins 10% consists of HMW and about 40% of LMW. HMW subunits of glutenins
are considered to be the most important components with respect to baking quality: they have an
important role in determining the strength (elasticity) of doughs (Lazzeri et al., 1997). Again HMW can
also be divided in sub-elements. It is to detailed to explain here, however it is important to mention that
the subunits HMW-GS 5 + 10 and HMW-GS 2 + 12 HM have been found to be strongly correlated
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with strong and weak gluten properties, respectively. Because of the very different requires, the subunit
HMW-GS 2 + 12 is now considered to be associated with good biscuit-making quality flours (Payne et
al. by Don, 1987). However such relations must be regarded with some caution, since a good number
of bread making varieties exist that contain 2+12 (pers. comm. Hamer).

Proportion GMP/UPP
Highly aggregated glutenin polymers can be isolated either as Glutenin Macropolymer (GMP) or as
Unextractable Polymeric Protein (UPP) (Spiertz et al., 2006). In the UK and Germany, the concept of
Glutenin Macropolymer (GMP) is considered as a factor that determines baking quality (Autran et al.,
1997). GMP is the part of the glutenin polymers that can be isolated as a SDS insoluble gel-layer
(Graveland et al., by Don et al., 2001). It consists of very high molecular weight aggregates (Hamer,
2003). It has been shown that the GMP quantity has a strong correlation with the elastic properties of
dough and bread loaf volume (Weegels et al., by Don et al., 2001). It is a network of related and
entwined glutenin polymers (Autran et al., 1997).

Hamer and van Vliet investigated more on GMP (Hamer, 1999). This resulted in the ‘hyper
aggregation model’. This model consists of three different organisational levels (figure 2.3):
-

Level 1: HMW glutenin units are coupled and together they form a branched polymer with
chains of LMW glutenin units. In this level there are only chemical (S-S) connections;

-

Level 2: different parts of the network are intertwined. This results in larger aggregates. There
are mainly fysical connections at this level. Also chemical connections are possible;

-

Level 3: this level consists of different related intertwined aggregates. Together they form a thin
film.

Figure 2.3 Hyper aggregation model (Wang, 2003).
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The size and density of the chemical connections at level 1 are directly influenced by the composition
and the amount of HMW glutenin units. Level 2 is in particular influenced by the size and amount of
the chemical connections (level 1). Hamer uses this model to explain the kneading process and the
different properties of dough, like the elasticity (Hamer, 1999).

GMP dynamic rheological properties (G’) are considered to be very relevant with regard to baking
quality, because of their strong correlation with bread loaf volume and dough extensibility (Don, 1987).

Resent studies have shown that gluten protein polymers have a wide range of size distribution, ranging
from dimers to polymers with a very high molecular weight. The proteins with the highest molecular
weight have the strongest correlation with strong dough properties. Not all of these polymers are
extractable, a certain amount remains unextractable in various extraxting systems: that is the
Unextraxtable Polymeric Protein (UPP). The percentage UPP (that is the percentage of Unextractable
Polymeric Protein in total polymeric protein) is often used as a measurement of the amount and size
distribution of the polymeric protein. If the percentage UPP is high, this means that there is a greater
proportion of glutenin that is insoluble in SDS. They are probably of the highest molecular weight. The
greater the UPP percentage, the greater the dough resistance (elasticity) and the longer the required
mixing period is needed than for dough with a greater proportion of extractable polymeric protein.
Hence the proportion of GMP/UPP is important in relation to baking quality (Kuktaite, 2004).

2.4

Measurement of the strength of dough

As described protein plays a major role in the resistance and extensibility of dough. The features of
dough can by measured by a number of tests. There are tests that measure the strength of dough
directly and for some other tests a number of different small scale tests are needed (Gooding et al.,
1997).

The Zeleny test, SDS sedimentation test, the Farinograph and the Alveograph are the four main tests
(Gooding et al., 1997). Also the Extensigraph is an important test. The Extensigraph test and the
Alveograph test measure resistance to extension. Personal communication with Hamer taught that all
the tests, accept the Extensigraph, are not very precise. Most of them are cheap to use because no
special equipment is required. That is the reason why growers still use the Extensigraph, despite its
inaccuracy.

Zeleny test
The Zeleny test measures sedimentation. By measuring this it is possible to combine information on
protein quantity and quality in one value (de Jong, 1986). The sedimentation test is based on the
principle that high quality wheat proteins in a lactic acid solution swell more than poor-quality proteins
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do. The tests measures both the quantity and quality of the gluten. High protein content has a positive
influence on the sedimentation value (Belderok, 2000). This is shown in figure 2.4 (next page).

Figure 2.4 Relationship between protein content and Zeleny-sedimentation value
(Osman et al., 2007).

Table 2.1 indicates that the higher the sedimentation value, hence the higher the protein content, the
better the bread-making quality will be.
Table 2.1 Relation between Zeleny sedimentation values and suitability
for bread and biscuit making of flour (Belderok, 2000).
Sedimentation value

Classification

< 20

Low protein content, suitable for biscuit making

20 – 30

Medium protein content, medium bread-making quality

30 – 40

High protein content, medium bread-making quality

> 40

Very high protein content, very good bread-making
quality

Figure 2.5 shows the relation between the Zeleny-sedimentation value and bread volume. This
relationship is found in a research with 24 different samples. It indicates that the higher the Zelenysedimentation value (hence the higher the protein content), the higher the loaf volume.

Figure 2.5 Relationship Zeleny-sedimentation value and bread volume (Osman et al., 2007).
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The ratio Zeleny index : protein content is another factor that is considered as important with regard to
the baking quality of wheat (Outryve, van, 1999). However only a very small amount of information is
found on this topic. Wheat with a ratio higher than 3 is considered as wheat with a good baking quality.

SDS sedimentation test
Another test is the SDS sedimentation test. This test works on the same principle as the Zeleny test, but
differs in details. The SDS test is developed about 30 years later than the Zeleny test. The rough rule of
thumb is Zeleny = SDS – 20 (Belderok, 2000).

Alveograph
The Alveograph is another method to determine the bread making quality of wheat (Belderok, 2000).
This method measures the pressure that is needed to break a thin slice of dough that is inflated with air.
The pressure profile inside the dough is recorded on graph paper. An important measurement that may
be taken from the average Alveograph is the ‘W of Chopin’. This gives the amount of energy required
to inflate the dough bubble to bursting point. This W is generally taken to be a measure of protein
strengths (Belderok, 2000; Sluimer, 2005). Table 2.2 gives an overview of the relation between the ‘W
of Chopin’ and the suitability for bread and biscuit making of flour.
Table 2.2 Relation between the ‘W of Chopin’ and the suitability for bread and biscuit making of flour
(Belderok, 2000).
‘W of Chopin’

Classification

< 50

Not suitable for making bread and biscuits

50 – 100

Biscuit-making quality

100 – 150

Medium bread-making quality

150 – 250

May be used as improver wheat

250 – 350

High quality wheat with a high protein level and
excellent bread-making quality

Farinograph
Another test is the Farinograph. This is a recording dough mixer that measures the resistance of dough
to mixing over time. It determines the water absorption of dough (Sluimer, 2005). Water absorption has
a strong correlation with the protein content of the wheat kernel and with the sedimentation value. The
Farinograph is often used to determine the optimal water addition for dough (Verder, 1982). It is also
used to determine the optimal mixing time at least if the Farinograph is calibrated with the mixer used
in the factory (pers. comm. Hamer).

Extensigraph
After the results of the Brabender Farinograph have been used to prepare a dough with the correct
proportions of flour and water, the Extensigraph can be used to measure the force required to extend
the dough (=resistance) whilst also measuring the distance achieved before the dough breaks
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(=extension) (Belderok, 2000). This test is often used to make a division between bread flours (high
and long Extensigrams) and biscuit flours (low and long Extensigrams) and also to evaluate the effect
of oxidants in dough strengths. Figure 2.6 shows a result of the Extensigraph test. Measured parameters
are (Sluimer, 2005):
•

the resistance to stretching;

•

the maximum resistance (maximum curve height);

•

the extensibility (total length of the curve, in centimetres).

Figure 2.6 Extensigram
(Brabander, Measurement & Control Systems).

Conclusion
Table 2.3 gives a schematic overview of the desired characteristics of protein for the production of
bread and biscuits. Unfortunately it was not possible to find all the information, that is why some boxes
are empty.
Table 2.3 Desired characteristics of protein.
Bread

Biscuit

Protein content in kernel

> 12%

< 10%

Gluten elasticity

High

More extensible

Wet gluten content

20% – 27%

'W of Chopin’

250 – 350

250 - 350

Glutenins

HMW-GS 5 + 10

HMW-GS 2 + 12

Protein quality

High amount of gluten protein

Sedimentation value (Zeleny)

50 – 70

Zeleny index/ protein content

>3
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Chapter 3.
3.1

Starch

Introduction

As mentioned before, the tissue of a wheat kernel can be separated into three parts (Sluimer, 2005; Hui
et al., 2006):
1.

germ: this part is responsible for the growth of the new plant; about 3% of the kernel weight;

2.

endosperm: storage of nutrition (energy), mainly in the form of starch; about 85% of the
kernel weight;

3.

outer layer (including aleurone): protecting the kernel and containing proteins: about 12% of
the kernel weight.

These three parts consist of several elements, which are indicated in figure 3.1 (only for carbohydrates
the information is given more into detail).
During milling the endosperm is separated from the outer layers, including the aleurone and the germ.
Also the particle size of the endosperm is reduced to flour particles (Sluimer, 2005). Starch is mainly
stored in the endosperm, which contains 63% to 73% starch (Hui et al., 2006). Starch affects the quality
of baking products in several ways, for example it influences the staling and the hardness of bread
(Sluimer, 2005). Staling of bread is a complex system and not only affected by starch content. The
amylose and amylopectin content of the starch, the amount of leached amylase during gelatinization,
the protein content and the presence of lipids are other factors influencing the staling of bread. Starch in
its original, native form shows little influence on the properties of dough. But undamaged starch is able
to bind water.
Sugars

Carbohydrates

Amylose (≈ 27%)

Starch
Amylopectin (≈ 73%)
Cellulose

Figure 3.1 Different carbohydrates in the wheat kernel (Schoep, 1954; Hui et al., 2006). The amount of
amylose and amylopectin varies between varieties. This is only a rough indication.

3.2

What is wheat-starch?

Starch is the major carbohydrate component in wheat (Bushuk et al., 1994). It exists in the form of
intracellular, water-insoluble semi-crystalline granules (figure 3.2). In its original, native form the
starch shows little influence on the functional properties of flour on the baking quality of bread and
biscuits (Pena, 2002). Part of the granules (≈ 8%) is mechanically damaged during milling. Starch
contains two major components: amylose and amylopectin (figure 3.1). A lot is still not clear
considering the organisation and interactions of these components (Bushuk et al., 1994). However,
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when the starch is damaged the components amylose and amylopectin are released. The interaction of
amylose and amylopectin with other constituents in the dough affect the water absorption, fermentation
time requirements of dough, bread staling and crumb texture of bread (Pena, 2002).
The properties of the amylopectin fraction are most important in controlling gelatinisation and granule
swelling in cereal starches (Rahman et al., 2000). By reducing the mobility of amylose/lipid complexes
in the granule, that restrict water movement and swelling, amylose content is thought to be a major
influence on starch granule swelling (Rahman et al., 2000).

Figure 3.2 Scanning electron micrographs of wheat starch granules. The left picture show granules in
mature grain. The starch in the right picture was extracted from mature wheat grain, fractured by
percussive force and incubated with alpha-amylase (Rahman et al., 2000).

3.3

Amylase and the Hagberg falling number

Amylases are enzymes present in wheat kernels, which break down starch molecules into sugars. A
distinction can be made between α-amylase (dextrinizing enzyme) and β-amylase (saccharifying
enzyme) (Hlynka, 1964). α-Amylase is present in a (too) low quantity in healthy wheat, that is why αamylase rich supplements in the form of malted wheat are added to the dough. The α-amylase content
is an important factor determining the quality of wheat flour. α-Amylase splits the starch molecules at
random, producing dextrins and reduces the viscosity of the susceptible starch suspensions (Belderok,
2000; Hui et al., 2006). But when the α-amylase content gets too high, the breads baked from this flour,
will have a sticky crumb.
The β-amylase is present in an adequate quantity needed for flour milled from wheat. β-Amylase
breaks down starch at the end of the polymers and releases maltose molecules (Belderok, 2000).
However, it is not able to break down the starch molecules inside the points at which it is branched, so
the effect is only limited. But when the two types of amylase (α- and β-amylase) are combined, much
more of the starch is converted into fermentable sugars (Belderok, 2000).

The α-amylase activity of wheat is tested by the Hagberg falling number test (in Dutch: valgetal). The
test procedure is as follows (Sluimer, 2005): In a heated viscometer a sample of flower is thoroughly
stirred with water. The amylases, present in the wheat, breakdown the starch. This results in a decrease
of viscosity of the flour suspension. The time in seconds, required for a stirring rod to fall a measured
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distance through the suspension is called the falling number. Sound wheat usually has a falling number
higher than 300, but after pre-harvest damage this can drop to below 100. For different countries the
required falling number varies between 225 and 275. For the Netherlands this is at least 220
(Commissie van de Europese Gemeenschappen, 2000).

3.4

Starch and amylases during the baking process

Starch normally exists in a native form (figure 3.2, left), but during the baking of bread dough, the
starch granules are generally gelatinized (Gray et al., 2003). This occurs after suspending the starch in
water and than heating it (what actually happens during the baking process). During the gelatinization,
several changes occur (Primo-Martín et al., 2007):
•

Swelling;

•

Loss of birefringence;

•

Melting;

•

Loss of crystallinity;

•

Increase of viscosity of the suspension;

•

Leaching of amylose from the granules.

First, when the temperature rises, the granules start to take up water and swell. When the gelatinization
temperature is reached –between 55 ºC to 63 ºC (Pomeranz, 1988)- the molecular order of the starch
granules is irreversible destroyed and amylose leaches from the granules. Native starch is resistant to
amylase enzymes, but when it is heated, it becomes susceptible to amylases and start to absorb water.
Amylase enzymes are still active at that point. Excessive degradation of starch (by pre-harvest
sprouting or a lot of milling damage) may occur, resulting in adverse properties of baked bread: sticky
crumb, low loaf volume and open crumb grain (excessive α-amylase) –also millers are hindered when
wheat shows excessive degradation of starch, since it is difficult to mill this wheat in the first place.
The sticky material will ‘constipate’ the milling equipment.
The partially crystalline granules transform by the gelatinization process into an amorphous state (Hui
et al., 2006). The granules retain their granule identity, mainly due to the limited amount of water
available in the dough.
After the baking however –during the storage of bread- the crystalline structure of the starch is slowly
recovered (Primo-Martín et al., 2007). This crystallization process is known as retrogradation, which is
responsible for bread staling (Hui et al., 2006) (see paragraph 3.5). In the dough, where not much water
is available, this means a swelling of the starch granules followed by collapsing of the granules (Gray
et al., 2003).
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Figure 3.3 Scheme of the gelatinization of starch (Schoep, 1954).

3.5

Staling of bread

Staling of bread is defined as ‘a term which indicates decreasing consumer acceptance of bakery
products caused by changes in crumb other than those resulting from the action of spoilage organisms’
(Gray et al., 2003). Or as Gil and others (1999) defined it: the complex changes (other than microbial
deterioration) that take place after baking and which result in loss of freshness and quality of the baked
product. The bread staling is associated with a change in the hydrophilic properties of crumb which
occur during aging. This means bread staling is often a measure for crumb softness. Examples of
changes are an increase in firmness, loss of flavour, decrease in water absorption capacity, decrease of
amount of soluble starch, decrease of enzyme susceptibility of starch and increase in starch crystallinity
and opacity (Hui et al., 2006).
Two forms of staling can be separated (Gray et al., 2003):
•

Crust staling, which usually is caused by water transfer from the crumb to the crust, resulting
in a leathery, tough texture;

•

Crumb staling, mainly caused by amylopectin retrogradation (Primo-Martin et al., 2007).

The most widely accepted factor contributing bread or crumb staling is retrogradation of starch
molecules, but there is no direct cause-and-effect relationship between starch polymer molecule
retrogradation and crumb firming (León et al., 2006). Retrogradation is the realignment of the amylose
and amylopectin and the swollen starch granule to form a pocket.
Although not all processes during crumb staling are clear jet, some knowledge can be given:
•

Bread staling is influenced by the content of damaged starch through increasing the
retrogradation of the amylopectin and crumb firmness (León et al., 2006). The amount of
damaged starch in commercial flour usually varies between 5% and 10% of the flour weight
(Sluimer, 2005);

•

Loss of the bread crust crispness proceeds over less than two days of storage, while the
deterioration of the crust as amylopectin retrogradation upon storage of breads only could be
measured in the crust after two days. Therefore can be concluded that amylopectin
retrogradation is not responsible for the crispness detoriation of the crust (Primo-Martin et al.,
2007);
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•

During the baking process around 40% of the starch in the crust does not gelatinize. This is the
result of a lack of water. The fraction that loses its crystallinity regains this after a long time
by retrogradation (Primo-Martin et al., 2007). In the crumb this regaining of crystallinity
happens at a much higher rate. This means that amylopectin retrogradation –in contrast with
the crumb staling- is not responsible for crust staling.

As the previous points show, the processes are quite complex and for the staling of the crumb other
processes are responsible than for the staling of the crust. This will be enough to know for this project.

3.6

Grain hardness and damaged starch (and viscosity)

Some starch granules are damaged mechanically during milling. The level of damage depends on the
hardness of the kernel and the severity of grinding (table 3.1). Hard grains require more grinding,
resulting in more damaged starch granules. Damaged starch granules absorb more water than
undamaged starch granules. When the content of damaged starch increases, this results in an increase
of water absorption by the flour (León et al., 2006). A rule of thumb is that an increase of 1% damaged
starch causes an increase of water absorption of 1% (Sluimer, 2005). Percentages higher than 10%
damaged starch in the flour will result in sticky dough (Sluimer, 2005). The higher the amount of
damaged starch in the flour, the softer the crumb gets. With excessive amounts of damaged starch, the
breads might show keyholing (Sluimer, 2005). That is a contraction of a pan loaf at mid height, just
below the top of the pan.
Some results of an experiment performed by Léon et al. (2006) are given in table 3.1. This table is an
example to show the effects explained in this paragraph. The researchers assessed the effect of
damaged starch levels on flour-thermal behaviour and bread staling. For this experiment two wheat
varieties and a triticale variety were used. The damaged starch level is affected by the milling time.
Table 3.1 shows that an increasing milling time results in a higher damaged starch content. The
amylose content was not affected by the milling time. α-Amylase only can hydrolyse damaged starch
and gelatinized starch granules. This means that the amylase activity is affected by the amount of
damaged starch. The falling number therefore gives an indication for the amount of damaged starch (by
assessing the α-amylase activity. In wheat, there was a significant decrease of the falling number when
the damaged starch content increased.
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Table 3.1 Effect of disc mill time on damaged starch and amylose contents, falling number and
gelatinization enthalpy of starch (Léon et al., 2006).

Sample
B0
B1
B2
DE0
DE1
DE2
T0
T1
T2

Milling
time (min)
0
2.0
5.0
0
2.0
5.0
0
3.5
7.0

Damaged
starch (%)a
9.3 b
14.7 e
17.2 f
8.4 b
12.8 d
17.7 f
6.1 a
10.4 c
14.0 e

Amylose
(%)a
21.5 a
22.2 a
21.6 a
21.3 a
20.1 a
20.1 a
20.5 a
20.3 a
19.8 a

Falling
number (s)
694 f
568 d
519 c
630 e
505 c
419 b
234 a
229 a
231 a

∆H gelatinization
(J/g)
3.92 d
3.70 c
2.76 a
4.45 e
3.57 c
2.85 a
4.32 e
3.64 c
3.27 b

B Baguette (wheat), DE Klein Don Enrique (wheat), T Tatú (triticale). Different letters within columns mean significant
differences at P<0.05 (n=3). aExpressed in dry-weight of flour.

For the production of leavened breads hard to medium-hard grain is preferred. When producing flour of
this wheat, the high water absorption of the flour is desired by the baker. This is undesirable for the
production of biscuits. In biscuit production, flour with a high water absorption requires longer baking
times to evaporate the water surplus (Léon et al., 2006). Besides that, it is shown that an increased
damaged starch level amongst others enhances dough stiffness and decreases biscuit diameter (Léon et
al., 2006; Pena, 2002). To obtain flour with a low water absorption, soft wheat should be used. Soft
wheat is characterized by having low levels of damaged starch (because of less grinding) and a low
protein content (Pena, 2002).
Also interactions between starch and proteins play a role. An example is, that flours containing a high
gluten content seem to tolerate higher levels of starch damage and still perform satisfactorily
(Pomeranz, 1988).

3.7

Interactions of damaged starch with amylases:

Amylases in dough break down the starch into dextrins and fermentable sugars. Only the starch
granules that have been damaged during milling, which is only a small fraction, are during the
fermentation process available for an attack by the amylases (Pomeranz, 1988). Amylases may affect
dough properties in three ways (Pomeranz, 1988):
1.

by the formation of sugars (glucose, maltose) that can be fermented by yeast: increases the
gassing power in dough, which means a quicker rising;

2.

by the removal of the damaged starch fraction: decreases dough consistency as measured by
the farinograph;

3.

by the formation of dextrin: increasing the gas retention of dough (particularly during
proofing).
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Figure 3.4 Effect of amylase on bread (Leerkes, 2005; Belderok et al., 2000).

Table 3.2 Overview of several materials and their functions which are related to starch (Belderok, 2000).

Material

Function

When

too much/too When too less/too

high activity
α-amylase

β-amylase

Enzyme

Enzyme

low activity

Breakdown starch into sugars: -

Sticky crumb

reduction of viscosity of starch -

Unpleasant to chew

too feed yeast: not

suspension

Difficult to slice

enough rising

-

-

Not enough sugar

Breaks down end of polymers
(starch) and releases maltose

Amylose

Polymer of glucose

Storage of energy for plants

Amylopectin

Polymer of glucose

Storage of energy for plants
- More sugars → more - Low sugar → less

Sugars (glucose, Sugar

-

Thickener

dextrin, maltose)

-

Retards staling process of

food

bread

quicker rising of dough

-

Coloring crust

-

Soft bread, gentle mouth

for

yeast

→ rising of dough

feel
Yeast enzymes

Enzymes

Transform
fermentation

maltose
into

CO2

alcohol: rising of dough
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Chapter 4.

Fiber, lipids and minerals

Fibers, lipids and minerals contain in total only 14% of the wheat kernel. This chapter will explain the
influence of these elements on the quality of baking wheat.

4.1

Fiber

Fiber in wheat is ‘a generic word for cell wall material not digested by the enzymes of the intestinal
tract’ (Sluimer, 2005). Some examples of fibers are cellulose, hemicullose and pentosans. Fibers have
two important features with regard to bread making: influence on water absorption and on baking
quality. Fibers are able to absorb about more than 10 times their weight on water: this result in higher
water absorption of whole meal than the water absorption of white flour. In general, fiber has a
negative effect on the final product (Sluimer, 2005).

4.2

Lipids

Flour does not contain a high percentage of lipids. The lipid content of whole wheat flour is about 2%,
the content of white flour even less than 1%. The role of lipids with regard to baking quality is not yet
completely clear. It is known that the fatty acid distribution of the lipids affect the functional properties.
About 70% of the total fatty acid is polyunsaturated linoleic acid. The conjugated double bonds in
linoleic acid should play a role in the dough’s uptake of oxygen during mixing. This uptake of oxygen
should facilitate the oxidation of thiol groups in proteins and that results in a promoting of gluten
development. Another property of lipid is that it increases the demand on oxidative flour improvers; the
higher the lipid content, the higher the demand. It is still not very well investigated how this
mechanisms works and what the relation is with the baking quality of wheat.
It is for sure that lipids play an important role in the shelf life of flours: the oxidation of unsaturated
fatty acids results in rancidity and this restricts the shelf life of whole meal. Another relation between
lipids and baking quality is that changes in lipids relates to the deterioration of baking quality of flours
upon prolonged storage (Sluimer, 2005).

4.3

Minerals

The mineral content of the various milling fractions in flour is determined as ash content. The different
parts of the wheat kernel contain ash: outer layers (8%), aleurone layer (15%) and the starchy
endosperm (0,4%). However these numbers are dependent of the growing conditions and wheat variety.
The ash content is often used as a parameter for baking quality, in particular for white flour: flour with
an ash content higher than about 0,60% results in lower loaf volumes. Sluimer believes that the ash
itself has no significant influence on baking quality (Sluimer, 2005). However there are some
contradictory ideas about this. Personal communication with Hamer taught that ash has a negative
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effect on the baking quality of wheat. Ash is a marker for contamination with bran particles. The more
of these particles present, the lower the quality of the wheat will be. However the negative effect is
masked by the addition of salt to the flour before the mixing process.

The ash content varies between about 0,45% (patent flour) and about 1,8% (whole-wheat flour). Flour
with an ash content of 0,45% results in bread with a white crumb, flour with an ash content of 1,8%
results in dark crumb color (Sluimer, 2005).
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Chapter 5.

Mycotoxins

An important factor with regard to baking quality of wheat has to do with the presence of kernels that
are dangerous for the health of humans. One of the most well known matters that are dangerous for
human health are mycotoxins and in particular deoxynivalenol (DON). Mycotoxins are toxic
metabolites produced by fungi that can survive in the soil and infect wheat and some other crops
(Semple et al., 1989). The presence of mycotoxin in food is a problem all over the world.
Unfortunately, processes like heating and conservation do not decrease the amount of toxins.

Mycotoxins can be divided in different groups, like the trichothecenes, fumonisines and zearalenone.
DON belongs to the group of trichothecenes (Scholten et al., 2002). DON is a famous mycotoxin that
can be formed in the wheat kernel by fungi of the Fusarium geni (in particular by F. graminearum, F.
culmorum, en F. avenaceum, together they are called F. roseum) (Gezondheidsraad, 2001). These fungi
are an important problem in the cereal food and feed chain. They have the ability to produce
mycotoxins in the grain, which cause serious illness and immunosuppression in humans and animals,
and also serious yield loss (Scholten et al., 2002).

DON is produced shortly after the infection of the wheat kernel by the Fusarium fungi. The produced
DON content strongly depends on weather conditions and on the agricultural techniques used
(Gezondheidsraad, 2001). Long periods of wet circumstances are the optimal situation for the fungus.

A lot of research has been done about the effect of DON on the human health and the concentration
limits of DON in wheat containing food products like different breads, Brinta, biscuits, cookies and
pasta. The European Union has formulated a regulation about the maximum content of DON that
different products are allowed to contain (table 5.1).
Table 5.1 Concentration limits of DON in wheat containing food products
(Commissie van de Europese Gemeenschappen, 2006).
Product

Concentration limit DON
(µg/kg product)

Unprocessed wheat (with exemption of hard wheats)

1250

Unprocessed hard wheats

1750

Wheats used for direct human consumption, meal and flour

750

Dough products (dry)

750

Bread, cookies, cereal snacks and breakfast cereals

500

The milling industry does not buy raw wheat with a DON content higher than 0,75 mg/kg (Darwinkel,
1997).
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The intake of DON or its metabolites causes a health risk for humans. Acute symptoms of poisoning by
mycotoxins in the trichothecene class (amongst others DON, NIV, etc) are characterized by (Snijder,
1990):
-

skin irritation

-

hemorrhages

-

food refusal

-

neural disturbance

-

vomiting

-

miscarriage

-

diarrhea

-

death

An important secondary effect is the predisposition to infectious diseases through suppression of the
immune system (Snijder, 1990).

Another, though less famous and important mycotoxin, is Zearalenon. This is also a toxin product
formed by Fusarium fungi. Zearalenon has a oestrogenic working and is dangerous for the health of
men and animal because it can cause fertility problems. The European Commission has also made
regulations with regard to the maximum content of this mycotoxin in wheat and products made by
wheat (table 5.2).

Table 5.2 Concentration limits of Zearalenon in wheat containing food products
(Commissie van de Europese Gemeenschappen, 2006).
Product

Concentration limit Zearalenon
(µg/kg product)

Unprocessed wheat

100

Wheats used for direct human consumption, meal and flour

75

Bread, cookies, cereal snacks and breakfast cereals

50

More information about mycotoxins will be provided in chapter 10.
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Chapter 6.
6.1

Remaining factors

Specific weight

The specific weight is a measure of the bulk density of wheat (Gooding et al., 1997). The specific
weight is indicated by the number of kilograms (kg) of wheat in one hectolitre (hl), so the unit of
specific weight is kg/hl. Well-filled grains can give specific weights of above 80 kg/hl, while badly
shrivelled wheat may have a specific weight of only 40 kg/hl (Gooding et al., 1997). Shrivelled grain
contains relatively more bran than endosperm compared to well-filled grain, which is why the specific
weight is used by the milling industry as a guide of the expected flour yield (Gooding et al., 1997). The
specific weight of intervention wheat in the Netherlands should at least be 73 kg/hl (Commissie van de
Europese Gemeenschappen, 2000).

6.2

Grain hardness and moisture content

Although grains have a non-uniform shape, it is possible with modern equipment to measure the
hardness of wheat. With these equipment it is possible to assess characteristics of single kernels. The
hardness of grain is determined by the way components are packed in the endosperm cells (Pena,
2002). An important laboratory measure of the texture of grain is the particle size index (PSI)
(Yamazaki et al., 1981). This also gives a good indication of the hardness of grain. The PSI relies on
the fact that upon milling, soft wheat produces finer flour compared to hard wheat (Henry et al., 1996).
By sifting and weighing the wheat is classified according its hardness. The harder the wheat is, the
lower the PSI. The difference between hard and soft wheat is caused by the presence of proteinaceous
material on the surface of starch granules of hard wheat. The adhesion of endosperm protein to the
starch surface within cells results in fracturing taking place along cell walls rather than through cell
contents (as happens with the soft wheat). That is the reason why in flour of soft wheat larger quantities
of free starch granules are found; these are released from the cells (Yamazaki et al., 1981).
Different PSI-values are required for different wheat products. Biscuits require wheat with a PSI
between 65 and 75, raised bread requires wheat with a PSI between 50 and 60 (Gooding et al., 1997).
The hardness of wheat is not affected by the protein content, but is affected by the moisture content. In
literature results seem to be conflicting: some literature indicates an increase of hardness with
increasing moisture content, others show a decreasing hardness with increasing moisture content. The
explanation for this is, that moisture is know to toughen the bran (outer layer), but softens the
endosperm (Pomeranz, 1988). So the procedure of measuring is important here.
The ‘speed’ of ripening is correlated with the hardness of the grain. Hard kernels develop when the
ripening takes place very quickly, for example because of dry and warm conditions in that period.
While cool and moist climates result in softer grains (Andeweg et al., 1983). Besides that, spring wheat
shows a harder kernel compared to winter wheat (Andeweg et al., 1983). But this is not taken into
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consideration in this report. After all, kernel hardness is mainly a character connected to the wheat
variety (Andeweg et al., 1983). High kernel hardness is preferred during milling, since the damaged
starch is easier broken down to sugars and dextrins, which advances the rising and baking. Table 6.3
summaries the effects of grain hardness for the milling and baking industry.
The moisture content of grain is important for all users of wheat. The composition percentages (e.g.
protein or starch content) are inversely correlated to moisture contents: so the higher the moisture
content, the lower the amount of the components in the grain (Gooding et al., 1997). On one hand the
wheat can be to dry, on the other hand it can be too wet. In the Netherlands the moisture content of
(intervention) wheat should be 14%, but the maximum allowed moisture content is 14.5%. When
farmers deliver wheat with a higher moisture content than 14%, the farmers are discounted on the price
of their product (Commissie van de Europese Gemeenschappen, 2000).
When the wheat contains (too) low moisture content often raises the suspicion concerning the extent of
drying and the possible use of excessive high temperatures to dry the product. This might cause the
damaging of proteins (Gooding et al., 1997). However, usually the problem is too high moisture
content. This will lead to increased respiration of grain and problems with pests and diseases (mainly
fungal diseases). That is why high moisture content makes it hard to store the product. By an increased
respiration rate, the wheat looses dry matter. Besides that, water and heat are produced, stimulating
sprouting and the development of pests and diseases (Gooding et al., 1997).

Table 6.3 Effects of grain hardness for milling and baking industry.
Milling industry

6.3

Baking industry

•

Harder grain → longer milling time

•

•

Harder grain → more milling energy

starch → more sugars and dextrins

•

Higher level damaged starch in flour of harder grain

→ advances rising and baking

Harder wheat →more damaged

Pre-harvest sprouting

In the European wheat used for the production of bread, pre-harvest sprouting damage is a severe
problem (Flintham et al., 1982). The primary problem is the (excessive) increase of the enzyme αamylase (Flintham et al., 1982). The increase of activity of this enzyme causes the hydrolysis of starch
during the processing (Lunn et al., 2001). This may disrupt manufacture and cause end-products with a
low quality. There are several factors causing an increase of α-amylase activity (e.g. the damaging of
starch granules as described in chapter 3), but pre-harvest sprouting of wheat is the most important
cause. There are four types of pre-harvest sprouting (Lunn et al., 2001):
1.

Post-maturity sprouting (PoMS): weather circumstances combined with loss of dormancy
allowing germination of wheat kernels in the ear;

2.

Pre-maturity α-amylase activity (PMAA): no visible sprouting. Occurs only in some cultivars
in some seasons;
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3.

Pre-maturity sprouting (PrMS): occurs very rarely. Takes place early in the development of
the grain and involves often disruption of the pericarp integrity by parasitic feeding of a larvae
(orange wheat blossom midge);

4.

Retained pericarp α-amylase activity (RPAA): cyclic variation in Hagberg falling number due
to dehydration and rehydration in variable weather before harvest. Very unknown process.

The most important is PoMS, followed by PMAA. Pre-harvest sprouting often occurs after lodging of
the grain combined with a high humidity in the crop.

Figure 6.1 Cross section of a loaf made from an extremely sprouted grain (Sluimer, 2005).

6.4

Homogeneous wheat lots

Homogenous wheat lots are important for the milling industry. Variability in for example kernel
hardness will make it very difficult for the miller to effectively separate the endosperm from the bran
from all kernels. In practice this means that the miller will apply longer milling duration or using a
higher pressure. This may results in (too) much damaged starch granules.
The degree of homogeneousity is a factor which can be influenced by the farmer. An equal soil tillage
and application of fertilizers and chemical crop protection plays an import role. When there is a lot of
variability in the nitrogen application, this will lead to variations in the protein content of the wheat.
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Conclusion
This part 1 has explained the important elements of wheat that have an influence on the baking quality.
Table 7.1 gives a schematic overview of the type of importance of the different quality elements:
importance for storage (of wheat kernels, flour and bread), importance for the miller and importance
for the baker.
Table 7.1 Importance of quality
Quality element / factor

Important for storage (S), miller (M) or
baker (B):

Protein

B

Starch content

B

Fibers

B

Lipids

S+M

Minerals

B

Disease level wheat

S+M+B

Specific weight

M

Grain hardness

M+B

Grain moisture content

S

Pre-harvest sprouting

S+M+B

Homogeneous wheat parties

M
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PART II. Factors influencing wheat quality
Introduction
After the description of the elements defining the quality of wheat in part 1, the current part constitutes
an investigation of the external factors influencing the quality: variety, soil, fertilization, diseases and
chemical protection, climate, crop rotation, sowing time and sowing density.
A scientific review is presented here. The research has pointed out that it is very difficult to gain
common features from the literature, summarize them and derive conclusions which are valid at
general level. This is mainly because the existing literature describes individual researches dealing with
single experiments. Each experiment is performed under different settings, which involve lots of
variables, and often the results come from the interaction effect among different conditions. This
sometimes induces to apparently contradictory conclusions in the various research projects, which
generates troubles in comparing them. Therefore the results presented here are from individual studies,
which makes complicated to generalize them.
No research has been found which gives a clear summary of all the material on the topic.
For instance, if a study aims to investigate the optimal fertilizing settings to increase wheat quality, it
has to deal with the composition of the fertilizer, the amount and the number of the applications, the
time at which the treatment is made. Next to this, there is such a high number of other environmental
variables the decision maker has to take in consideration: geographical location, soil type, wheat
variety, weather conditions as atmospheric precipitations, heat, insulation and moisture percentage,
cropping practices as rotation, irrigation, harvest. In other words, fertilizing operations can not be
separated from considering other conditions, because all of them are correlated.
The following chapters are mainly based on scientific contributions taken from specialized books,
journals, theses and websites.
It has been decided to look for studies carried out in different countries, to have a more complete vision
of the phenomena, and because the Dutch literature is not so extensive.
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Chapter 7.
7.1

Variety

Introduction

All wheat varieties of the type Triticum aestivum L. are determined as bread- and biscuit varieties.
These varieties are grown in the moderate areas of Europe, Russia, China, United States, Canada,
South-America and Australia (Belderok, 1977).

Baking wheat is a hexaploid species that contains three different but related genomes of seven
chromosomes (A, B and D). Wheat of diploid and tetraploid species does not have the unique milling
and baking performances that wheat of hexaploid species contains. Only these last species possesses
the D set of chromosomes. The desirable quality characteristics of bread wheat have been attributed
mainly to the presence of this third genomic component. But also other genomes are important
(Belderok, 2000; Verder, 1982).

Baking quality is a very complex feature that is based on the combination of several factors, as is
explained in part 1 of this report. Protein content, protein quality and grain hardness are the most
important factors.

A farmer that grows wheat can influence the baking quality (Verder, 1982). The choice of the wheat
variety by a farmer is nearly always the most important factor under his/her control depending on the
market to which the grain will be suited. Research has shown that this is the most important measure a
farmer can do in order to influence the baking quality (Belderok and Meppeling by Verder, 1982;
Gooding et al., 1997). Farmers can do all kind of management measures to grow a good crop, but if
they do not use a variety with good baking characteristics they will never be able to grow wheat with
high baking quality (pers. comm. Kruiger). However, Dutch wheat varieties do not all have the right
characteristics that result in good baking quality. If they would have those features, it would be easier
to sell Dutch baking wheat (Kolster, 1987).

This chapter will deal with the influence of variety on the different quality elements of baking wheat. It
discusses the influence on the different elements that are explained in part 1 of this report. The focus is
on winter wheat varieties and not on spring wheat varieties even though spring wheat has a higher
baking quality. But the yield of spring wheat is lower than the wheat of winter wheat, and because of
this reason it is not profitable for farmers to grow spring wheat as baking wheat. In the Netherlands
much more winter wheat is grown because of the higher yield (Boot, 1985). Baldus and Lavett are two
spring wheat varieties that are suitable for baking purposes. However the problem is that the varieties
lose their good characteristics for the milling industry after several years. There is a shortage of good
spring wheat varieties (pers. comm. Breggen).
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It is possible to breed new baking wheat varieties, hence the focus of this chapter is not on breeding,
but on the factors farmers have to pay attention to in their choose of the varieties they want to grow.

Figure 7.1 shows the importance of flour with a
good baking quality. On the right hand a loaf
baked from flour with a poor baking quality is
showed and on the left hand a loaf baked from
flour with a good baking quality.

Figure 7.1 Relation between poor and good
baking quality and bread volume (de Jong, 1986).

7.2

Factors that influence the variety choice

It is very important for farmers to choose a wheat variety that possesses the characteristics that fit as
well as possible the aim and circumstances of the farmer. The choice must not only be made based on
the possible yield of a variety, also other factors are very important. It is essential to compare the
variety features and growing circumstances in detail. It is also important to make a distinction between
features that can not or only partly be influenced by growing measures and features that can be
influenced by growing measures (for example need of nitrogen) (de Jong, 1986).

Every year research is done on the variety features of all different wheat varieties. These varieties are
tested on a lot of different characteristics. Most of them are suitable for all wheat varieties (hence also
for non baking quality varieties). Those characteristics are (Kristelijn etal., 2006):
-

Winter hardness

- Earliness of the ear

-

The length of the straw

- Early ripeness

-

Strengthness

Resistance against:
-

Pre-harvest sprouting

- (Septoria) leaf blotch

-

Yellow rust

- Fusarium head blight

-

Brown rust

- Blackmoulds

-

Powdery mildew

The characteristics that are very important for the baking quality are:
-

Bread quality

- Zeleny value

-

Dough quality

- Grain hardness

-

Milling quality
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All the different varieties get a specific value for the different characteristics. A high mark means that it
is a good feature. In the end the varieties are specified on their suitability of baking quality. The Dutch
variety list mentions BB and B. BB means that it is a better baking quality variety, B means that it is a
baking variety and if there is nothing mentioned it means that it is a variety that is not suitable for
baking purposes. The list of 2007 shows that Ilias is the Dutch variety with the best baking quality
features (table 7.1). There are 5 other baking wheat varieties: Globus, Residence, SW Tataros, Drifter

Wintervastheid

Lengte stro

Stevigheid

Vroegheid aar

Vroegrijpheid

Schotresistentie

Gele roest

Bruine roest

Meeldauw

Bladvlekkenziekte

Fusarium in de aar

Zwartschimmels in
de aar

Broodkwaliteit

Deegkwaliteit

Maalkwaliteit

Zelenywaarde

Korrelhardheid

Klassificatie

and Anthus.

Betere
baktarwe
Ilias

..

109

8

5.5

7

7

9

7.5

7

7.5

8

6.5

8.5

7.5

7

8.5

h

BB

Baktarwe
Globus
Residence
SW Tataros
Drifter
Anthus

..
8
..
8
..

107
105
105
109
105

8
6
8
7.5
7.5

6.5
7.5
7
6.5
6

6.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
6.5

6
5.5
7.5
7
7

9
9
9
7.5
..

8
7
8
5.5
8

8
7.5
7
6.5
8

7.5
6.5
6
4.5
7

7
7
6.5
6
7.5

6.5
6.5
6.5
6
6.5

8
7
8.5
7.5
7.5

7.5
6
6
6.5
7

9
8
9
8
8

8.5
7
7.5
7.5
7.5

h
h
h
h
h

B
B
B
B
B

.. = geen gegevens beschikbaar. Een hoog cijfer duidt op een gunstige waardering van de betrokken eigenschap.
Vroege afrijping wordt door een hoog cijfer aangeduid. H = hard; B = baktarwe; BB = betere baktarwe
Table 7.1 Dutch winter wheat variety list. Average of 2003 – 2007
(SPNA, agro research).

Table 7.2 shows the profile of organic spring wheat varieties (on a clay soil). It is a very useful table
because it gives a clear overview of the features that can be influenced by varieties, of the minimum
value, the aim and also of the priority. Unfortunately such a profile is not found for conventional wheat
but the features that are given are not different for conventional wheat.
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Features

Table 7.2 Profile of organic spring wheat varieties
(Osman et al., 2005).
Minimum
Aim

Priority

Good baking quality
-

Hagberg falling number

260

Optimum balance: amount of kg x the

+++++

-

Zeleny value

35

surplus for baking quality as high as

+++++

-

Protein content

11,5

possible

+++++

-

Hectoliter weight

76

+++++

Lavettt = 100 (+/-

+++++

High kernel yield

6500 kg/ha)
Efficiency of fertilization

Achieve desired balance with as less ++++

absorption

fertilization as possible

Restriction disease risks
-

Long stem (*)

+/- 100 cm (Lavett)

-

Ear high above flag leave

+/- 20 cm

+/- 100 cm (Laveyt)

+++
++++

-

Wide ear

+++

-

Last leaves green as long as

++++

possible
Resistance against
Yellow rust
-

Brown rust

-

Septoria

-

Fusarium

-

Mould

Limited harvest risk
Strong stem
-

Early ripeness

-

Resistance against pre-

6²

8

++++

7²

8

++++

6²

8

+++

8

+++

6

8

+++

7²

8

++++

(**)

Harvest first week in August

++++

7

7

++++

harvest sprouting

* The interview with the farmer (Leon de Geus) taught that the height of the wheat stem has a relation
with contamination of diseases. Wheat plants with short stems have a longer wet-period than wheat
varieties with a longer stem. The wind can blow the latter easier dry than wheat varieties with shorter
stems. Hence, by choosing the wheat variety a farmer can take this factor into account (pers. comm.
Geus). Kema et al., describes that the length of the stem also influences the susceptibility of the wheat
plants. Varieties with short stems (<70-80cm) have a higher disease risk than varieties with long stems
(90-100cm) (Kema et al., 2002). This is a characteristic that is in particular important for organic
farmers. Conventional farmers can make use of chemical crop protection to prevent serious damage.
However, also for conventional farmers it would be interesting to check this characteristic.
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** Northern and Middle part of the Netherlands: harvest in the middle of August if it is sown in March
or begin of April. South-Western part: harvest in the middle of August if it is sown in February or
March.
The factors that are related to baking quality will be discussed in detail in the next paragraphs. The
other factors are not specific for baking quality but are also important factors for farmers that grow
wheat for cattle feed. Besides the factors that are already summed up, there are a few more factors that
are important for a farmer to consider when choosing a wheat variety for baking purposes (de Jong,
1986):
-

Soil type

Varieties have different suitability to grow on different soil types. It is important for a farmer to keep
this in mind if he wants to choose a wheat variety.
-

Yield

Although the yield is in particular determined by growing measures, there are also differences found
between different varieties. It is not very sensible for a farmer only to look at the yield, because the
production costs are not indicated. The potential yield is also not a good indicator for quality. Table 7.3
gives an indication of the relative kernel yield for winter wheat per region (northern marine clay,
central marine clay, southwestern marine clay, river clay and sand- and reclaimed peatland (in Dutch:
dalgrond)). This table shows for example that SW Tataros has the highest yield on northern marine
clay. Compared with Ilias the baking quality is lower.

Table 7.3 Relative kernel yield for winter wheat per region. Average of 2001 – 2006 (SPNA, agro research).

Zand- en dalgrond

Riverklei/ Löss

Zuidwestelijke zeeklei

Centrale zeeklei

Noordelijke zeeklei

Met ziektebestrijding

Zand- en Dalgrond

Rivierklei/ Löss

Zuidwestelijke zeeklei

Centrale zeeklei

Noordelijke zeeklei

Zonder ziektebestrijding

Betere baktarwe
Ilias

96

97

98

96

99

96

97

100

97

97

Globus

98

98

99

100

105

98

99

99

100

102

Residence

92

96

94

92

99

98

99

98

95

96

104

101

100

99

99

103

101

101

98

99

Drifter

94

96

95

93

102

100

102

100

97

101

Anthus

103

98

99

100

101

103

100

101

102

100

Baktarwe

SW Tataros
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95

98

98

99

100

95

Limes

102

104

104

105

102

99

101

101

104

102

Robigus

105

104

105

105

104

104

103

103

101

104

Tulsa

101

101

101

106

96

99

99

97

102

101

Patrel

104

103

104

103

98

102

100

101

103

103

Ceb 0312

101

101

101

101

98

100

103

98

98

99

Chester

100

100

102

102

85

100

103

105

98

99

LP 410.2.00

105

100

101

..

106

101

100

100

99

101

LP 413.8.00

104

100

100

..

104

104

100

99

100

107

Zand- en dalgrond

99

Riverklei/ Löss

101

Rivierklei/ Löss

Zuidwestelijke zeeklei

101

Centrale zeeklei

100

Noordelijke zeeklei

Zuidwestelijke zeeklei

Bristol

Zand- en Dalgrond

Centrale zeeklei

Met ziektebestrijding

Noordelijke zeeklei

Zonder ziektebestrijding

Overige tarwe

3 jaar onderzoek

2 jaar onderzoek

PBIS 02-1038

99

102

107

..

110

103

101

101

102

108

Tuareg

105

108

105

..

101

102

104

105

106

98

ZE 96Z 169-8

101

103

103

..

93

101

98

101

103

99

100 = .. Ton/ha

9.8

9.6

9.9

7.6

11

11

11

10.1

9.2

9

- Possibilities for late sowing
It is not always possible to sow early in the season, for example because of bad weather. Different
wheat varieties have different suitabilities to sow later in the season.

It can be risky for a farmer to grow only one wheat variety at his farm or to grow a variety that is
grown a lot in the area. If one variety is grown a lot in one area specific fysio’s (like the fysio of yellow
rust) can develop and spread very quickly. Because of this reason a farmer has to take into account that
he grows different varieties (de Jong, 1986).
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7.3

Protein

As explained in chapter 2 the protein content and protein quality are elements that have a very
important influence on the quality of baking wheat. These elements are mainly geneticly determined.
As explained before, gluten form the biggest part of protein and it can be divided into gliadins and
glutenins. Figure 7.2 gives an overview of the components of protein, as a tool to understand the
paragraphs.

Protein

Gluten
(wet + dry)

Non gluten

Albumins

Globulins

Glutenins

GMP

Gliadins

Non GMP

HMW

LMW

Subunits

Subunits

Figure 7.2 Composition of protein (summary of chapter 2).

The desired amounts and ratios in relation to these elements are (summary of chapter 2):
-

For bread, a protein content in the kernel of more than 12% is desired; for biscuits a protein
content lower than 10% (de Jong, 1986; Belderok, 2000);

-

For most baking products high gluten elasticity is required. For making cakes and biscuit more
extensible gluten is required (Lazzeri et al., 1997);

-

A wet-gluten content of 20-27% (proportion of weight of the dry flour) is normal for bread making
(Belderok, 2000);

-

HMW-GS 5 + 10 and HMW-GS 2 + 12 HM have been found to be strongly correlated with weak
and strong gluten properties, respectively. The subunit HMW-GS 2 + 12 is associated with good
biscuit-making quality flours (Payne et al. by Don, 1987);

-

The ideal sedimentation value for bread making is > 40 (Belderok, 2000);
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-

Wheat with a Zeleny index/ protein ratio of higher than 3 is considered as wheat with a good
baking quality (Outryve, van, 1999).

Research has shown that the albumin and globulin fractions do not have any (or only minor)
importance with respect to baking quality. The glutenin fractions are the most important parts, followed
by gliadins (Belderok, 2000). The gliadin pattern is characteristic for a wheat variety, it is kind of a
fingerprint. The pattern is independent of the protein content and also of the area where the wheat is
grown (Verder, 1982).

Protein content:
Protein content is genetic determined, but it is also strongly dependent on environmental factors (Don,
2005). Schleeiuber and Tucker have suggested that the major factors responsible for grain protein
percentage, in order of importance, are environment, soil, and cultivar (Schleeiuber & Tucker by Mc
Neal et al., 1981). Also Kolster believes that environmental aspects play a more important role in
relation with the protein content than varieties do (Kolster, 1987). It is easy and cheap for a farmer if he
grows a variety that has the potential for high protein content. However the problem is that varieties
with high yields are in general considered to have lower protein content (figure 7.3). A lot of research
has been done about this aspect (Lupton, 1975; Johnson et al., 1973; Verder, 1982). Fortunately it
appeared not to be impossible to grow baking wheat both with high yields and with high protein
content. Experiments have shown that it is possible to grow wheat with a yield of 10 tons/ hectare and a
protein content of 13%. Call et al. write that high yields with low protein content only appear when the
supply of available nitrogen in the soil is insufficient. For a farmer it is important to grow varieties that
have two very important characteristics: good baking quality and high yield characteristics (de Jong,
1986).

Figure 7.3 Relation between protein content (horizontal) and kernel yield (vertical)
of a few F6-lines of spring wheat varieties (Boot, 1985).
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There is a strong relationship between variety and the protein content. However the differences in
protein content between varieties are small. Varieties that have a high protein content result in higher
bread volume (figure 7.4). Figure 7.4 also shows that the protein quality plays an important role in the
determination of the baking quality of a wheat variety. The increase of bread volume by an increase of
the protein content is dependent of the genotype. Gluten play a prominent role here. The bread volume
of varieties with glutenins 5 + 10 is about 10% higher compared with varieties with 2 + 12 (Moonen by
Kolster, 1987).

Figure 7.4 Relation between loaf volume and protein content of the flour of three wheat varieties of good
(∆), intermediate (○) and poor (●) baking quality (Belderok, 2000).

In part 1 it is already explained that varieties with HMW-GS 5 + 10 are associated with good bread
making quality flours and HMW-GS 2 + 12 with poor bread making quality (Payne et al., 1987). The
latter varieties are mostly used as ingredients for biscuits (Don, 2005). Varieties that are lacking HMWGS are unable to form a visco-elastic gluten (Don, 2001). HMW glutenins have a very important
influence on the baking quality. There is not that much known about the influence of the LMW
glutenins, but it looks like they also are an important feature of baking quality (Kolster, 1987).

Opposite to Don, Lelly (Lelly by Verder, 1982) believes that all the features of gluten are genetically
determined, although there is some influence of the environment. The quality of gluten is determined
by the proportion of the two main components: gliadins and glutenins. This proportion is in particular
genetically determined.
The genetic variation in gluten quality for bread-making appears to derive directly from differences in
the structure of the glutenin component. Several interdependent features of glutenin structure appear to
be involved (Bushuk, 1998):
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°

The total amount of glutenin relative to gliadin;

°

The average molecular weight and molecular weight distribution of polymeric
glutenin;

°

Relative amounts of HMW and LMW subunits;

°

The allelic composition of HMW and LMW subunits;

°

Variation in the amount of some specific subunits.

Protein quality:
Protein quality is a characteristic that is totally determined by the variety. It can not be influenced by
environmental factors and crop growing measures (Boot, 1985). Flour of different varieties with the
same protein content can still have a very different baking quality. Varieties with a better protein
quality give a higher bread volume than varieties with less protein quality. The quality of wheat
varieties can be so worse that the dough will start to stick during the baking process (de Jong, 1986).
Almost all European countries have the problem of sticky wheat varieties: varieties that have the
tendency to stick during the kneading and other processes and that are difficult to process in the bakery
(Belderok and Meppelink by Verder, 1982).

It is in particular the “SS/SH” rate that is a genetic factor. SS means the disulfide groups and SH stands
for the thiol groups. The best baking quality is found in flour that has a SS/SH rate between the 15 and
19. The more SS bridges there are in dough, the more rigid the dough will be (Verder, 1982). Figure
7.5 shows the relationship between SS/SH-ratio in flours with different protein levels and their baking
quality.
Figure 7.5 Relationship between SS/SH ratio in flours and their baking quality (Verder, 1982).

As explained during the interview with Meneba it is important for Dutch farmers to be competitive
with farmers from for example Germany, to focus on a higher yield in combination with higher protein
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content and quality. In that way they will be able to make some profit. Because it is very difficult for
the chain of baking wheat to give enough money to farmers in order for them to make some money,
Meneba gives the advice to farmers to grow a crop with both a high yield and a higher protein content
and quality and to ask some less money than farmers in Germany. However, some other interviews
(pers. comm. Geus and Hamer) made clear that the difference between the prices farmers receive for
baking wheat is only a few percent higher than the price they receive for wheat for the feeding industry.
Table 7.4 gives an overview of the different prices for the wheat harvest in 2004.
Table 7.4 Prices for different wheat types, Euro/100 kg (GZP).
January

February

March

April

Wheat for feeding industry

10,15

10,10

10,10

10,15

Wheat for milling industry

10,30

10,30

10,30

10,30

Wheat for baking industry

10,70

10,70

10,70

10,60

This table shows that the difference between the different types of wheat is indeed very small. Because
the production-costs of baking wheat are higher than the costs for wheat for the feeding industry
(because of the higher costs for higher/ extra nitrogen fertilization), it would not be profitable for
farmers to grow baking wheat if they do not receive a higher price for their product. The discussion
part of this report (chapter 15) will pay more attention to this economical aspect.

7.4

Starch

In chapter 3 the relation between starch and the components of starch and baking quality is explained.
Figure 7.6 gives a short overview of starch and the main components.

α-amylase
Amylose

β-amylase

Starch

Amylopectin

Figure 7.6 Components of starch (Schoep, 1954; Hui et al., 2006).

As explained in chapter 3, starch influences the baking quality in several ways, but only after
mechanical damage during milling. Amongst others it influences the staling and the hardness of bread
(Sluimer, 2005). It is the exposing of the two main components, amylose and amylopectin, that cause
the influence on dough properties (Sluimer, 2005). An important method related to starch and baking
quality is the Hagberg method. This method measures the α-amylase activity (Leon et al., 2006). The
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falling number is the time in seconds, required for a stirring rod to fall a measured distance through
flour suspension. The required falling number in the Netherlands is at least 220 (Commissie van de
Europese Gemeenschappen, 2000).

According to Verder (1982) there is only very few information available about the influence of variety
on the starch quality. And indeed, it was very difficult to find any information about this aspect. Some
research has shown that there are some clear differences between varieties in the size of the starch
kernels, but the direct relationship of this with baking quality is unknown (Verder, 1982). De Jong
describes these differences as huge differences between the different wheat types in grain. It is a variety
characteristic that is based only on one or several genetic factors (de Jong, 1986).

Varieties do also differ concerning their falling number. This is caused by the fact that varieties differ
in the way they alter the production of α-amylase (Gooding et al., 1997).

7.5

Ash content

For the milling industry the most important aspect is to get a high amount of flour out of wheat kernels.
A very important quality aspect for the milling industry is the flour yield: the percentage flour yield
from milled whole grain (pers. comm. Dijk and Hamer). This has to do with the kernel ash content. Ash
content is defined as the mineral content of the various milling fractions in flour. In some situations the
ash content is used as a baking parameter. It varies between 0,45% (for patent flour) and 1,8% (for
whole-wheat flour) (Sluimer, 2005).

The ash content is a genetically determined characteristic. The amount of ash in the bran is higher than
in the middle of the wheat kernel (in the endosperm). Figure 7.7 gives an overview of the relation
between ash content and the flour yield (pers. comm. Hamer).
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Figure 7.7 Ash content in wheat varieties
Horizontal: flour yield / Vertical: cumulative ash content
(Pers. comm. Hamer).

The left side of the x-axis is the ash content in the endosperm of the wheat kernel. More to the right, it
is the ash content between the endosperm and the bran and at the right it is ash content in the bran. The
ash content in the different parts differs between varieties. The green horizontal line indicates the
maximum amount of ash content that flour is allowed to contain (< 1,5% for flour and < 2,2% for
meal). The different colors are the different varieties. The graph shows that the yellow variety is the
variety that achieves the maximum amount of ash as first. The ash content in the endosperm was
already quite high. The purple line achieves the norm after quite a big part of the wheat kernel is
milled. This means that it is possible to obtain more flour from a wheat kernel than is possible for the
two other varieties: hence the flour yield is higher and this is more profitable for the milling industry.

The ash content in the endosperm is influenced by the soil, variety (ability to bind minerals) and plant
stresses. With a good variety it will be possible to increase the amount of flour that can be obtained
from a wheat kernel (pers. comm. Hamer).

7.6

Mycotoxin

Mycotoxins are toxic metabolites that can be present in wheat kernels. In particular deoxynivalenol
(DON), formed by fungi of the Fusarium geni, is dangerous for human health (Semple et al., 1989).
The norm in the European Union is that wheat that will be used for direct human consumption, meal
and flour are not allowed to contain a higher amount of DON as 750 µg/kg product (Commissie van de
Europese Gemeenschappen, 2006).

Wheat varieties do for sure vary in the major fungal contaminants of grain (Gooding et al., 1997).
Research has shown that genetic variation for resistance against Fusarium head blight in bread wheat is
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very large. Bread wheat cultivars are in general susceptible to this disease. Experiments have shown
that resistance against Fusarium head blight is highly heritable. Fusarium has a negative effect on the
kernel weight and the kernel number. Hence because of this yield reduction and also to prevent
mycotoxin contamination of the crop, it is important for a farmer to grow a wheat variety that has some
resistance against Fusarium head blight. (Snijders, 1990). That is the reason why this is one of the
characteristics that is paid attention to in the Variety list.

7.7

Specific weight

Specific weight can be explained as the measure of the bulk density of wheat (Gooding et al., 1997).
Intervention weight in the Netherlands should at least have a specific weight of 73 kg/hl (Commissie
van de Europese Gemeenschappen, 2000).

Specific weight is influenced by the wheat variety. Varieties can differ significantly in their specific
weight. However the varietal differences in specific weight do not always relate to differences in kernel
size, thousand grain weight or flour yield. Research in the United Kingdom has shown that varietal
differences in specific weight were related to grain density, rather than thousand grain weight and flour
extraction rate. The differences in grain density were associated with grain protein content (Pushman
and Bingham by Gooding et al., 1997). Another factor that is seen as a cause of varietal differences in
specific weight has to do with variation in grain morphology (Gooding et al., 1997).

7.8

Grain hardness

Grain hardness is measured by how the grain breaks (Pomeranz, 1988). This is indicated by the particle
size index (PSI) (Yamazaki et al., 1981). The harder the wheat is, the lower the PSI. For raised bread a
PSI between 50 and 60 is preferred, for biscuits a PSI between 65 and 75 (Gooding et al., 1997).

Wheat varieties vary widely in their grain hardness. There are two main categories: varieties with hard
and varieties with soft grains. Kernels of hard wheat varieties mostly have a dark and shiny aspect and
vitreous appearance. Wheat kernels of soft wheat varieties have a more opaque and floury appearance.
The differences in grain hardness of wheat varieties are in particular of interest for the milling and
baking industry (also explained in chapter 6.2) (Belderok, 2000). The varieties that grow in the
Netherlands have in general quite big and soft wheat kernels with mealy exterior and low protein
content (Belderok, 1977). The softest of the common wheat varieties have the lowest protein content
and the weakest dough strength. This result in a soft milling texture and that result again in flours with
a very low level of damaged starch. Such varieties are best suited for the production of biscuits and
cakes (Bushuk, 1998). Bushuk (1998) found out that the relationship between protein content and grain
hardness does not apply over the total range of grain hardness. Generally spoken harder wheats have
higher protein content.
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Grain hardness is genetically determined (Verder, 1982; Don, 2005). It is based on one major gene and
a few minor genes. There are some different major genes and some different modificated genes. The
environment does not have any influence on the grain hardness (Verder, 1982). According to Bushuk
grain hardness is a genetically determined trait but it can be strongly affected by abnormal weather
conditions such as excessive rainfall during the harvest period (Bushuk, 1998). In the report of Boot it
is said that grain hardness is based on one of several genetic factors (Boot, 1985). Symes has dealt with
the inheritance of grain hardness (Symes by Belderok, 2000). He has demonstrated that in crosses
between soft and hard Australian wheat cultivars in most cases only one single gene was responsible
for the difference in hardness between the two parents. Modifying genes also play a role according to
him, but the single gene plays the most important role.

7.9

Pre-harvest sprouting

Pre-harvest sprouting is a very negative development. It is related to an increase of the activity of the
enzyme α-amylase. Pre-harvest sprouting causes the hydrolysis of starch during the processing (Lunn
et al., 2001). This has negative consequences: it may disrupt manufacturing and cause end products
with a low quality.

Varieties differ in resistance to pre-harvest sprouting. Pre-harvest sprouting can be prevented for a part
by choosing the right variety. Resistance against pre-harvest sprouting is based on a long period of
(germination) dormancy (Verder, 1982). Research is conducted by Bingham (1968) in England because
pre-harvest sprouting was a very serious problem there. α-Amylase is the enzyme that causes most
damage. Bingham believes that wheat varieties with a red kernel have a better resistance against preharvest sprouting than wheat varieties with a white kernel. There is only little variation between these
two groups. This relation between kernel color and resistance against pre-harvest sprouting shows that
the feature of resistance against pre-harvest sprouting is one that is easy heritable. Research has been
done and it has been showed that the difference in resistance against pre-harvest sprouting between
varieties is a feature that is based on at least two different genetic factors (Verder, 1982).

The risk of pre-harvest sprouting is quite big in the Netherlands. Pre-harvest sprouting mostly results in
wheat that is not suitable anymore for the milling industry. In such a situation farmers have invested in
the crop but the farmers will not get a higher price for their product. Because of this it is important for a
farmer to grow a wheat variety that is more resistant to pre-harvest sprouting (Reindsen, 2007).

7.10

Homogenous wheat lots

The interview with Meneba made clear that milling industries are only interested in huge amounts of
homogenous wheat. It is not economical attractive for the industry to buy small amounts of wheat,
because variability in the wheat elements (for example in the kernel hardness) makes it more difficult
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to produce high quality bread. Because of the relatively small farms in the Netherlands (for example
compared with farms in Germany) the milling industry prefers to buy wheat from a.o. Germany and
France. Farmers can influence the homogeneity of their wheat by several measures.

For Dutch farmers to become more competitive with farmers abroad, it would be important to make
arrangements with other farmers, a trader or cooperation about which baking wheat variety they will
grow. That variety has to be stored separated from other varieties (pers. comm. Dijk, Hamer and
Timmer).

7.11

German wheat varieties

The interview with J. van Dijk of Meneba made clear that the German quality system of wheat is very
interesting. As explained in the general introduction of this report, the quality of Dutch wheat could
only compete with the quality of the German varieties. Because of this reason this paragraph will give
some information about the wheat varieties German farmers use.

German quality system
Table 7.4 shows the quality system of Germany. Wheat is divided into 4 different classes: A, B, C and
E. A wheat is the middle class, it is basic wheat. B wheat is used to lower the quality of E wheat in
order to obtain a constant quality. It is also used for starch flour and simple biscuit making. Wheat of
C-class is not suitable for bread making. E wheat is of excellent quality, it is used to improve the basic
wheat. The wheat that is grown in the Netherlands is between A and B wheat. It is very difficult to
grow E wheat (pers. comm. Dijk).
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Table 7.4 Minimum requirements for wheat varieties for Germany quality classes (grades 1-9)
(Killermann et al., 2006).

Figure 7.8 shows the relationship between protein content and bread volume in German wheat
genotypes (1999-2006).

Figure 7.8 Relationship protein content and bread volume
(Killermann et al., 2006).

This figure shows that high protein varieties have a protein content of approximately more than 13%.
Very high protein content wheat varieties belong to the E-class. In the Netherlands it is already difficult
to grow wheat with a protein content of 12%.
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Figure 7.9 shows the relationship between protein content and bread volume of wheat genotypes with
high and low protein content.

Figure 7.9 Relationship between protein content and bread volume
(Killermann et al., 2006).

Bread made of Dutch wheat (hence of wheat with a lower protein content) has a lower bread volume
than bread made of German wheat of the E-quality class. Dutch consumers demand bread of a higher
volume (pers. comm. Breggen), hence wheat with a higher and better protein content is needed.

Conclusion
In this chapter it is tried to give an overview of the influence wheat varieties have on the elements of
baking quality.

Table 7.5 gives an overview of the relationship between the different wheat elements, variety, weather
and the measurements of a grower. ++ means that the literature is very clear about a relation between
the factors, + means that literature speaks about a relation, but not very clearly, +/- means that literature
is not clear about the relation and – means that there is no relation.
Table 7.5 Relation wheat elements and variety (summary of chapter).
Genetic determined

Influenced by weather

Influenced by grower

Protein content

++

++

++

Protein quality

++

-

-

Starch content

+

+/-

+/-

Ash content

+

+

+

Mycotoxin

++

+

+

Specific weight

++

++

+

Grain hardness

++

+/-

+

Pre-harvest sprouting

++

++

+

Homogenous wheat parties

+/-

-

+
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A very important aspect that is made clear in this chapter is that it must be economical profitable for
farmers to grow baking wheat. However, as showed in table 7.2, the price farmers receive for baking
wheat is only a bit higher than the price they receive for wheat for the feeding industry. Because of the
higher production costs for growing baking wheat, it is not very profitable for farmers to grow baking
wheat. Besides that: growing baking wheat is more risky than growing wheat for the feeding industry.
If there is for example a lot of rainfall during the harvest period, the quality of the baking wheat will
decrease and it is possible that it will decrease even that much that it is not possible anymore to sell it
as baking wheat. This results in losses for the farmer: higher production costs, lower yield, but no
higher price than when grown for the feeding industry. Because of these reasons it is very important for
a farmer to grow at least a wheat variety that has the opportunity to produce wheat not only with a high
yield but also with a high quality (hence a high protein content). As table 7.3 has shown Ilias has a
relatively low yield compared to the other baking varieties. For farmers it might be sensible not to grow
Ilias, although it is the best baking variety, but to choose another baking variety with a higher yield. In
that way the risk of growing baking wheat is somewhat lower, because farmers are paid per ton/hectare,
hence a higher yield means more income. Table 7.6 gives an overview of the varieties farmers in
different regions (different soil types) can grow. These varieties are chosen by making a right balance
between the quality and the yield.

Table 7.6 Variety per region.
Region

Northern

Central marine

Southwestern

marine clay

clay

marine clay

River clay

Sand and
reclaimed
peatland

Variety

Tataros*

Tataros *

SW Tataros *

Anthus

Globus **

Tataros *

* Tataros has a significant lower resistance against Fusarium and Septoria leaf blotch. If farmers
choose to grow this variety, they have to take this into account (see chapter 10 for advice to prevent
Fusarium and Septoria leaf blotch). Also the dough quality of Tataros is significant lower compared
with Ilias, but the yield is significant higher.
** Globus is also less resistant against Fusarium and is more sensible for pre-harvest sprouting.

The variety list mentions all kind of factors farmers have to take into account by choosing the variety.
Two of them deserve some extra attention here. Resistance against Fusarium head blight is an
important aspect to focus on to prevent production of DON. Because of the weather circumstances in
the Netherlands this disease will stay a risk factor for farmers. The genetic variation of resistance
against Fusarium head blight is very large, hence it would be wise to take this into account by choosing
a variety. Chapter 10 will also pay attention to Fusarium, in relation to chemical crop protection. Also
resistance against pre-harvest sprouting is very important. SW Tataros is the baking wheat variety with
the highest resistance against pre-harvest sprouting. However this variety has some important
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disadvantages compared with Ilias that have to be taken into account (for example a lower dough
quality).
As showed in the figures about German genotypes, German wheat varieties that belong to the A- and
E-class posses already a high protein content. A major difficulty for Dutch farmers might be that the
Dutch wheat varieties do not have such a high protein content of themselves. Hence, more nitrogen
fertilization is needed (resulting in higher production costs) and the risk of a lower protein content is
larger. For the breeding industry in the Netherlands it would be wise to focus on wheat varieties with
high protein content, without loosing the right characteristics that make a high yield possible.
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Chapter 8.
8.1

Soil

Introduction

Worldwide there are many different soiltypes. Strictly, it is impossible to find two kinds of the same
soil in the world. But normally, researchers define the soil into the same type when it has the same
conditions. Figure 8.1 shows the most popular criteria:

Figure 8.1 Criteria to define soil (Driessen, 1991).

The three main soil types are sand, clay and silt. The target of this chapter is to find out which kind of
soil is the best one for improving the baking quality of Dutch wheat. The characteristics of the three
main soil types are (Vos, 2004):
-

Sandy soil: relatively large particles (0.05 – 2 millimeter);

-

Clay soil: fine particles (smaller than 2 micrometer), low or no permeability for water (has many
different types);

-

8.2

Silt soil: high organic matter content, no support for heavy machinery, high water holding capacity.

Soil types

Figure 8.2 shows a famous way to distinguish different soil types. The triangle shows the major
different types which are usually mentioned: clay, sand and silt. In the middle of all the soil types there
is an independent type of soil, loam. The triangle also gives clear standards to distinguish them. For
instance, one kind of soil content which is composed of sand for 50% and clay for 50% can be defined
as a kind of clay which is close to clay loam. Also if silt is 50% and sand is 50%, it is known as a kind
of clay, which closely resembles silty clay.
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Figure 8.2 The texture triangle according to U.S. Department of Agriculture where the mass-percentages of
clay (<2 micrometer), silt (2-50 micrometer) and sand (50-2000 micrometer) in every texture class is shown
(Vos, 2004).

8.3

Relation between soil physical conditions and wheat quality

The different soil types in the world have different physical conditions, for instance: different density,
particles size, water holding capacity and permeability. All these factors are interrelated. Density and
particles size could influence the water holding capacity and permeability. Density is also influenced
by particles. A low soil density is positive for the air content, but it has negative consequences for the
water holding capacity and the ability to retain fertilizers in the soil. Table 8.1 gives an overview of the
relationship between the different soil types and some of the physical conditions. The physical
conditions will be explained in the subsequent subparagraphs.
Table 8.1 Relationship between soil type and physical conditions.

Soil type

Sandy soil
Clay soil
Silt soil

Fertilizer
retention
ability
low
high
low

Organic
matter
low
middle
high

Water
holding
capacity
low
middle
high
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Air content

Permeability

low
middle
high

high
middle
low

high
middle
low
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8.3.1
Fertilizer retention ability
Wheat needs nutrients for its development. Farmers can provide these nutrients by fertilizers. Chapter 9
will explain the importance of fertilization for the development of wheat. It will show that fertilizers
has a positive effect on the baking quality of wheat. Because of this, clay soil is the best soil type to
grow baking wheat with regard to the fertilizers retention ability. If a soil can retain the fertilizers very
well, the wheat plants can use the nutrients more efficiently than when the retention ability is low (for
instance by silt soils). This is in particular important because of the strict nutrients regulations in the
Netherlands.
8.3.2
Organic matter
Most of the soils contain between the 2 and 5% of organic matter, mostly existing of dead material
(Louis Bolk Instituut, 2007). During a continue ongoing process the organic matter is decomposed: one
part to carbondioxide, water and nutrients. Another part into more stable and harder degradable
compounds (Louis Bolk Instituut, 2007). The product and its characteristics is depending on the
carbon-compounds and the carbon-nitrogen ratio (C/N) in the organic matter. Organic matter is more or
less to separate in three groups (Louis Bolk Instituut, 2007):
1.

2.

3.

Easily decomposable organic matter:
-

quick delivery of plant nutrients;

-

contributes at the development of soil-life ;

-

improves soil structure.

Moderately decomposable organic matter:
-

gradual delivery of nutrients for soil life and plant (during entire growing season);

-

results in a varied soil-life;

-

small chance for anaerobe spots (shortage of oxygen);

-

improves soil structure by coherence of organic matter with mineral parts.

Very stabile organic matter:
-

retains water;

-

retains nutrients, especially Potassium and micronutrients;

-

improves soil structure by stabile coherence of organic matter with mineral parts.

When there is a high concentration of the easily decomposable organic matter, there is in a compact
soil a risk for oxygen-shortage (Louis Bolk Instituut, 2007). As table 8.1 shows silt soils have the
highest organic matter content and sand the lowest content.
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8.3.3
Water holding capacity
Plants need moisture for their development. One of the functions of soil is storage of water. This water
is supplied to plants between rainfalls. Weather conditions have a large influence on the water content
of the soil. When it rains (precipitation) the watercontent in the soil increases. On the other hand, it
decreases because the crop uses water (transpiration) and the soil condenses water (evaporation).
Together this is called evapotranspiration. Transpiration of water is needed for several reasons. One
reason is that it provides the transport for nutrients, another one is that it cools the plant under high
temperatures.
The amount of available water removed from the soil within the crop’s active rooting depth is called
the soil water deficit (Wright, 1991). This is equal to the amount of water required to refill the soil
moisture content in the root zone to field capacity1. This means that when plants have a higher rooting
depth, less problems occur with a soil water deficit. The rooting depth is of course very dependable on
the crop, but also the structure of the soil has effects on the rooting depth. The water holding capacity
of sand is relatively low because the surface of the kernels compared with the volume is small. Silt
soils have a larger water holding capacity, because it has very small pores. The ability of clay soils to
hold water is medium. They can store large amounts of water, but because the wilting points (when
there is no water available for the plants anymore) of clay is large, more rain is needed to supply water
to the wheat plants (http://www.bettersoils.com.au/module2/2_1.htm).

Figure 8.3 Relation between organic matter and the water holding capacity of soils
(Sullivan, 2002).

When wheat on certain parcels of a farmer suffer from drought stress (hence if the soils does not
contain any water for the plants anymore), it might be an option to increase the organic matter content
of the soil. In this way the soil will be able to retain more water (which is not all available for the
plant). This is showed in figure 8.3. Increasing the organic matter content of the soil can be done by
working the straw (crop residue) into the soil, instead of removing it and using it on a cattle farm. Also
root-rests of cereals are useful, as well as cover-crops (groenbemesters), compost and litter.
1

Field capacity: the percentage of water remaining in the soil 2 or 3 days after the soil has been saturated and free
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8.3.4
Drought resistance
Different soil types differ in their ability to deal with drought circumstances. Soils need to capture the
rainwater and store it. Further the soil must allow the roots of the wheat plants to penetrate in order to
minimize the impact of drought. The drought resistance is an important feature of soils, however given
the weather circumstances of the Netherlands it is not a very important feature for soils to grow wheat
on it. In general wheat plants in the Netherlands do not have drought problems. However it is a good
feature if soils have more drought resistance, because it has an influence on the development of wheat.
The resistance of silt soils is the highest, caused by the small pores that are able to retain many water.
Drought resistance of soils can be improved by organic matter because organic matter improves the
water holding capacity (shown in figure 8.3).
8.3.5
Air content
The roots of wheat plants need oxygen in the soil, otherwise the uptake of nutrients and moisture will
not be possible anymore. Soils that consist of large large (e.g. sandy soils) have a higher oxygen
content than soils with smaller particles (clay and silt). A lack of oxygen in the soil can be recognized
by a blue color of the soil. It can be prevented by a tillage system that makes the soil more crumbly and
by an higher organic matter content.
8.3.6
Permeability
The permeabibility of a soil is the ability of air and water to move trough it. This is influenced by the
size,

shape

and

the

continuity

of

the

pore

spaces

(http://www.ag.ndsu.edu/pubs/ageng/irrigate/eb66w.htm#soil). Wheat plants demand enough nutrients,
moisture and air for their development. The structure of the soil is very much related which the
permeability and is important for the performance of plants. When for example compacted soil layers
are present in the soil, due to the use of heavy machinery, air and water are not able to move easily
through it and the crop has no possibility to grow deep(er) into the soil to get more nutrients. The
compacted soil is a kind of a wall for the roots. Structure can be improved by intensively rooting crops
(mainly grasses and cereals) (Louis Bolk Instituut, 2007).
The permeability of sand is higher than the permeability of silt and clay. This is caused by the large
sand particles that result in big pores, hence it is easy for moisture and air to move.

drainage has practically ceased (source: Canadion Soil Information Systems, http://sis.agr.gc.ca/cansis/intro.html)
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8.3.7
Preferable soil type for baking wheat
The previous subparagraphs have explained the different physical conditions of soils. It has been
shown that the three different soil types have their own (dis)advantages. In average it can be concluded
that clay is the preferable soil type to grow wheat. It is not the soil type with the highest score on each
physical condition, but on average it has the best conditions. Clay soils have in general a high fertilizer
retention ability, an acceptable organic matter content, a good air content and a moderate water holding
capacity, drought resistance and permeability. All these factors have their influence on the development
of wheat and hence on the potential yield and quality.

Leonard et al. (1963) agrees with this conclusion. According to him it can be concluded from the
performance that wheat is best adapted to fertile, medium to heavy textured soils that are well drained
(Leonard et al., 1963). Yield is a good parameter for the adaptation-level of a crop. On silt and clay
loam soils wheat in general produces the highest yield (Leonard et al., 1963).

8.4

Different soil types in the Netherlands

Figure 8.4 gives a clear and simplified overview of the four main soil types in the Netherlands.
Appendix 3 gives a more detailed soil map. Paragraph 8.3 has explained the suitability of the different
soil types in relation with the quality of baking wheat. It explained that clay is the most suitable soil.
Figure 8.4 indicates that clayey soil types can be found in parts of Groningen, Friesland, Flevoland,
Gelderland, Noord-Holland, Zuid-Holland and Zeeland.
Sand
Loss
Clay
Peat

Figure 8.4 Soil types in the Netherlands
(http://www.tuinwijzer.com).

8.5

Tillage

As already explained before in this report, it is important for a farmer that the growing of baking wheat
is economically profitable. However, wheat is not a highly rewarding crop in general. Most farmers
grow the wheat not only for their income but also because of the advantages for the crop rotation.
Because of this farmers are trying to decrease the production costs, so their profit will be higher. One of
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the many ways in which production costs can be decreased is by a change in soil tillage system. The
purpose of soil tillage is ‘to prepare the soil with adequate physical conditions of plant growth’
(Martin-Rueda, 2005). Many experiments have been conducted to investigate the effect of the tillage
system (mostly no tillage, NT, and conventional tillage, CT) on the yield and quality of wheat. Tillage
methods affect the grain protein content, test weight and some other grain quality indices (LópezBollido et al., 1997). Figure 8.5 gives an example of the difference between conventional tillage and
no-tillage in an experiment in Italy. But as this paragraph will make clear, not all research is consistent.

Figure 8.5 Emergence conditions of durum wheat in an experiment in Italy.
left side: conventional tillage, right side: no-tillage (De Vita, 2006).

In most of the experiments the different tillage systems are (Martin-Rueda, 2005):
-

conventional tillage (CT): soil was mouldboard ploughed (30 cm deep) at the end of June and
sown (5 cm) at the end of October with seed drill;

-

Non tillage (NT): an herbicide was applied at the beginning of October and sown (5 cm) at the
end of October with seed drill. An herbicide was applied when needed before the middle of May.

Some experiments also conducted plots with Minimum tillage (MT). This means that the soil was
chisel ploughed (20 cm deep) at the end of June and that there was sown (5 cm) at the end of October
with seed drill (Martin-Rueda, 2005). This paragraph will analyze some of the results in order to come
to practical advices for farmers. Figure 8.6 gives an example of soil tillage (ploughing).

Figure 8.6 Ploughing (www.bouwmanfotografie.nl).
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8.5.1

Grain in yield

Although grain yield is not a right indicator for baking quality of wheat, it is for sure a very important
factor for farmers. Experiments have shown that grain yields were significantly higher under CT than
under NT conditions (López-Bollido et al., 2001). López-Bollido (2000) found similar results (LópezBellido et al., 2001). Other research shows that NT can have contrasting consequences on the grain
yield, very much depending on the weather circumstances (De Vita et al., 2006). In De Vitas’
experiment higher yield was obtained with NT than with CT, but only in the first two years of the
experiment. Another research (López-Bollido et al., 1997) concludes that tillage methods do not have a
significant influence on the grain yield for the period of the experiment as a whole (3 years). But there
were some significant differences found between the driest and the wettest year. The yield in the driest
year was higher with NT and the yield in the wettest year was higher with CT.
Some researchers write about the test weight. This means that there were taken three samples of 250 g
per plot. The specific weight is expressed as kg hl-1 (De Vita et al., 2006). López-Bollido (2001) did not
find a significant difference on the test weight under the different tillage methods. López-Bollido
(1997) however found significant differences: the test weight was higher with NT.
8.5.2
NT

Water
should

increase

the

water

use

efficiency under dry land conditions,
because NT can increase the water storage
replenishment

of

deeper

layers

as

compared with CT (Bonfil et al. by De
Vita, 2006). De Vita also concluded that
the soil water content with NT is higher
than with CT at the beginning of the
wheat cycle.
Figure 8.7 shows the results of one of the
experiments conducted by De Vita (2006).
It shows the soil water content with CT
and with NT during a 2 years experiment.
It can be concluded that the soil with NT
contained more water than the soil with
CT.
Figure 8.7 Relation between tillage system and soil water content (De Vita, 2006).

The difference can be explained because of a difference in bulk density. Gantzet and Blacke (1978)
found macropores of carthworm channels as the prime cause for the significant differences between CT
and NT (De Vita, 2006).
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8.5.3

Mineral content

Researchers have also analyzed the influence of the tillage systems on the mineral content of the soil.
Cereti and Rossin (1995) have found that temperate soils with NT would have a greater concentration
of organic C and microbial biomass, in particular in the upper layer of the soil (De Vita, 2006). An
increase in the organic C in the upper layer will result in a higher root density. As figure 8.8 shows the
root system of the wheat plant penetrates the soil deeply under normal circumstances.

Figure 8.8 Root system of a wheat plant (Louis Bolk Instituut, 2007).

CT decreases the organic matter in the upper layer. This is caused by more rapid mineralization. The
effect of NT is that the interaction between soil aggregation and fresh soil organic matter is reduced
and that results in slower mineralization. This results again in improved soil properties, higher
resistance of soil structure against water erosive action for instance (Martin-Rueda, 2005). MartinRueda (2005) found the following results (table 8.2 ):
Table 8.2 Relation tillage system and minerals (Martin-Rueda, 2005).

Soil layer

NT

MT

CT

0 – 15 cm

- Extractable K and P >

- Extractable K and P > CT

- Fe, Mn, Cu and Zn < NT

MT + CT

and MT

15 – 30 cm

- P and K < NT + MT
- Fe and ZN < NT and MT
- Mn and Cu < MT

30 – 60 cm

- Zn > NT

60 – 90 cm

- Fe, Mn, Cu and Zn > NT
- Mn and Zn > NT

The table shows for example that soil with CT has in the 0-15 cm depth a lower amount of Fe, Mn, Cu
and Zn than soil with MT and NT.
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8.5.4

Protein content

Results of several experiments show that tillage systems have an effect on the wheat quality. Grain
grown with CT should have a better quality than wheat grown with NT because of greater availability
of N in the soil. Better quality is achieved because of a improved protein content and Alveogram
(López-Bollido et al., 2001; López-Bollido et al., 1998). López-Bollido (1998) found that the content
of NO3-N was higher within the first 60 cm of the soil for CT than for NT. In contradiction other
experiments did not show significant differences in the effect of tillage systems on the wheat quality
(Baneziger by López-Bollido et al., 2001; Campbell et al., 1998).
8.5.5

Dough quality

López-Bellido (2001) has tried to investigate the relation between tillage systems and dough quality.
He has done this by analyzing the Alveogram parameters (W = Alveogram index, P = dough tenacity,
L = dough extensibility, P/L = tenacity – extensibility ratio, G = swelling index, see also chapter 2). He
concluded that the values of W, P and L are significantly higher with CT than with NT (this is positive
for the wheat quality). This is caused by an increase of the grain protein content. Not all results of
different experiments are in agreement with this result. López-Bellido (1998) did not find a difference
between the tillage system for W for the whole experiment. However he found a different between the
driest season and a season with intermediate rainfall. W was higher with NT in the driest season than
with CT, while W was higher in a season with intermediate rainfall with CT. Also an higher value of P
with CT was found and a lower value for L with CT. There was no significant difference found for the
P/L ratio, but the G was higher with NT (López-Bellido et al., 1998).

Discussion and conclusion
After analysis, clay soil is the best soil type for growing baking wheat. Soil type from sandy to clay
will increase the chance to succesfully grow high quality baking wheat. But when the water holding is
too much, for example from clay to heavy clay or even silt, the possibility of growing baking wheat
will decrease again. In the Netherlands the clay soils are located in Groningen, Friesland, Flevoland,
Gelderland, Noord-Holland, Zuid-Holland and Zeeland. When the farmers grow baking wheat, they
need to consider the fertilizer ability, organic matter, water holding capacity, drought resistance, air
content and permeability of the soil. Fertilizer ability and water holding capacity are related to soil
density.
This chapter has also tried to investigate the relationship between different tillage systems
(conventional tillage and no tillage) and the quality of baking wheat. Unfortunately it is very difficult to
give one common conclusion, because many results of experiments are contradictory. It is difficult to
conclude the influence of tillage on the grain yield, because of all the different results of the
experiments. It is for sure that the weather plays an important role (López-Bollido et al., 1997). Most
research is in agreement that soil with NT contains more water than the soil with CT (figure 8.4 ). This
is an important advantage of NT, because water is essential for the development of wheat. NT has also
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some important advantages in relation to the mineral content of the soil. As table 8.2 shows, soil with
NT has a greater concentration of different minerals, in particular in the upper layer. As the chapter
about fertilization describes, minerals are very important for the quality of wheat. In particular N, P, K
and S are essential. NT results in higher contents in the soil for most of these elements. The influence
of tillage systems on the protein content is hard to analyze, because of different results. This is also the
case for the dough quality. As chapter 2 (2.5) explained, the higher the W, the higher the baking
quality. Some research analyzed that CT would result in a higher W-value, but others do not agree. It is
for sure that it is dependent of the weather.
These analysis makes clear that it is hard to say what is best for the growing of baking wheat:
conventional tillage or no tillage. It depends on the weather and soil among others. However it is for
sure that conventional tillage can cause serious damage if it is not performed in a right way and that no
tillage has some important advantages. Some suggestions for farmers (Louis Bolk Instituut, 2007):
-

timing and workability is very important! Do not work in a soil that is too wet. A moisture
content of 20% is good;

-

only drive on the field if necessary and pay attention to the pressure of wheels. Serious
damaged can be caused by driving with too high pressure on fragile soils, because this results
in compaction of the soil (Figure 8.9). The volume of oxygen in the soil will decrease and also
the possibilities for rooting of the plant (the roots will not be able to penetrate deep in the soil
anymore and the root intensity will also decrease (Figure 8.10). A lower wheel pressure
increases the contact of the wheel with the soil. The advantages of lower wheel pressure are
shown in figure 8.11.

Figure 8.10 shows a compacted soil. The upper layer of the soil is not bad, there is however a bad, hard
layer in the soil that brings the roots to a halt. The roots are not able to penetrate deeper in the soil, thus
they are not able to accumulate the nutrients and the water that are available under the compacted layer.
As figure 8.8 has shown it is very important for a wheat plant to penetrate deep. Hence such a
compacted layer will have a negative consequence on the development of the wheat plant.

Figure 8.9 Compacted soil, roots are not

Figure 8.10 Relation between the soil pressure

able to penetrate deeper in the soil

and the amount of roots/ 100 cm2 (Louis Bolk

(Louis Bolk Instituut, 2007).

Instituut, 2007).
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Lower soil
pressure

Improved soil
structure

More workable
days

Improved sowing
bed

Possible to sow
earlier

Higher yields and
quality

Longer growing
season

Higher income
Figure 8.11 Advantages lower soil pressure (Louis Bolk Instituut, 2007).

Lower soil pressure does not only have a positive influence on the yield of wheat, but also on the
quality. Bad soil structure, caused by too high wheel pressure, decreases the homogeneity of the wheat.
It increases variability in the crop, for example variability in the ripening (non-uniform ripening), and
that results again in higher risks for diseases.
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Chapter 9.
9.1

Fertilization

Introduction

The aim of wheat fertilization is to apply a quantity of nutritious elements equal to the quantity
required by the plant to grow optimally (Masoni, 2005). The optimal grow can be different for different
purposes of the wheat.
This chapter tries to summarize the relevant aspects from the existing literature on the topic. It gives an
overview of the main methods used to fertilize wheat, in order to improve its quality.
The selected articles are mainly from West Europe and North America. Countries as UK and Germany,
whose soil and weather conditions are more similar to the Dutch ones, represent more interesting and
comparable cases, also because of the inter-competition in the business of wheat.
The methodology consists in presenting the fertilizers in their core features and impacts on the
elements determining wheat quality.
Concerning the structure, the chapter is organized according to the main fertilization elements applied
on wheat, which are:
•

Nitrogen

•

Phosphorus

•

Sulphur

•

Potassium

•

Calcium

In the next paragraphs these are shortly indicated respectively as N, P, S, K and Ca.
In practice there are various applications of mixed elements, which are treated in the paragraph of the
dominant element of the combination.
Due to the fact that most research has been carried out on N application, the related paragraph is
divided in sub-sections, about N sources, forms, effects, mixed application, time and modality of
application.
The following parts are dedicated to P and S.
Because K and Ca are marginal fertilizers in the case of winter wheat and they are mostly applied in
combination with other elements, their utilization is also discussed within the paragraph dedicated to
the main element they are used with.
Last, but this can be a starting point, although heterogeneity in the literature is high, a common idea
stressed in most of the studies is that fertilizers, used in proper ways and quantities, lead to an increase
in wheat quality.

9.2

N

N is the nutritious element which most influences the qualitative level of the crop (Masoni, 2005). It is
the most important fertilizer for wheat.
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A general rule, tightly related to the composition of the soil, consists in fertilizing with N to meet the N
requirement of the specific soil (Coxworth, 1980).
Also from the interview with Koos Kruiger it has come out that it is needed to add N because Dutch
soil is poor of it, and it contains more P and other minerals.
9.2.1
Sources
Wheat obtains the needed N directly from the soil. The traditional distinction of the N sources separates
organic and inorganic N. A part of N is already present in the organic soil. Natural sources contribute
to provide N, as mineralization of organic matter, plant residues, animal wastes and deposition
(rainfalls containing nitric acid).
While all these natural sources can make significant contributions to the N level in the soil, they usually
do not supply enough N to meet all its needs. Thus additional N in the form of inorganic (man-made)
fertilizer is usually required (Dorn 2001).
9.2.2
Effects
There is a general agreement on the fact that appropriate N application shows positive effects on the
protein content of wheat, and therefore on its baking quality.
High rates of N fertilizer cause significant increases in protein content, compared with unfertilized soils
(Russel, 1957).
A series of five experiments in UK reveals a good linear relationship between the percentage of grain
protein and the N equivalent, regardless of timing or application rates. In the best case, a grain protein
content of 11% is reached by providing 90 kg/ha of N, as it can be seen in figure 9.1 (Hayward, 1993).

Figure 9.1 Grain protein production from N equivalent, for 5 experiments in different locations
(Hayward, 1993).
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In figures 9.2 and 9.3 is represented the influence of N application on crude protein content, for several
wheat varieties, in two different seasons: N increments from 50 kg/h up to 250 kg/h amplify the effect
on the protein content (Smith, 1990).

Figure 9.2 Influence of N applied on crude protein content (%) of grain in the 1987-88 season (Smith, 1990).

Figure 9.3 Influence of N applied on crude protein content (%) of grain in the 1988-89 season (Smith, 1990).

Different N forms show different effects: N concentration in the grain is increased of 0.11% with an
extra treatment of 30 kg/ha foliar urea, 0.09 with the same amount of ammonium nitrate (Dampey,
1990).
The importance of N in improving the baking quality comes from the fact that N concentration in the
whole grain is directly related to N concentration in the extracted flour, which is positively associated
to the difference in loaf volume (Sylvester-Bradley, 1990). In figure 9.4 it is clearly observable that
increasing N quantity raises flour protein content. Moreover, figure 9.5 depicts the direct relationship
between the flour protein and the loaf volume under N application (Salmon, 1990).
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Figure 9.4 Effect of extra N applied as ammonium nitrate() or foliar urea sprays alone (o) and in
combination with S (∆) on flour protein content in 1988 (-) and 1989 (---) (Salmon, 1990).

Figure 9.5 Relationship between bread making performance, as expressed by loaf volume, and flour protein
content when extra N is applied as ammonium nitrate() or foliar urea sprays alone (o) and in combination
with S (∆) in 1988 (-) and 1989 (---) (Salmon, 1990).

N fertilization increases, close to grain protein content, dough strength and reduces dough mixing time,
both important characteristics to evaluate wheat quality for bread making (Blumenthal, 1999).
Starch components, which affect the baking quality of wheat, are also influenced by N: alpha-amylase
activity is reduced and Hagberg falling number is increased with greater N quantities applied (Astbury,
1990).
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N fertilizers have only slight effects on the amino acid content of the crude protein (Gunthardt, 1957).
An increase in protein content is associated to a decrease in the amount of most amino acids, as lysine,
methionine, threonine, valine and alanine. However the content of glutamic acid, proline and
phenulalanine increases (Kolderup, 1973).
Most of the authors have discussed the influence of N on wheat quality in relation to yield. In some
cases (Hedlin, 1957; Rennie, 1956 in Russel, 1957) N treatment has resulted in increased yield without
improving the protein content of the grains. In others (Davidson, 1923; Finney, 1950; Mc Neal, 1954 in
Russel, 1957) it has generated higher protein content without affecting yield. Gooding (1993) writes
that the use of N to improve the protein content is at expense of a yield reduction. Further, in others
(Dent, 1957; MacGregor, 1954; Murphy, 1930; Pendleton, 1930; Peterson, 1952 in Russel, 1957; Sims,
1974) N has raised yield along with protein content.
9.2.3
Mixed applications
In most of the scientific articles, N fertilization is described as provided in combination with other
elements, in order to obtain the most effective results on quality.
In the UK, providing an adequate quantity of S is essential to fully exploit N in terms of bread making
quality. Therefore additional S fertilizer is considered necessary to produce satisfactory loaf volume
(Schnug, 1993).
Combining nitrate with P and green manure raises the protein content to 11.5%, as figure 9.6 shows
(Bains, 1953).

Figure 9.6 Effects of different combination of fertilizers on the composition of wheat. The optimal impact on
the protein content is determined by potassium nitrate combined with green manure (Bains, 1953).
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On the other side, the addition of 9 and 18 kg of P per hectare to the 18 and 36 kg rates of N results in
a significant reduction of the protein content when compared to the N application alone (Russel, 1957).
Nine combinations in different proportions of N, P and K result in increased protein content, compared
to the control treatment (no fertilizer applied). In figure 9.7 the composition of the ten treatments is
described: the main difference lies in the ratio of N fertilizer. Figure 3.8 shows the effects on albumin,
globulin, gliadin and glutenin content. The total protein difference goes from 11.92 (A10, control
treatment) to 15.50. Increases in values of the baking quality indicators are significant when the ratio of
basic N treatment is above 50%. Improvements are also achieved in water absorption rate, dough
development time and bread volume (see figure 9.9) (Zhao, 2004).

Treatment

A1

A2

A3

A4

N

270

270

270

270

(A:B)

(10:0)

(7:3)

(6:4)

(5:5)

P2O5 (kg/hm2)

162.5

162.5

162.5

162.5

135

135

135

(kg/hm2)

A5

A6

A7

A8

A9

A10

270

270

270

270

0

(3:7)

(0:10)

(5:5)

(5:5)

162.5

162.5

162.5

0

162.5

0

135

135

135

135

0

0

270
(4:6)

(A)
K2O

(kg/hm2)

135

(A)
Figure 9.7 Composition of the ten applications in the experiment (Zhao, 2004).

Treatment

Albumin

Globulin

Gliadin

Glutenin

Total protein

A1

2.95 ab

1.79 cd

2.82 c

5.30 A

14.32 b B

A2

2.97 ab

1.77 d

2.90 bc

5.68 A

14.90 ab AB

A3

3.12 a

1.87 abcd

2.97 abc

5.58A

15.03 ab AB

A4

2.92 ab

1.93 ab

3.04 ab

5.70 A

15.17 a AB

A5

3.01 a

1.93 ab

3.16 ab

5.62 A

15.21 a AB

A6

3.04 a

1.99 a

3.19 ab

5.62 A

15.24 a AB

A7

3.14 a

1.92 ab

3.22 a

5.62 A

15.50 a A

A8

2.92 ab

1.84 bcd

3.14 ab

5.58 A

15.22 a AB

A9

2.99

1.91 abc

3.08 abc

5.34 A

15.21 a AB

A10

2.72 b

1.59 e

2.16 d

4.13 B

11.92 c C

Figure 9.8 Effect of nine treatments in different proportions of N, P and K on the protein content
(Zhao, 2004).
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Treatment

Absorption

Development

Bread volume

(%)

time (m)

(ml)

A1

59.4 A

6.1 a A

701 b B

A2

59.9 A

5.2 a AB

710 b AB

A3

59.6 A

5.5 a A

718 ab AB

A4

59.4 A

5.0 a AB

718 ab AB

A5

59.2 A

5.3 a AB

742 a A

A6

59.7 A

5.7 a A

702 b B

A7

59.8 A

6.5 a A

729 ab AB

A8

59.1 A

5.5 a A

730 b AB

A9

59.3 A

5.5 a A

712 b AB

A10

55.3 B

2.8 b B

663 c C

Figure 9.9 Effect of nine treatments in different proportions of N, P and K on water absorption rate, dough
development time and bread volume (Zhao, 2004).

In another experiment, the only case in which the nutritive value of wheat protein is higher is after the
application of ammonium phosphate combined with manure (Bentley, 1959). N alone or in
combination with K generates the highest content of riboflavin (Gupta, 1956).
9.2.4
Time and modality of application
There is a mutual agreement upon the fact that N application at different stages of the plant
development and in different modalities shows different effects on the protein content of winter wheat.
These two aspects are treated in the same paragraph because they are often discussed together in the
literature.
A late application rises the protein content of the grains more than an early one (Fajersson, 1968,
Michael, 1963, in Kolderup, 1973, Kolderup, 1973, Greer, 1954, Nelson, 1983).
However, researchers seem to have different interpretations of the meaning of late application: for
some optimal N fertilization falls in late winter, for others in early or late spring. For example, top
dressing of N applied together with other elements prior to mid-March increases protein content (see
the low part of figure 9.10) (Hobbs, 1953).
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Figure 9.10 Increase in the average protein content under the effect of N top dressing prior to mid-March in
combination with other fertilizers (Hobbs, 1953).

N diffused from March to June also raises protein and gluten content, improving baking quality
(Gillern, 1953).
Summarizing, it is possible to affirm that, independently by the exact month, late application identifies
the period at or after the heading of the wheat. For instance, foliar application of N (as also nitrate or
urea) after heading increases the protein content of the kernels, more than before heading (Seth, 1960).
Flowering time can also be a right occasion: foliar application of urea (30 kg N ha-1) at low (67 kg N
ha-1) and high (194 kg N ha-1) basal N fertilization rates improves grain quality at both rates by an
average of 5 g kg-1 (4.5%) for protein content, 3.2 cm3 (11.9%) for Zeleny sedimentation, 20 g kg

-1

(8.6%) for wet gluten. On the other side the same late urea spraying has no effect on the falling number
(Varga, 2006).
About the number of applications, at a generic level N should be split in two or three treatments
(Mascagni 1990).
Mr Kruiger has revealed the first two N applications are provided to raise wheat yield, while the last
one, at heading time, influences quality. In fact, there is a short period during the heading stage in
which the wheat produces proteins rather than carbohydrates, when it takes up N.
Splitting N applications favors higher grain protein content (Westfall, 1972; Kolderup, 1973). For
instance, a two times application of 22.5 kg N/ha tested on two different varieties of wheat leads to an
increase 0.9% and 0.7% in the protein content (Westfall, 1972).
The recommended rate of 167 kg of N per ha-1, given in a three-split application, strongly affects the
average protein content from 10.5% to 12.3%. It is also recommended to reduce N leaching (Jorgensen,
2007).
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Attention to splitting has to be paid also because of the risk of lodging (Sillampaa, 1971). This is
confirmed in another study, which particularly indicates a split N application on soils where the risks of
lodging, leaching and denitrification are high (Gravelle, 1988, in Mascagni, 1990).
A sum of the heterogeneous positions about time and modality of application can be offered by Coic: a
split application at tillering and late in the season increases the percentage of the protein substances
(Coic, 1953).
The interview with the farmer Leon de Geus has been helpful on a practical issue: he have said the
application of liquid fertilizers presents more advantages than the “normal” one in form of kernels. In
fact the first can be timed much better and be applied in more exact doses than the second. This has a
benefic effect on the protein content. The use of liquid fertilizers is handy with a spraying machine. As
stated earlier, it is important to know the best moment to apply them (“just in time spraying”). The
liquid application is more expensive than the conventional one. However, these indications are not
supported by scientific literature and the most of the Dutch farmers are still used to apply N in form of
kernels.

9.3

P

Application of superphosphate (a fertilizer produced by the action of concentrated sulfuric acid on
powdered phosphate rock) in a dosage of 11 kg of phosphoric acid per hectare, alone or with green
manure, produces grains of low average protein content (9.3%), but high ash content (1.69%).
Supplementing the superphosphatic treatment with ammonium sulphate at the rate of 27 kg of N per
hectare increases the protein content at 10.5%. Even better results are achieved by superphosphate
combined with ammonium sulphate and green manure (protein content raised to 11.1%). On the other
hand, there is no significant effect on moisture, fat, crude fiber, thiamine and nicotinic acid content of
the grain (also see figure 9.6) (Bains, 1953).
It has also been pointed out that the mineral content of wheat seeds is increased by P, K and the
combined action of P and K (Chaves Sanchez and Gonzalez Garcia, 1955).
A consideration about the time of the application: with P, K and Ca given at flowering time, the
fertilization determines positive effects on wheat quality, by increasing the gliadin content. Increasing
the proportion of K even leads to a better baking quality of wheat (Dumont, 1955).

9.4

S

According to the German literature (Schnug, 1993), S fertilization plays an important role in
determining wheat quality. S deficiency is recognized as a limitation for the baking quality of German
wheat. The variability of the S concentration in wheat grains explains more than 40% of the variability
in the loaf volume, which is a good indicator of the bread baking quality. In particular, a difference of
0.1 mg S in the grain corresponds to an increase of 40 ml in the loaf volume (figure 9.11).
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Figure 9.11 Relationship between grain S concentration and loaf volume in wheat varieties grown in
Germany (Schnug, 1993).

S concentration is also positively correlated with the Hagberg falling number. Figure 9.12 shows in a
graph the high correlation of S concentration, protein concentration and Hagberg falling number with
the first factor (Schnug, 1993).

Figure 9.12 Factor diagram for mineral elements and quality parameters in grain of wheat varieties grown
in Germany (Schnug, 1993).

An application of sulphate in 50 kg/ha in spring is recommended where quality is expected to be
limited by S deficiency in the soil (Schnug, 1993).
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A past research has revealed that S alone has no effects on the protein content. However, if combined
with N, S increases the protein content at higher level than when N is given alone (Kolderup, 1973).
This has been already pointed out also in the studies on N applications.

Conclusions
The analysis permits to draw some conclusions in the form of practical recommendations farmers can
use.
Fertilization is tightly related to soil composition, therefore farmers should first know about the natural
elements present in the soil and then provide treatments which meet the specific soil requirements.
N is the nutritious element which most influences the qualitative level of wheat. In fact, increasing N
application leads to improvements in the baking quality parameters, as grain protein content, loaf
volume, dough strength and Hagberg falling number.
It is essential to fertilize at the right moment (“just in time application”). The optimal time to provide N
is at or after the heading time of the crop. Application should be split in three treatments and the third
one is critical to raise the protein content. This practice helps also in preventing the risks of lodging,
leaching and denitrification.
To fully exploit the influence of N application on the parameters determining the baking quality of
wheat, it is useful to combine it with other elements, mainly S but also P, K and Ca.
A schematic overview as in table 9.1 is useful in summarizing the major findings of the chapter.

Table 9.1 Overview.
Element

Quality element

Combination

influenced
Proteins

+

Amino-acids

+/-

Starch

-

N+S

Proteins

+

N+P

Proteins

+

N+K

Amino-acids

+

N+P+K

Proteins

+

Pure

Proteins

+

Proteins

+

Minerals

+

P+K

Minerals

+

P+N+S

Proteins

+

P+K+Ca

Proteins

+

Pure

Proteins

+

Pure

N

P+S
P

S

Relationship
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Chapter 10.
10.1

Diseases and disease control

Introduction

There is no doubt about the fact crops have to be protected against diseases, weeds and pests. Yield
losses of wheat in Europe by diseases are estimated to be about 9.5%, by weeds also about 9.5% and by
pests about 7.5% (Gooding et al., 1997). Adding up of these numbers gives a total yield loss of 26.5%.
This is even underestimating the total damage, since factors as post harvest damage are not included in
these numbers. Expected is that in the absence of crop protection measures total losses globally would
be over 50% (Gooding et al., 1997).
However, diseases, weeds and pests (and their control measures) do not only influence the quantity of
the wheat yield, but also the quality. Especially for baking wheat this is important. There are a lot of
diseases affecting the quality of wheat. The most important diseases are discussed in this chapter.
Since not all diseases and all crop protection measures can be discussed in this chapter a choice has
been made. The most important diseases and the most frequent applied chemical treatments by farmers
are explained in this chapter.

10.2

Fungi and fungicide application

Wheat diseases can be separated into several categories, one of these are the so called foliar diseases.
As the name explains, the diseases affect the leaves but not the ears. Still these diseases can have a big
influence on the milling and baking quality of wheat. How is that possible? When the wheat is
suffering from foliar diseases, the grain filling is inhibited resulting in shriveled grains (Dimmock et
al., 2002). In the milling and baking industry shriveled grains are unwanted, since they are associated
with low flour yield. Furthermore poorly filled grains contribute to low grain specific weights (test
weight or hectolitre weight), which probably is the most used assessment of grain quality (Dimmock et
al., 2002).
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Figure 10.1 Examples of green leaf area decline on winter wheat flag leaves with and without fungicide
treatments, described by Gompertz curves, showing the derivation of fungicide effects on m, i.e. the time
from flag leaf emergence until only 37% of the flag leaf remains green (Dimmock et al., 2002).

Main aim of fungicide applications at flag leaf emergence is to extend the life of the flag leaf, from
which at least 45% of the grain carbohydrate is derived (Gooding et al., 1997). This is also shown by
the example figure 10.1. The factor m in figure 10.1 is very important and often used in research when
assessing the efficiency of fungicides. Often GFLAD (Green Flag Leaf Area Duration) is mentioned; in
fact this is ‘m’ in figure 10.1. So the higher the GFLAD is, the longer the flag leaf remains green, the
more the senescence is slowed down and in fact the more efficient the fungicide application(s) has
been.
Figure 10.2 shows the effect of fungicides on the green leaf area of the plant. When a plant suffers from
moisture stress, the application of fungicides has no effect on the fraction of green leaf on the flag leaf
(i). For powdery mildew a small effect is visible (ii), but in these experiments, the biggest effect was
shown in yellow rust (iv), followed by Septoria (iii). Also between the different fungicides differences
are visible.
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Figure 10.2 Effect of fungicide (solid symbols; ● = triazole, ▲= triazole plus morpholine, ■ = strobilurin) on
green leaf area decline of the flag leaf when untreated plots (open symbols) suffered particularly from (i)
moisture stress (cv. Avalon), (ii) S.tritici (cv. Longbow), (iii) E. graminis (cv. Mission) and (iv) P. striiformis
(cv. Cockpit) (Gooding et al., 2000).

Research has shown that control of severe foliar diseases can give a reduction in the Hagberg-falling
number (see figure 10.3). This is shown for a wide range of fungicides when controlling Septoria
tritici, powdery mildew, brown rust and yellow rust (Gooding et al., 1997). The explanation for this is
the increased activity of α-amylase in the grain.
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Figure 10.3 The relationship between the effect of fungicide applied at flag leaf and
ear emergence on the green leaf duration (GLAD) of the flag leaf and Hagberg
falling number when either powdery mildew (○) of Septoria tritici (●) has been the
principal disease controlled (Gooding et al., 1997).

10.2.1 Fusarium and mycotoxins
One of the most important diseases in wheat is Fusarium head blight (FHB or scab). Fusarium head
blight is a fungal disease and in the Netherlands mainly caused by the fungi F. graminearum, F.
culmorum and F. avenaceum (Lemmens et al., 2004; Schepers, 2004). Figure 10.4 shows the
distribution of the different FHB species in the Netherlands. The most important species in the
Netherlands is F.graminearum.

Figure 10.4 Inventarisation of Fusarium species in the Netherlands in 2000 and 2001 (Schepers, 2004).

Figure 10.4 also mentions M .nivale (Monographella nivalis), this is a disease called snow mould
(sneeuwschimmel in Dutch). Based on disease symptoms in the field it is in general not possible to
discriminate between M. nivale and Fusarium spp (Daamen et al., 1991). M. nivale has the ability to
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infect the ear, but produces no mycotoxins (Schepers, 2004), which is a very important difference. In
the remaining part of the chapter snow mould is left out of consideration.

Figure 10.5 Fusarium head blight prevalence (percentage infected farmer fields) and percentage infected
spikelets of affected fields in the Netherlands for the years 1979-1986 (Snijders, 1990).

Figure 10.5 shows the occurrence of Fusarium head blight in Dutch wheat fields between 1979 and
1986. It is visible that the amount of Fusarium is reduced over the years, but that it is still present in a
reasonable amount of fields.

FHB can cause several forms of damage:
-

germination and development of winter wheat is negatively affected (Schepers, 2004);

-

early infections result amongst others in the development of shriveled kernels in the ear by
limitation of water transport to the ear (Lemmens et al., 2004);

-

production of mycotoxins in crops harming human and animal
health (Snijder, 1990).

Fusarium species are known for the ability to produce the poisonous
mycotoxins. Some examples of Fusarium toxins are zearelenone (ZON),
α-

and

ß-zearalenol

(α,ß-ZOL),

deoxynivalenol

(DON),

3-

acetyldeoxynivalenol (3-AcDON), nivalenol (NIV), T-2 Toxin (T-2), HT2 Toxin (HT-2) and diacetoxyscirpenol (DAS) (Müller et al., 1993). The
most important mycotoxin (DON) is amongst others produced by F.
avenaceum, F. graminearum and F. culmorum (Schepers, 2004),
Netherlands most widespread Fusarium species. Also NIV is an
important mycotoxin (Snijders, 1990).
Figure 10.6 Scab (Fusarium
graminearum) symptoms (Gilchrist
et al., 2002).
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During anthesis the wheat crop is most susceptible for an infection with Fusarium head blight (see
figure 10.6), but Fusarium graminearum can attack wheat plants at all growth stages (Gilchrist et al.,
2002). Successful infection of the ears can take place at temperatures between 10 ºC and 30 ºC. A
relative humidity above 95% for 40 to 60 hours usually is enough for the fungus to infect the ear
(Gilchrist et al., 2002). By affecting the humidity in the crop (e.g. by a lower plant density), the farmer
can affect the risk of infection. In general it can be said that crops with a lower plant density, show
lower Fusarium infection levels. Also taller crops (by variety choice or less usage of plant growth
regulators) will benefit the blow-drying of the crop through the wind. After infection the colonization
of the ears proceeds until ripening of the crop (Lemmens et al., 2004). The development of the disease
is determined by the climate, inoculum levels and the growing stage of the wheat (Gilchrist et al.,
2002). Mainly the primary inoculum (that is for example what is present on crop residues) is important
for a wheat scab epidemic. The secondary inoculum (which develops during the season) is of less
importance (Gilchrist et al., 2002).

Control of Fusarium already starts with the sowing seed. By treating the seeds with fludioxonil (Beret
Gold) the seedlings will show a lower infection level. Because of this the amount of inoculum in the
lower part of the crop is less and the development of the fungus is inhibited by the development of the
wheat (Kema et al., 2002).

Research has shown that varieties with short stems or straw (<70/80 cm) usually have a higher
infection level compared to taller varieties (>90/100 cm) (Kema et al., 2002). This can be the effect of a
so-called simple escape-effect (bigger distance between soil and ear), but even direct infection of the
ears resulted in a higher infection in the shorter varieties.
Another factor was the direction of the flag leaf: a vertical flag leaf resulted in a higher Fusarium
infestation than when the plants had a horizontal flag leaf (Kema et al., 2002). Further the presence of
awns resulted in a higher level of Fusarium infection compared to the awnless wheat.

The intake of DON or its metabolites causes a health risk for humans (as described in part 1 of this
report). For several mycotoxins a TDI (Tolerable Daily Intake) is defined, some of these are shown in
table 10.1. When the intake stays below that level, no (serious) health problems will occur. For DON
the intake is 1 µg kg-1 bodyweight. This means that a person of 60 kg takes in an amount of 60 µg DON
per day. Table 10.2 shows that these limits in the past have been exceeded a lot in the Netherlands; in
1982 this level was almost three times higher than allowed for a person of 60 kg (176.3/60=2.94).

Nowadays limits are set for the level of several mycotoxins in wheat for safe use, depending on the
purpose (feed or food). The European Union indicates that unprocessed wheat, coming from farmers
(in the Netherlands) at maximum may contain 1250 µg DON/kg wheat. After processing (sieving etc.)
the wheat only may contain 750 µg DON/kg wheat. Also for other mycotoxins the EU indicated
concentration limits (table 10.1). Although the limits for farmers should be 1250 µg DON/kg wheat,
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the milling industry does not purchase wheat with a DON content above 750 µg DON/kg wheat
(Darwinkel, 1997).
Table 10.1 European Union mycotoxin limits (European Union, 2006b).

Mycotoxins

Concentration limit for unprocessed

Tolerable Daily Intake (TDI)

wheat

(µg/ kg bodyweight)

(µg/kg product)
DON

1250

1.0

Zearalenone

100

0.2

Fumonisins

-

2.0

Nivalenol

-

0.7

Especially the toxins DON (deoxynivalenol), NIV (nivalenol) and fumonisine B1 and B2 are at the
moment mycotoxins which deliver the highest health risk for the population. The EU indicated that
before the 1st of July 2008 the concentration limits of DON, zearalenon and fumosinins B1 and B2 will
be reconsidered. Assessed will be further, if it is necessary to set limits for the T-2 and HT-2 toxins in
cereals.

Table 10.2 Percentage of imported wheat that was imported from EC countries (EC%), and estimated daily
DON intake per person in the Netherlands for the years following the wheat crops of 1979-1986 (Snijders,
1990).

Crop year

EC%

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

63
67
67
76
73
83
89
95

Intake per person per
day (µg)
129.5
114.2
49.9
176.3
9.7
1.2
12.6
5.5
Wheat blossom midges

Based on the indications that wheat blossom
midges (in Dutch: tarwestengelgalmuggen) could
have an effect on the dispersal of Fusarium, in
2005 research was done by Huiting et al. to find
the effect. The assumptions were that by
damaging the ear, the wheat blossom midges
Figure 10.7 Contarinia tritici female at rest (Huiting
et al., 2005).
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would create opportunities for the Fusarium to infect the wheat plant. Further the wheat blossom
midges were assumed to spread the spores of the Fusarium fungus. There are two different wheat
blossom midges, the Contarinia tritici (in the Netherlands known as ‘gele tarwestengelgalmug’, see
figure 10.7) and the Sitodiplosis mosellana (in the Netherlands known as ‘oranje tarwestengelgalmug’).
Assumed was that a control of the wheat blossom midges would reduce the risk on a Fusarium
infection and therefore could reduce the level of DON-production in the crop.

Both in 2004 and 2005 the disease pressure of Fusarium was rather low, due to low rainfall in the
sensitive period. However, it was clear that in the fields which were treated the Fusarium infections
were lower, in both years. Some doubts rose if this effect was caused by the control of wheat blossom
midges, or that aphids also play a role here. Fact is, that based on these results the control of insects (to
take it more general) in crop stage EC 49-51 (see appendix 4) seems to have a positive effect on
reducing the Fusarium infection and DON content.

The wheat blossom midges can be controlled by applying dimethoate. A proper crop rotation can help
keeping the population on an acceptable level. Intensive wheat growing and successive cropping will
increase the risk of problems with wheat blossom midges. When it is required to apply chemicals to
control the wheat blossom midges, the sprays should be applied between the ear emergence and the
start of the flowering.

A German survey in 1987 (Müller et al., 1993) showed that in 96% of 84 wheat samples taken from 79
farms after harvest in the southwestern part of Germany (Baden-Wuerttemberg) contained DON (with
an average of 1632 µg/kg). NIV was present in 26% of the samples with an average of 9 µg/kg. It has
to be mentioned that the wheat was grown for feed purposes and that the summer of 1987 was
characterized by heavy rainfall in the summer months, but still it is a good indication that difficult
weather circumstances have a large influence on the quality, concerning the mycotoxin level. Also
figure 10.8 shows the climatic effect, of in this case precipitation, on the contamination level of wheat
with Fusarium spp (and M. nivalis). The more rain falls in the summer months, the more seeds are
contaminated

with

Fusarium

especially

when combined with high temperatures.

Figure 10.8 Percentage of seeds (Y) contaminated with Fusarium spp. and M.
nivalis in the years 1962-1986, in relation to the cumulative precipitation (X, mm) in
June, July and August (Daamen et al., 1991).
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The best way to prevent problems with Fusarium, is by applying fungicides, although this also does not
give a 100% guarantee. Also variations in nitrogen applications affect the development of Fusarium
head blight, but the disease cannot be sufficiently controlled by only manipulating the N input
(Lemmens et al., 2004). This factor is not discussed in this chapter anymore.

Considering the fungicide application concerning the control of Fusarium: the application must be
effective and well timed to obtain the wanted effect. Even then a reduction of the DON-content by 5070% is about the maximum reachable goal.
First the timing of the application. Infection of the ear takes place during anthesis, which lasts for about
10 days. During this period the application of fungicides is the most effective (Kema et al., 2002). To
be very precise, application just before (1-2 days) and just after (2-4 days) anthesis has the most
effective results.
The active ingredient used is also important. It has to be taken into account that there are several
Fusarium species and that the control of one species can benefit the development of others (Kema et
al., 2002). But in many experiments is shown that the so-called azoles have a positive result in
controlling mycotoxin producing Fusarium-species (Kema et al., 2002). Most effective is tebuconazool
(Folicur, Matador, etc.) followed by metconazool (Caramba) (Kema et al., 2002). Other azoles have a
reduced effect on Fusarium head blight. It is important to use the proper dosage, because a sub-lethal
dosage will stimulate the fungus to produce more mycotoxins, which has been shown after applying a
too low dose of tebuconazool. Also fungicide-resistant Fusarium-species produce more mycotoxins.
Some strobilurines (azoxystrobin {e.g. Amistar} and kresoxym-methyl) mainly affect F. nivale, which
is not affected by the azoles. In the Netherlands kresoxym-methyl is only allowed in combination with
an azole (epoxiconazool), known as the product Allegro (Kema et al., 2002).
Also spraying techniques influence the efficiency of the application. For the best effect the spraying
nozzles should be directed a little bit sloping (not exactly vertical), this gives the best covering of the
ear by the fungicide. At last, the water volume used to spray the fungicide has to be taken into account
(Kema et al., 2002). This is also affected by weather conditions.

The European Union gives farmers a list of recommendations to prevent and reduce Fusarium toxins in
cereals and cereal products (European Union, 2006a). These recommendations include:
•

Crop rotation:
o

Especially efficient in winter-cereals. Efficiency depends on fungal strain and wheat
variety. When maize (host for Fusarium graminearum) was used as previous crop,
the wheat showed particularly high DON-concentrations. When after the growing of
wheat the soil was ploughed, the DON-levels in following crops were significantly
lower, compared to crops were minimum tillage was applied;

•

Variety:
o

Choose varieties that are tolerant or resistant to Fusarium infection. Also choose
varieties that are most suitable for the soil and climatic conditions and the agronomic
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practices used. This will result in a lower plant stress. High plant stress increases the
susceptibility for fungal diseases;
•

Crop planning:
o

As far as possible weather circumstances causing a longer ripeningstime before
harvest, should be prevented. Further, drought stress can be considered as a risk
factor for Fusarium infection;

o

avoid a high plant density, because a high plant density will increase the risk on
funguses, by a higher humidity in the crop;

•

Soil and crop management:
o

Every tillage practice which removes, destructs or buries infected crop residues,
probably reduces the Fusarium inoculum for the following crop. In other words,
ploughing helps to prevent problems with Fusarium;

o

Plant stress should be prevented as much as possible. Stress can be caused by a lot of
different factors (e.g. drought, low temperatures, shortage of nutrients and adverse
reaction to chemicals applied to the crop);

o

Control weeds in wheat: a wide range of grasses and broad-leaved weed species are
hosts for Fusarium; a higher weed density has been shown to result in a higher
Fusarium infection;

o

Lodging has a significant effect on Fusarium toxin levels in grain. Lodging can be
avoided in several ways: decrease the use of fertilizers, use a lower seed rate and
apply plant growth regulators. However, an excessive stem shortening should be
avoided, since this will hinder the wind blowing through the crop. When this occurs,
the humidity in the crop will be higher and diseases will spread more easily;

•

Harvesting:
o

When possible, try to identify high risk situations with monitoring services. Also
assess the quality of the grain before harvesting and try to leaf out grain of lodged
places and other high Fusarium grain;

o

Try to harvest wheat at the appropriate moisture content;

o

Make sure that the harvest machinery is in a good condition, because breakdown
during the harvest period will delay harvest. During this delay, the infection in
infected parcels will increase;

o

Try to avoid mechanical damage of the wheat. Often the shriveled, small kernels
contain a high level of mycotoxins. During subsequent seed cleaning procedures
these small (high Fusarium) kernels can be removed, but damaged kernels also will
be lost. By correct settings of the combine-harvester the shriveled kernels can be
removed. For this, contact with the soil also has to be avoided, because the soil in the
machine will negatively affect the harvesting quality.
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Also the drying and storage procedures after harvesting are important. Try to dry the wheat as soon as
possible. Below a moisture content of the grain of 15%, the growth of funguses is inhibited (European
Union, 2006a). So it is also important to keep the wheat dry, after drying, that it is not getting moist
again. That will increase the fungus growth.
One way of keeping an eye on the quality of the stored grain is to measure the temperature of the stored
grain at several fixed time intervals at several points in the seed lot. A rise in temperature may be an
indication of microbial growth and/or insect infestation. When this occurs, send samples of the wheat
for analysis and, when possible, try to separate the potential infected grain from the healthy grain. In
this way the infested grain will not end in the human food consumption. Also lower the temperature of
the seed lot and aerate the wheat (European Union, 2006a).
Finally the farmer and other related parties should take care that the storage and the processing and
transport equipment is clean and that no residues of old grain are present. This is a source of diseases.
Sometimes cleaning is not enough, and disinfection will give a higher certainty concerning food safety.
The grain also should be protected against incoming moisture, animals (insects, birds, etc.) (European
Union, 2006a).
This indicates that for wheat quality not only the cultivation practices are important, since after the
harvest quality actually only can go down. Proper post-harvest activities therefore are very important,
but will further not be discussed in this report.

Conclusions Fusarium:
-

Anthesis is the most sensitive period for infection by Fusarium head blight;

-

Apply fungicide on the most effective moments, use weather forecasts and experts;

-

Most important fungicides for Fusarium head blight are tebuconazool (Folicur, Matador, etc.)
followed by metconazool (Caramba);

-

Effective fungicide application can reduce the DON-content by at maximum 50-70%;

-

By lowering the humidity in the crop, the farmer can lower the level of Fusarium (and DON)
in the wheat: this can be done in several ways:
o

Lower seed rate resulting in a lower plant density;

o

Variety choice (taller varieties);

-

In the future the concentration limits for mycotoxins in unprocessed wheat may go down;

-

Insect control in crop stage EC 49-51 benefits the reduction of Fusarium infections;

-

Proper crop rotation helps to control Fusarium:
o

No baking wheat after maize: Fusarium host plant, slowly decomposing;

o

Less problems with wheat blossom midges;

o

Fusarium cannot survive on some other crops (e.g. potato or sugar beet);

-

Fusarium infection levels are positively correlated with the rain fall in the summer months;

-

Fusarium resistant or tolerant varieties will show lower Fusarium infection levels.

-

Good tillage practices help to control Fusarium: ploughing will destruct crop residues which
benefit over wintering of the fungus;
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-

Avoid plant stress: Plant stress leads to increased disease problems;

-

Remove weeds:
o

Weed can be a host for Fusarium;

o

Weeds give a higher humidity in the crop;

-

Use proper and clean harvesting and processing equipment;

-

Monitor the wheat quality after harvest in the storage (e.g. by checking temperature);

-

Seed can be treated effectively to control seedling blight: use fludioxonil (Beret Gold).

10.2.2 Septoria (Septoria tritici and Septoria nodorum)
Worldwide Septoria leaf blotch is a major disease of wheat and it is caused by the fungus
Mycosphaerella graminicola (Fuckel) Schroeter (McKendry et al., 1995) (anamorph: Septoria tritici
Roberge in Desmaz). Another Septoria species which is present in the Netherlands is glume blotch
(Stagonospora (Septoria) nodorum) (Daamen et al., 1992b). Which of these species is present in a
wheat crop depends amongst others on the soil type and regional climate: S. nodorum is mainly found
on sandy soils, whereas S. tritici dominates on clay soil (Daamen et al., 1992b).
An annual survey of more or less then 100 winter wheat fields in the Netherlands between 1974 and
1984 showed that during this period in May on average 56% of the fields showed leaf infections by
Septoria spp., while in July (1975-1986) this was on average 83% (Daamen et al., 1992b). The survey
also showed that precipitation during the harvest month August of the previous year had a positive
effect on the annual intensity of Septoria spp., while the sunshine duration during that month had a
negative influence. Estimated is that world wide around 2% of the wheat yield is lost through Septoria
infection. In conducive weather yield losses in susceptible varieties can increase to 20% (Gooding et
al., 1997).
In the Netherlands Septoria leaf blotch (S. tritici) affects the grain yield as well as the quality in a
negative way. For example it affects the test weight of the wheat (McKendry et al., 1995). The test
weight is a function of both kernel density and random kernel packing volume (McKendry et al., 1995).
Both Septoria species can cause yield losses till 3 ton/ha, depending on the variety and year (pers.
comm. Timmer). Control of the diseases therefore is necessary to obtain a high yield.
Experiments in 1989 and 1990 in Missouri, Columbia, US, with 12 soft red winter wheat cultivars
indicated several relationships between the severity of a Septoria infection and several baking and
milling traits (McKendry et al., 1995). Some of the results are indicated in table 10.3 and 10.4. One of
the results was that there is a significant linear relationship between the severity of the Septoria
infection and test weight: the higher the severity of the disease, the lower the specific weight (see table
10.3) (McKendry et al., 1995; Everts et al., 2000). This is also in agreement with earlier research
performed by Mathre2 et al (1977) and Finney and Sill3 (1963).

2

for more information: Matre, D.E., R.H. Johnston and C.F. McGuire, 1977. Cephalosporium stripe of winter
wheat: Pathogen, virulence, sources of resistance and effect on grain quality. Phytopathology 67: 1142-1148.
3
for more information: Finney, K.F. and W.H. Sill Jr., 1963. Effects of two virus diseases on milling and baking
properties of wheat grain and flour and on probable nutritive value of forage wheat. Agron. J. 55: 476-478.
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With increasing disease severity also the milling quality and the adjusted flour yield decreased
significantly (table 10.3). The milling quality is expressed here as a value relative to the quality
standard. The effects were even visible when no disease symptoms were visible on the flag leaf.
Table 10.3 Combined treatment means for Septoria leaf blotch severity and milling quality traits
(McKendry et al., 1995).

Treatment
Fungicide protected
Noninoculated control
Septoria tritici at tillering
At jointing
At flag leaf
d
LSD(0.05)
a

Test Weight (kg
-3
m )
700.9 a
681.0 b
680.9 b
678.8 b
670.3 c
4.1

Milling
b
Quality (%)
94.7 a
91.8 b
91.3 bc
91.0 c
89.6 d
0.7

Adjusted Flour
c
Yield (%)
72.65 a
71.78 b
71.59 c
71.53 c
71.07 d
0.18

Mean percent canopy infection over cultivars and environments assessed at Zadoks growth stage 70-73.

b
c

Septoria Leaf Blotch
a
Severity (%)
17.5 d
51.7 c
63.2 b
65.8 b
71.8 a
1.6

Expressed as value relative to the quality standard (Pioneer 2555 under fungicide protection).

Adjusted to 14% moisture and 52% softness equivalent according to the testing procedures of the Soft Wheat Quality

Laboratory, Wooster, OH.
d

Least significant difference based on the standard error to separate differences between subplot levels according to Cochran

and Cox (1957).

Figure 10.9 indicates that with a more efficient control of Septoria tritici (resulting in a lower
senescence of the leaves, so a higher GFLAD), the grain protein concentration is reduced (Dimmock et
al., 2002). This shows that Septoria infection causes an increased protein content.

Figure 10.9 Relationships between fungicide effects (fungicide treatment minus untreated mean) on the
duration from flag leaf emergence to 37% flag leaf green area (GFLAD) and grain protein concentration in
1998 (●, solid line), 1999 (▲, dashed line) and 2000 (■, dashed/dotted line) for winter wheat cv. Consort. The
principal disease controlled was Septoria triciti (Dimmock et al., 2002).

The research also indicated that with an increased disease pressure, both the protein content and the
alkaline water retention capacity (AWRC) increased (table 10.4). This is caused by the loss of
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photosynthetic leaf area and the resulting loss of carbohydrate availability for the developing kernel.
The alkaline water retention capacity gives an indication of the suitability of flour for purposes as
cookies and cakes. The AWCR percentage correlates inversely with cookie spread and softness
equivalent. AWCR levels generally are below 56%, ranging from 47 to 58% (Everts et al., 2000). This
means that the AWCR values shown in table 10.4 are on the edge of the acceptable.
Concerning the grain protein content different results have been shown in the past, but the fact remains
that controlling Septoria spp. often reduces the grain protein content (Dimmock et al., 2002).
Unfortunately this occurs mostly in the areas where the protein level is already low due to climatic
circumstances leading to a long grain-filling period. An explanation may be that the higher yield
correlated with the reduced infection level has a negative effect on the protein content.

Table 10.4 Combined treatment means (%) for Septoria leaf blotch severity and baking quality traits
(McKendry et al., 1995).

Treatment
Fungicide protected
Noninoculated control
Septoria tritici at tillering
At jointing
At flag leaf
d
LSD(0.05)
a

Flour protein
10.78 c
11.07 b
11.16 b
11.17 b
11.83 a
0.12

b

AWCR
56.7 c
57.1 b
57.2 b
57.4 b
57.6 a
0.2

Softness
equivalent
56.21 b
57.93 a
58.21 a
58.06 a
56.51 b
0.32

Baking
c
quality
89.2 a
88.5 ab
88.3ab
87.6 b
85.0 c
1.3

Mean percent canopy infection over cultivars and environments assessed at Zadoks growth stage 70-73.

b
c

Septoria Leaf
a
Blotch Severity
17.5 d
51.7 c
63.2 b
65.8 b
71.8 a
1.6

Alkaline Water Retention Capacity.

Expressed as value relative to the quality standard (Pioneer 2555 under fungicide protection).

d

Least significant difference based on the standard error to separate differences between subplot levels according to Cochran and

Cox (1957).

The softness equivalent (measure to express kernel hardness and endosperm friability) was
significantly increased under severe Septoria pressure (table 10.4). One of the factors causing this was
probably the increased number shriveled kernels.
The final observed trait in this research is the baking quality (table 10.4). For all observed varieties the
baking quality was significantly lower with an increased disease pressure. However, the effect on the
milling quality was bigger than the effect on the baking quality.

Conclusions Septoria leaf blotch:
−

Precipitation in the harvest month results in increased Septoria levels the next cropping
season;

−

Septoria causes a decreased specific weight of the wheat;

−

Milling quality and baking quality decrease by Septoria infection: the effect on the milling
quality is the biggest;
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−

Infection by Septoria tritica has an increased protein content and an increased water
absorption as result, this benefit is wiped away by a lower flour yield;

−

Shriveled kernels result in a lower softness equivalent;

−

Disease control is necessary to maximize milling quality when Septoria is present in the crop.

10.2.3 Powdery mildew (Erysiphe graminis)
An annual survey in the Netherlands between 1974 and 1986 indicated that in May an average of 29%
of the fields was infected with powdery mildew and that this was 70% in July (Daamen et al., 1992a).
Powdery mildew is a foliar fungal disease causing heavy yield losses (e.g. up to 40% in the UK)
(Gooding et al., 1997)
Severe powdery mildew infection lowers the flour protein, but it does not significantly affect flour
yield or flour ash content in soft wheat (McKendry et al., 1995). It has a minor effect on baking quality.
Gooding et al. (1997) mentions the use of fenpropimorph to control powdery mildew resulted in an
improved SDS-sedimentation volume.
The effect of E. graminis on the grain protein content is different in several experiments, but the weight
of evidence indicates that control of E. graminis will increase the GPC rather than reducing it
(Dimmock et al., 2002).

Figure 10.10 Effect of control of powdery mildew on quality of bread (T1 = treated, T0 = untreated). The
varieties are Divana and Široka and the wheat is grown in 2001 in Croatia (Samobar et al., 2006)

Figure 10.10 shows a baking test where the effect of powdery mildew control on baking quality was
assessed. In this experiment the untreated wheat showed a higher volume yield. Further the treated
variant (T1) had on average a slightly higher dough yield than the untreated variant (no chemical crop
protection), what was a result of the higher water absorption, what again was the result of a higher
protein content (wet gluten content is not affected) (Samobar et al., 2006). In bread yield there were no
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differences between T0 and T1. Everts et al. (2001) reported a reduced flour yield when powdery
mildew was present in the soft wheat variety Saluda.
The research of Samobar et al. (2006) further mentions that strong attack of powdery mildew has a
negative effect on the test weight and the thousand kernel weight4. This is confirmed by a report of
Everts et al. (2000), which mentions a reduced test weight due to powdery mildew infection.

Conclusions powdery mildew:
-

Infection reduces flour yield;

-

Infection increases the grain protein content;

-

Infection reduces test weight;

-

Powdery mildew has a minor effect on baking quality;

-

Use of fenpropimorph to control powdery mildew resulted in an improved SDSsedimentation volume.

10.2.4 Rusts (Puccinia spp.)
Yellow rust (Puccinia striiformis f.sp. tritici), brown rust or leaf rust (P. recondita) and black stem rust
(P.graminis) can cause significant yield losses. In the north-west part of Europe yellow rust is the most
important rust (Gooding et al., 1997). In some parts of the world the rusts can cause yield losses up to
50%, but in the north-west part of Europe the yield losses usually are less due to climatic circumstances
inhibiting the development of the rusts (Gooding et al., 1997). Weakening of the stem may also lead to
lodging, which again may cause pre-harvest sprouting. Furthermore in some cases the kernel size is
negatively affected due to water loss and limited assimilate transport to the ear (Gooding et al., 1997).
Rusts also can reduce both nitrogen and carbon accumulation by the grain, whereby the nitrogen
accumulation is more affected than the carbon accumulation (Dimmock et al., 2002).

Brown rust or leaf rust (Puccinia recondita)
Primary infections of brown rust are stimulated by high temperatures in autumn and high temperatures
in winter enhance brown rust development and reduce mortality due to frost (Daamen et al., 1992a).
A survey between 1976 and 1984 in the Netherlands indicated that the mean annual brown rust
intensity in July was positively correlated with the average temperature in March and with the
cumulative precipitation in April and May (Daamen et al., 1992a). This indicates that temperatures in
early spring rather than in winter are critical for brown rust epidemics in July. Further the survey
indicates that in May brown rust usually was not detected in the Dutch wheat fields, while in July on
average 48% of the fields was infected.
Very early studies (from the 1920s to 1940s) concerning the control of brown rust, indicated that the
application of sulphur resulted in an increased protein concentration (together with an increased yield).
This effect partly may be explained by nutritional effects of the sulphur, but comparisons of genotypes

4

for more information: Bowen, K.L., K.L. Everts and S. Leath, 1991. Reduction in yield of winter wheat in North
Carolina due to powdery mildew and leaf rust. Phytopathology 81: 503-511.
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in the 1930s strongly implicated rust control as the main reason for the increase of the protein
concentration (Dimmock et al., 2002). Also more recent literature shows this relationship for more
modern fungicides, as morpholines and triazoles (Dimmock et al., 2002). An example of research
showing this is an experiment reported by Clare et al5. (1990) in the UK, where fenpropimorph was
applied at flag leaf emergence and ear emergence, which reduced the leaf-rust infection on the flag
leaves from 25% to 14%. This resulted in an increase of the protein concentration from 12.9% DM to
13.5% DM (S.E. = 0.08). Often an infection by rust leads to a reduced grain protein content (Dimmock
et al., 2002).
Other research showed that a severe infection with brown rust resulted in a lower proportion of HWMglutenin subunits being stored in the grain (Gooding et al., 1997). Everts et al. (2000) mentions a
reduced test weight as result of infection with leaf rust.

Yellow rust (Puccinia striiformis Westend.)
Between 1974 and 1986 yellow rust usually was not detected in May, but in July 18% of the fields was
infected (Daamen et al., 1992a). After 1977 the occurrence of yellow rust decreased due to the use of
more resistant cultivars. But when yellow rust is present in a wheat crop, it results in reduced dough
resistance and deterioration in mixing tolerance (Gooding et al., 1997). Further reduction of the grain
protein content is reported when yellow rust is present (Dimmock et al., 2002).

5

Clare, R.W., V.W.L. Jordan, S.P. Smith, W.P. Davies, C. Bulman, E.J. Evans, D.B. Stevens, M. Nuttall and R.E.L.
Naylor, 1990. The effects of nitrogen and fungicide treatment on the yield and grain quality of Avalon winter
wheat. Aspects of Applied Biology 25, Cereal Quality III: 375-386.
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Figure 10.11 Observed and predicted values of disease incidence (percent crops affected) plotted for each of
the fixed variables in the models. Bars show observed incidence plus approximate standard error. Predicted
values are shown as solid lines or closed squares for one model and as dashed lines or open squares for
another model (Gladders et al., 2007).

Figure 10.11 shows the results of disease survey of 4475 randomly selected crops of wheat in England
and Wales from 1985-2000. The yellow rust was most prevalent in 1988-1990, 1998 and 1999. Figure
10.11a shows that the cultivar resistance against yellow leaf rust has a great influence on the infection
risk. Especially the group with resistance rating 1 or 2 shows a high yellow rust infection level.
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Another effect is that later sowing results in a higher level of yellow rust infection (figure 10.11b). The
crops sown in September showed a percentage of 5.3% affected crops (based on 1099 fields). In
October this was 7.3% (2931 crops) and in November it was 10.3% (445 crops). This means that the of
the fields sown in November the fraction of crops affected by yellow rust is almost doubled, compared
to the fields sown in September. Considering this, early sowing is recommended.
Figure 10.11c shows the occurrence of yellow rust when treated or untreated with the systemic seed
treatment fuberidazole plus triadimenol (commercial product ‘Baytan’). The yellow rust level in
untreated crops was 7.7%, while the treated crops showed a level of 4.0% (Gladders et al., 2007). This
means a reduction of 48%.
Figure 10.11d shows the relation between the number of fungicide applications (regardless the dose
and number of active substances applied). This did not show a clear relationship.
Also the relation between the number of frosts and the level of yellow rust is shown in the figure
(figure 10.11e). Frosts during the over wintering period of yellow rust leads to a decreased yellow rust
infestation in wheat. The percentage of crops affected by yellow rust was reduced from 19.2% with no
frost to 6.1% with one to three frosts and 1.3 to 1.9% with more than five frosts (Gladders et al., 2007).
Previous cropping had no strong effect on the number of affected crops by yellow rust.

Black rust or stem rust (Puccinia graminis Pers. ex Pers.)
Black rust is a rare wheat disease in the Netherlands. A survey showed that in July 1977 only 3% of the
fields was infected with black rust and in 1981 this was even only 1% (Daamen et al., 1992a).

Conclusions rusts:
-

Nitrogen accumulation is reduced;

-

Carbon accumulation is reduced, but less than the nitrogen accumulation.

Brown rust:
-

Infection reduces the grain protein content;

-

Severe infection results in a lower HWM-glutenin subunits level;

-

Infection results in a reduced test weight.

Yellow rust:
-

Results in a lower dough resistance and a deterioration in mixing tolerance;

-

Delay of sowing time results in an increasing level of yellow rust infection;

-

Frosts reduce the infection level of yellow rust;

-

Resistance of wheat varieties against yellow rust has a big influence on preventing
infection of the wheat by yellow rust;

-

Treatment of the wheat seeds (sowing seed) with a systemic seed treatment (fuberidazole
plus triadimenol) reduces the level yellow rust in the crop.

Black rust:
-

Not an important disease concerning milling and baking quality.
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10.3

Fungicides for foliar diseases in general

Not all experiments focus on specific wheat diseases, but focus more on specific active ingredients in
fungicides or on general effects of fungicides. This paragraph discusses these results.
Figure 10.12 shows that several different fungicide treatments all resulted in an increased specific
weight of the harvested wheat for several years (Dimmock et al., 2002). The x-axis indicates the
fungicide effect, that is the extra number of days before the green flag leaf area reaches a green area of
37% due to senescence (see also figure 10.1), obtained by the use of fungicides. The increased specific
weight is the result of the longer grain filling period, which is the result of the lower senescence rate of
the flag leaf.

Figure 10.12 Relationships between fungicide effects (fungicide treatment mean – untreated mean) on green
flag leaf area duration m and fungicide effects on specific weight for different cultivars (● = Charger, ■=
Consort, ▼ = Cockpit and ♦ =Hereward) of winter wheat from 1998 till 2000. Solid symbols represent MRIcontaining fungicide treatments, outline symbols represent non-MRI-containing fungicide treatments.
Fungicide treatments: A = azoxystrobin, F = flusilazole and C = famoxadone + flusilazole (Dimmock et al.,
2002).

10.4

Timing and number of fungicide applications

The timing and number of repetitions concerning fungicide applications is very important for the
milling and baking quality of wheat, as well as for the efficiency of the application. Several researchers
worked on this topic. This paragraph uses the results of some reports to show the effects.

In general it can be concluded that fungicides applied at -and shortly after- flag leaf emergence have
the biggest influence on mean grain weight and specific weight (and yield), due to delaying senescence
(Dimmock et al., 2002).
Figure 10.13 shows results from an experiment performed in 1989-1990 (Everts et al., 2001). For this
experiment three varieties where used: Coker 983 (moderately resistant to powdery mildew and
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moderately susceptible to leaf rust), Florida 302 (moderately resistant to both powdery mildew and leaf
rust) and Saluda (susceptible to both powdery mildew and leaf rust). In this experiment powdery
mildew and leaf rust were the most severe diseases, which were controlled. The upper part of the figure
indicates that two fungicide applications (at growth stage 8.0 and 10.52) resulted in increased adjusted
flour yield, compared to plots sprayed at growth stage 10.1, 10.5 or which are not sprayed at all.
The experiment also showed that fungicides applied at growth stages 8.0, 10.5 and 11.0 resulted in
higher protein levels, when averaged over all cultivars compared to non-sprayed wheat. This is visible
in the middle part of the figure.
Another result is that fungicide application in all cultivars resulted in a reduced softness equivalent,
compared to wheat that did not receive a fungicide application (lower part of the figure). This means
that disease reduction is associated with harder of coarser flour. This should not be below an acceptable
range of 50 – 60, but this did not occur in this experiment.

Figure 10.12 Soft wheat qualitative traits of winter wheat grown at Kinston, North Carolina (USA), 198990, resulting from varied foliar fungicide application times, averaged over cultivars and seed treatments
(bars with the same letter are not significantly different according to Fisher’s protected LSD, P = 0.05)
(Everts et al., 2001)

Gooding et al. (1997) indicated that late-season disease control can benefit the total yield of nitrogen in
the grain: delaying the senescence of the flag leaf by one week resulted in an increase of N-harvest of 9
kg ha-1.
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10.5

Weeds and herbicide application

In wheat, weed control is applied every cropping season. This is done at several moments during the
development of the wheat. The weed control focuses on different weed species and weed types and
takes place in autumn, early spring and sometimes short before harvesting. Weeds have several
negative influences in the cultivation of wheat, some of them are: a higher moisture content of the
grain, causing lodging, reducing harvest speed and cleaning efficiency (Manthey et al., 2004).
There are different kinds of weeds, but the most problematic one are the weeds from the same family as
the wheat: the Poaceae or grasses. The problem is that the grasses are adapted to the environments in
which the wheat is growing. The requirements concerning nutrients and canopy structure are closely
related to those of wheat, which makes the grasses very competitive. Subsequent, a lot of grasses can
be a host for pests and diseases which are also pathogenic on wheat (Gooding et al., 1997). Control is
important, but not easy because of all similarities. The herbicides applied to control grasses should be
highly specific and are therefore also much more expensive. Usually the costs of control of grasses are
three to four times as high as the control of broadleaf weeds (see appendix 2a). Common examples of
grass weeds are couch grass (Agropyron repens), wild oats (Avena spp.), blackgrass (Alopecurus
myosuroides), bromes (Bromus spp.), ryegrasses (Lolium spp.), meadow-grasses (Poa spp.) and loose
silky bent (Apera spica-venti) (Gooding et al., 1997).
Another group of weeds are the annual, dicotyledonous broad leaved weeds. Also these weeds can be
very competitive and hard to control in wheat (Gooding et al., 1997). Some examples are cleavers
(Galium aparine) and chickweed (Stellaria media).
Compared to fertilizer and fungicide effects, rather little is know about the effect of weeds and
herbicides on the quality of wheat (Gooding et al., 1997). Competition of some weeds with the wheat
sometimes leads to reductions of the thousand grain weight. Also timing of the competition is
important: early competition will mainly result in a lower yield by reduced tillering, while a late
competition for solar radiation will lead to a decreased thousand grain weight.
The effect of herbicide application on the protein content shows inconsistencies between different
experiments. There are experiments which show a decreased protein content in the grain when the
weed infestation increases, but there are also some experiments that show no correlation (Gooding et
al., 1997).
The Hagberg falling number is mainly affected when the green weed causes lodging of the crop,
followed by pre-harvest sprouting. However, pre-harvest applications of glyphosate had inconsistent or
no effects on Hagberg falling number, grain protein content, thousand grain weight, specific weight and
baking quality (Gooding et al., 1997).

Also some direct effects of herbicides, loose from the control of weeds, already have been shown.
Details concerning application and dosage were not given in the available literature:
-

application of simazine plus terbacil directly increased yield and protein content;
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-

triallate, metoxuron and methabenzthiazuron application increased the nitrate reductase
activity in leaves and grain protein content of bread wheats;

-

chloortoluron application increased grain protein content in different years, associated
with increases in gluten forming proteins;

-

linuron has increased the storage of both starch and protein in grain.

Some experiments showed that herbicides both increased and decreased grain protein content in
different years, sometimes protein content only increases in association with yield reductions. Other
experiments showed that grain protein content as result of herbicide application is highly dependent on
the application time

Weeds mainly affect the yield of the wheat, quality is less affected. But when the weeds grow much
bigger and taller than the wheat crop, shading effects may reduce the thousand grain weight.

One of the properties of grasses is that grasses have a large requirement for nitrogen. Small amounts of
grasses in the crop will not deliver big problems, but when large amounts of grasses are present in the
wheat, the grasses may compete with the wheat for nitrogen. When this happens, the grain protein
content will go down. This is shown by table 10.5, although it has to be mentioned that this concerns a
low N-input situation in Australia –also shown by the low yields. However, it might be clear that when
grasses or other weeds compete with wheat for nitrogen, the grain protein content will go down.

Table 10.5 Grass weeds reduce grain yield and protein percentage (Anderson et al., 2002).
N applied (kg/ha)

Grain yield (ton/ha)

Grain protein (%)

Grass-free sites (3)
0

2.32

10.0

40

2.50

10.5
Grassy sites (3)

0

1.86

8.9

40

2.26

9.3

Conclusions weed and herbicides:
−

Especially grasses are hard and expensive to control in wheat;

−

Infestation of the field with grasses reduces the grain protein content and the grain yield;

−

Some herbicides show direct effects on wheat quality, these results are depending on
timing and climatic circumstances;

−

Competition between wheat and weed later in the season will result in a lower thousand
grain weight, while early competition mainly results in a lower yield;

−

Pre-harvest applications of glyphosate had inconsistent or no effects on Hagberg falling
number, grain protein content, thousand grain weight, specific weight and baking quality;
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−

Herbicide effect on Hagberg falling number mainly can be reached by lodging
‘prevention’ as result of weed control.

10.6

Growth regulator application

In the cultivation of wheat several growth regulators are applied to prevent lodging of the crop and
prevent quality loss (mainly due to pre-harvest sprouting). There are different growth regulators, with
different strategies. Some active ingredients inhibit the length-growth of the stems of the wheat plants,
others strengthen the nodes of the stem. The three most used active ingredients in growth regulators
are:
1.

chlormequat (some brands are CeCeCe, CCC);

2.

trinexapac-ethyl (e.g. Moddus);

3.

ethefon (e.g. Cerone).

Most of the effects are the result of mimicing, or more commonly suppressing the production of, or
sensitivity to plant growth hormones (Gooding et al., 1997). The chlormequat for example blocks the
production of gibberelin, reducing plant height. It is applied at the start of stem extension, what leads to
shorter and stronger stems which do not lodge easily. A beneficial effect is that it allows higher
nitrogen application resulting in higher yields and a higher protein content.
Most research in the area of plant growth regulators (PGR’s) focus on yield, results about affecting the
quality of wheat is scarce. Sometimes indirect relations are there, but mostly no direct effects of PGR’s.
Timing of the application of PGR’s is very important for a good lodging control. Not only has the
growth stage of the wheat to be taken into account, but also the actual weather. The active ingredient,
for example, of chlormequat is active at 8 to 10 ºC, while trinexapac-ethyl works best at 10 to 12 ºC
and ethefon at 12 to 15 ºC.
But when the lodging is controlled, there seems to be a clear link with some quality elements. Research
in 1987 in the UK showed that chlormequat only increased yields and specific weight and reduced
protein contents when lodging was controlled (Gooding et al., 1997). Research in Norway showed that
control of lodging leaded to an increased Hagberg falling number. An explanation for this can be that in
a lodged crop damp conditions exist which can induce pre-harvest sprouting.
But also cases are known were application of chlormequat leaded to an excessive reduction of plant
height. This resulted in an increased infection by foliar diseases and an reduced thousand-grain-weight
(Gooding et al., 1997).
Experiments in the eastern part of Europe with ethephon showed an increase of grain protein content,
while the yield was not affected or even increased. However, this effect has not been shown in other
regions (Gooding et al., 1997).
Overal it can be said that plant growth regulators only should be used when there is a (high) risk of
lodging without application of plant growth regulators (Gooding et al., 1997). Direct effects are not
consistent and unpredictable and very depending on (environmental) circumstances. The most
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important effect is the extra nitrogen application that leads to higher yields and higher grain protein
content.

Conclusions plant growth regulators:
−

Application of plant growth regulators prevents lodging, allowing a higher nitrogen
fertilization: this results in a higher protein content and yield;

−

Besides lodging control no clear, direct relationships between plant growth regulator
applications and wheat quality;

−

10.7

Timing of application very important for a satisfactory lodging control.

Other diseases

Besides the diseases mentioned earlier in this chapter, there are some bacterial diseases and viruses
which can affect the milling and baking quality. But except for the Barley yellow dwarf virus
(gerstevergelingsvirus), these diseases have only little influence on yield and quality. For that reason
these diseases are left out of consideration. In general it can be said about the bacterial diseases, that
these diseases have a bigger effect on yield than on the baking quality. These diseases are controlled or
prevented by the usage of clean seed and resistant or tolerant varieties (Gooding et al., 1997).

Conclusions diseases and disease control
Fungi and fungicides
Fungi is the most important group of diseases concerning the baking quality of wheat. There are some
viruses and bacterial diseases, but these play a minor role compared to the fungi. The most important
fungal diseases in wheat in the Netherlands are: Fusarium head blight, Septoria leaf blotch, powdery
mildew, rust (brown or leaf rust, yellow rust and black or stem rust).
The first one, Fusarium head blight, is a very important one, since this fungus also produce
mycotoxins, which cause health problems for humans when the intake is too high. EU-government has
set limitations in baking wheat of some of these mycotoxins, of which DON (deoxynivalenol) is the
most important one. Also recommendations are given to farmers to decrease infestations by Fusarium.
Some of these recommendations are: take care for a proper crop rotation and choose varieties which
have a high tolerance of resistance to Fusarium. Also tillage has an effect on the control of Fusarium,
since crop residues are the basis for new infections in the next crop, the fungi survive on the crop
residues during fallow periods. Destruction of crop residues therefore is important, this can be –
amongst others- reached by applying ploughing instead of minimum tillage. Plant stress should be
avoided as much as possible, since plant stress benefits the infection by fungi. Also an increased
nitrogen application often increases the risk of diseases. Further weeds should be controlled to prevent
Fusarium problems, since weeds can be the host for Fusarium survival and multiplication. Also a high
weed infestation results in an increased humidity in the crop, which also benefits the possibility of the
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Fusarium. Finally also harvesting, drying and storing performances are important. In general can be
said that it is important to work with proper and clean –no crop residues- machinery and equipment.
Proper settings of the machinery is also necessary to prevent damaging of the kernels, otherwise it is
hard to remove the shrivelled, high Fusarium kernels without high yield losses. Try to harvest when the
grain is dry and after harvesting dry the wheat. During storage the quality can be assessed by measuring
temperature. Increase in temperature indicates growth of micro organisms and/or insect infestations.
These recommendations are here given for Fusarium, but of course can be applied for fungi in wheat in
general. To improve baking quality, fungi have to be controlled. On the other side some diseases cause
an increased protein content of the grain, but this is often related to smaller kernels or other negative
effects. So in the end, control is necessary.
Research on yellow rust showed that the level of resistance strongly influences the level of infection.
This effect was even stronger than the effect of applying fungicides. Further a later sowing date
resulted in an increased yellow rust level in the field. An increase of number of frosts resulted in a
lower infection level.
One of the main functions of fungicides is to increase the healthy life time of the flag leaf, which has a
big effect on the development of the wheat in the end-stadium. This lower senescence rate of the flag
leaf allows a longer grain filling period. This again has a positive effect on the specific weight of the
wheat. Usually grains grow bigger, which has a very important beneficial effect for the milling
industry. This has a positive effect on the flour yield –how much flour can be produced from a certain
amount of wheat. For the milling industry this is one of the most important criteria when purchasing
wheat. This makes the wheat very unattractive for the milling industry. Also diseases often result in
shrivelled grains; by applying fungicides this can be partly prevented. So two ways by which
fungicides have an effect on the flour yield.
Finally, there are some direct effects of fungicides on baking quality, but these are specific and
depending on a lot of factors, as environmental conditions and timing of application. Therefore these
are of minor interest compared to the control of diseases.

Weeds and herbicides
Weeds affect quality of wheat for several reasons. The first one is that a high weed infestation
increases the risk of lodging in the wheat, which again increases the risk of pre-harvest sprouting with
dramatic results for the milling and baking quality of wheat. A second influence of weed –especially
grasses which have a large nitrogen requirement- is that weed can compete with wheat for nutrients.
This occurs when there is a high infestation of weeds in the field. When the weeds compete with the
wheat for nitrogen, this has a negative effect on the grain protein content. A third influence is that when
the weed is higher than the wheat, it inhibits the development of wheat by shading effects. By this the
wheat can get problems with proper grain filling. These effects show that it is necessary to control
weeds in baking wheat.
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Some direct effects of herbicides on the baking quality of wheat are given, but are uncertain and not
always very reliable. Some active ingredients are said to increase the protein level, but results of
experiments are not always consistent.
The pre-harvest application of glyphosate –which might be expected to improve the Hagberg falling
number due to desiccation of both weeds and wheat- have inconsistent or no effects on the Hagberg
falling number, thousand-grain-weight, grain protein content, specific weight or baking quality.

Plant growth regulators
Direct effects of plant growth regulators on baking quality are uncertain and unpredictable, very
depending on the precise timing of application and environmental conditions. However, when there is a
high risk of lodging, farmers should apply plant growth regulators to prevent pre-harvest lodging.
Another beneficial effect of plant growth regulators is that it allows farmers to increase the amount of
nitrogen applied, this has a positive effect on the protein content in the grains.

Abbreviations
AWRC =

Alkaline Water Retention Capacity

FHB

Fusarium Head Blight

=

GFLAD =

Green Flag Leaf Area Duration

GPC

Grain Protein Content

=
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Chapter 11.
11.1

Climate

Introduction

Climate is one of the important elements that influence wheat quality and yield all over the world. In
general, the main wheat regions of the world lie between the latitudes 30o and 55o in the North
Temperate Zone and 25o and 40o in the South Temperate Zone, in areas where annual precipitation
ranges between 12 and 45 inches (Nuttonson, 1955). Wheat is grown largely in areas where the total
annual precipitation is relatively low.

The geographic coordinates of the Netherlands are 52 30 N, 5 45 E, what means that the Netherlands is
located the normal wheat production area. However the quality of Dutch wheat is lower than in other
wheat producing regions. The protein content should be at least 11.5% to be acceptable for the milling
and baking industry (Larson, 1970). Unfortunately the Dutch wheat protein content does not meet this
limit and often results in a low baking quality. Because climate is one of the influencing factors on
wheat quality (Schleuhuber et al., 1967) this chapter will summarize climatic influences related to
wheat baking quality.

11.2

Climate in the Netherlands

The Netherlands is situated in North West Europe and has an oceanic climate type in the entire country.
In Vlissingen and De Bilt annual rainfall averages are 690 mm and 770 mm respectively. Cloudless
days are uncommon as well as prolonged frost (www.mapsofworld.com). Since the Netherlands has no
high mountains, the climate varies very little from region to region. The average temperature in the
coastal region of Vlissingen ranges from 1° to 5°C in January to 14° to 21°C in July. In the densely
populated central region of the country - De Bilt- the temperature ranges differ from -1° to 4°C in
January to 13° to 22°C in July.

The climate in the Netherlands is called a mild, maritime climate. During winter the temperature
decreases more towards the northern and eastern part of the country (Dienekes, 2003). The winters are
relatively humid. Winters can be fairly cold with the possibility of some snow. Summers are generally
warm with changeable periods, but excessively hot weather is rare. The weather is rainy, often more in
summer than in autumn. Rainfall is prevalent all year (www.iexplore.com).

A common perception is that a cool and wet season results in a lower quality of bread wheat than in a
warm, dry growing seasons. Wheat quality is largely dependent on the amount of nitrogen available to
the grain, mostly translocated from the reserves in the stems and leaves to the ear. This is where climate
is important: if the growing season is marked by cool and wet conditions during spring, crop biomass
and yields will be high, but the protein content and wheat quality will be low (Salinger, 1995).
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Blumenthal et al. (1991b) showed that there was a highly significant positive correlation between grain
protein content and the number of hours above 35°C during grain filling. Further an increasing number
of hours above 35°C during grain filling resulted in a lower dough strength and a lower loaf volume.
This has been confirmed by Correll et al. (1994), who showed that a higher rainfall in May-September
was associated with a decrease in grain protein content.

It is therefore that wheat quality is affected by short-term climate variability (Ludwig et al., 2005).

11.3

Climatic factors

Table 11.1 gives an overview of some climate factors per month that will be discussed in the
subsequent paragraphs: temperature and precipitation.
Table 11.1 The average weather in De Bilt per month over 1971-2000 (KNMI, Lenntech, n.d.).
Month
January

Average

Maximum

Minimum

Temp.

Temp.

Temp.

2,8°C

5,2°C

0,0°C

Precipitation
67 mm

Precipitationtime
68 hour

February

3,0°C

6,1°C

-0,1°C

48 mm

49 hour

March

5,8°C

9,6°C

2,0°C

65 mm

67 hour

April

8,3°C

12,9°C

3,5°C

45 mm

44 hour

May

12,7°C

17,6°C

7,5°C

62 mm

40 hour

June

15,2°C

19,8°C

10,2°C

72 mm

45 hour

July

17,4°C

22,1°C

12,5°C

70 mm

37 hour

Augustus

17,2°C

22,3°C

12,0°C

58 mm

31 hour

September

14,2°C

18,7°C

9,6°C

72 mm

48 hour

October

10,3°C

14,2°C

6,5°C

77 mm

57 hour

November

6,2°C

9,1°C

3,2°C

81 mm

70 hour

December

4,0°C

6,4°C

1,3°C

77 mm

68 hour

11.4

Rainfall

Table 11.2 shows the annual precipitation (in inches) of the world wheat area.
Table 11.2 Annual precipitation in the world wheat Area (Nuttonson, 1955).
Annual Precipitation (mm)

World Wheat Area (%)

< 381

10

381 – 635

53

636 – 889

22

890 – 1016

8

> 1016

7

Rainfall is one of most important factors influencing the protein content of wheat (Rao et al., 1993).
Table 11.2 shows that worldwide 53% of the wheat plants are grown in regions with 381 to 635 mm
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precipitation per year. The Netherlands is included in the area with 636 to 889 mm precipitation per
year.

Rainfall between December and May has a negative effect on the grain protein content (Smith et al.,
1999). However, precipitation does not change significantly month by month in the Netherlands. The
lowest rainfall is in April and the highest is in November, accounting for 45 mm and 88 mm
respectively (Table 11.1). Moreover less rainfall has a positive effect on the protein concentration.
(Ludwig et al., 2005).
In Europe, Kettlewell et al. (1999) found that North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)6 strongly influenced
UK wheat grain at summer harvest in preceding winter. Scientists studied the relationship between
summer rainfall and wheat grain quality. Their research shows a weak yet statistically significant (at
the 5% level) negative correlation between winters NAO. Due to the climate in the Netherlands as well
as UK, the result is assumed to be similar in the Netherlands.

Smika (1973) tested the relationships between precipitation and protein content in a 15-days period of
40 to 55 days before maturity of wheat. Figure 11.1 shows that when the precipitation during this
period exceeds the 65 mm (more or less), the protein level drops below the minimum protein level of
11.5% protein, which is needed by milling for bread flour (Larson, 1970).

Figure 11.1 Wheat grain protein related to rainfall between 40 to 55 days before maturity
(Smika, 1973).

6

The NAO is the dominant mode of winter climate variability in the North Atlantic region ranging
from central North America to Europe and far into Northern Asia. The NAO is a large scale seesaw in
atmospheric mass between the subtropical high and the polar low. The corresponding index varies from
year to year, but also exhibits a tendency to remain in one phase for intervals lasting several years
(Martin Visbeck, www.ldeo.columbia.edu/NAO).
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On the other hand, one article from USA (Garrot et al., 1994) studied the effect of irrigation on the
wheat growing process, and the results showed that water stress reduces yields by 1/3 and slightly
increases grain protein.

Based on this research, the conclusion is that North Atlantic Oscillation influences Dutch wheat quality
as well as in the UK. Under NAO’s controlling, precipitation in July (77 mm) and August (58 mm)
(Table 11.1) has a negative role on Dutch wheat quality. Harvesting of wheat in the Netherlands is
performed from the end of July until the mid of August. High precipitation during this period seriously
influences Dutch wheat quality in a negative way.

Figure 11.2 Precipitation in May (left) and June (right) in the Netherlands, 1971-2001 (KNMI).

May and June both are months in which the 15-day period of 40-55 days before harvest can be.
According to figure 11.2, the Dutch provinces Zeeland, Zuid-Holland, Noord-Holland and Friesland
are the regions with less rainfall compared to the rest of the country. So in general in these provinces
the protein content decreases the least due to rainfall.

11.5

Temperature

Gooding et al. (2003) showed that -under controlled environmental conditions- drought stress and high
temperatures during grain filling increases the grain protein level. This is caused by the fact that under
these circumstances starch accumulation by the grain is more severely affected than nitrogen
accumulation (Triboi, 2002). Other research indicated that the grain protein content was positively
correlated with temperature during the grain filling period (Smith, 1996 and 1999).

On the other hand increases a high temperature during grain filling the rate of maturation (Wardlaw et
al., 1994). This will affect the protein composition (Blumenthal et al., 1991a; Stone et al., 1995a;
Graybosch et al., 1995) and dough properties (Finney et al., 1958; Randall et al., 1990). Stone (1996)
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concluded that timing of heat stress will significantly influence the accumulation of the total wheat
protein.

Figure 11.3 Relationship between the wheat grain protein and the average maximum air temperature for a
5-day period, 15 to 20 days before maturity, Colorado, U.S. (Smika 1973).

From figure 11.3 it is concisely to find that an increasing temperature (from 22-32 ºC) during a 5-day
period (15-20 days before maturity) will result in an increasing grain protein content from 9% to almost
16%. But when the temperature exceeds the 32 ºC, the grain protein content will decline again.

In a Finland research, temperature had less influence on hectoliter weight than summer precipitation
and solar radiation ( Hollins et al., 2004).

The overall conclusion about temperature is as follows: although temperature is a minor factor in
influencing wheat quality (protein content) compared to rainfall and solar radiation, it is also an
important factor towards wheat quality. Due to the different growing conditions, the results from the
U.S. and Australia are not similar. However, the conclusions are the same. In the period before
maturity an increasing temperature (until 32 ºC) will result in a higher grain protein content. Recently,
the greenhouse effect becomes more and more serious, which may lead to an increase of temperature.
This can benefit the quality (protein content) of Dutch wheat.
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Figure 11.4 Temperature in July in the Netherlands (ºC) in the period 1971-2001 (KNMI).

The period of 12 to 20 days maturity mostly is in July. According to figure 11.4, the south of the
Netherlands has a higher temperature during this period, accounting for 17.5 degree. Planting in this
area will have a positive effect on the protein content compared to the other regions. There are three
provinces in this area: Zeeland, Noord-Braband and Limburg. Moreover, the temperature in ZuidHolland, Utrecht, Gelderland, Flevoland, the southeast of Noord-Holland and southwest of Overijssel is
only 0.5 degree less than the in southern part of the Netherlands.

11.6

Solar radiation

The number of sun hours per month is a strong indicator of climatic factors on the bread volume, grain
protein concentration and mixogram index (Johansson et al., 1998). Moreover, long summer days will
benefit cereal growth and development, which enable cereal harvest before the onset if unfavorable
early autumn climatic conditions (Hollins et al., 2004). Summer sunshine and precipitation are the most
important factors for hectoliter weight which is a quality parameter (Kettlewell et al., 2003).
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Table 11.3 Correlation coefficients between annual mean hectolitre weight (kg/hl) for winter wheat in
Finland (1971-2001) and solar radiation (W/m2) (Hollins et al., 2004).
Solar radiation (W/m2) in the

Correlation with hectoliter weight

month

in winter wheat

January

-0.16

February

-0.03

March

-0.19

April

-0.37

May

0.09

June

0.65

July

0.23

August

0.37

In Finland, Hollins (2004) studied the relationship between hectoliter weight and solar radiation (table
11.3). The result was that there was a negative correlation between solar radiation in the months
January – April and a positive correlation in the months May – August.

Another experiment was done in 1997: Swedish researchers (Johansson, et. al., 1998) studied the
relation between the number of sun hours, the bread volume and the protein concentration. Figure 11.5
shows that the number of sun hours per month varied year by year during the period 1975 – 1989.

Figure 11.5 Variations in sun hours per month during the years 1975-1996
(Johansson et al., 1998).

Table 11.4 shows the correlation coefficients between sun hours in different months, bread volume and
the protein concentration.
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Table 11.4 Spearman rank correlation coefficients in winter wheat, between bread volume, protein
concentration and sun hours for different monthsa (Johansson et al., 1998).
Sun hours in:

Bread volume

Protein concentration

September

-0.23

-0.33

October

0.51***

-0.07

November

0.27

-0.30

December

0.47**

0.07

January

0.10

-0.55**

February

-0.49**

0.15

March

-0.02

-0.43*

April

0.26

-0.24

May

-0.11

0.46*

June

0.17

0.70***

July

0.04

0.11

August
-0.22
a
*, **, *** Significant at P < 0.05, 0.01 and 0.005 respectively.

0.16

Significant effects are marked with the stars (*) in table 11.4. Sun shine in October and December had
a significant positive effect on the bread volume, while sun shine in February affected the bread
volume negatively.
Concerning the relation between the protein content and the sun shine, there was a negative relation
between sun shine and protein content in January and March. But later in the season (June and May),
there was a positive relation between sun shine and the protein content of the grain.
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Figure 11.6 Sun days (hours) in the Netherlands 1971-2001 (KNMI).
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Figure 11.6 gives as overview of the sun days during the whole year: the south and west of the
Netherlands have more sun days. Based on this research, in February, March, May, June, July and
August, Zeeland and Zuid-holland obtain much more sun hours than the others, except October. In
October, sun hours in Noord-Brabant is longer than in the other areas. In December, most wheat
growing areas, sun hours are normal the same, range 40-45.

Especially the sun shine in May and June is important for increasing the protein content of the grain.
As figure 11.6 shows, Noord-Holland has the most sun shine hours in these months, respectively
followed by Zuid-Holland, Zeeland, Friesland and Flevoland. Considering this climatic factor, these
provinces are most attractive.

Discussion and conclusion
Integrating precipitation, temperature and sun hours, the best climate conditions for decent baking
quality is in the south of the Netherlands, especially in Zeeland: less precipitation, high temperatures
and many sun hours during the year. Noord-Holland is also a good choice. It has less precipitation and
more sun hours, the disadvantage of this area is that the temperature is a little lower during a 5-day
period 15-20 days before harvest. The third choice for growing baking wheat is Noord-Brabant.
Although the condition of precipitation and sun hours in this big province are worse than the first two,
it obtains a higher temperature before wheat maturity.

Under the trend of the greenhouse effect, the temperature will be higher than the previous years. It will
influence wheat growing and quality.

This research only focuses on the important factors towards wheat quality, especially the grain protein
content. The optimum condition in each wheat growing period is not found. Further, the experiments to
which is referred in this report were performed under different conditions, such as different soil types
and varieties. Therefore, the results may be not suitable for the Dutch wheat growing situation.
However, relationships found in comparable situations may result in more or less the same results as in
the Netherlands.
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Chapter 12.
12.1

Crop rotation

Introduction

Rotation means alternating the crops grown in a given field from one growing season to the next
(www.ecohealth101.org, n.d.). This is done because by alternating crops different nutrients are taken
from the soil. Further might one crop restore particular nutrients that the other one takes away. Crop
rotation can also interrupt the life cycles of pests or plant diseases that affect a particular crop. The crop
rotation not only benefits the uptake of nutrients, but also improves the soil structure and supports weed
control (Vogtmann, 1985). Changes in crop rotation could significantly affect wheat quality (LópezBellido et al., 1998).

12.2

Relation between crop rotation and baking quality

Soil total nitrogen (STN) is one of most important elements for soil carbon stock, soil fertility and soil
quality. The research of Huang (2006) which is based on a county of China shows that STN could
increase quickly by a proper rotation scheme.

Crop rotation had a significant influence on grain protein content in a 3 years experiment (LópezBellido et al., 1998). Figure 12.1 and table 12.1 point out that the highest grain protein level was in the
rotation of wheat - fababean, accounting for 112 g/kg, which is higher than in a continuous wheat
rotation (109 g/kg).

Figure 12.1 Effect of tillage method and crop rotation on wheat grain protein, test weight and bread making
quality according to the Chopin Alveograph parameters W and G.
CW = continuous wheat, WS = wheat – sunflower, WCP = wheat – chickpea, WFB = wheat – fababean and
WF = wheat fallow. At Cordoba, Spain, over 3 years (López-Bellido et al., 1998).
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Table 12.1 Hard red spring wheat grain yield and protein content, affected by tillage methods, crop rotation
and nitrogen rate in Spain (López-Bellido, 1998).

1: NT, no tillage; CT, conventional tillage; CW, continuous wheat; WS, wheat–sunflower; WCP, wheat–chickpea;
WFB, wheat–fababean; WF, wheat–fallow.
2: Within year and treatment/tillage, rotation or N rate means followed by the same letter are not significantly
different at P-0.05 according to LSD.

An Italian research (Borghi et al., 1995) showed a similar positive relationship between crop rotation
and wheat quality. Although protein content by the rotation of MWL7 (10.5%) and MW (9.9%) was
lower than in a continuous wheat system (11.0%). Other bread making quality parameters, such as
dough elasticity (L), resistance (P) and P/L, were higher than in a continuous wheat rotation.

Conclusion
Hence, the conclusion can be drawn that a proper crop rotation can improve wheat quality, considering
the protein content.

In the Netherlands, farmers usually rotate wheat-potato-sugar beets. However, there are no articles
which study these types of rotation and wheat quality. Usually rotation related to yield is the topic of
research. Besides, the research of this topic is mainly performed under Mediterranean conditions.

7

MWL: nine years maize-wheat –maize-wheat-maize-wheat-lucerne-lucerne-lucerne. MW: two years, maizewheat. W: continuous wheat.
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Chapter 13.
13.1

Sowing date

Introduction

As well early as late sowing (table 13.1) has many consequences on yield and quality (Robertson et al.,
2007; Hayward, 1990). The sowing date has to match different varieties to the length of the growing
season under the climate in different areas (Anderson et al., 2002). Yield, test weight (Robertson et al.,
2007), specific weight and protein (Hayward 1990; Anderson et al., 2002) are influenced by different
sowing dates.
Table 13.1 Effect of seeding date on grain yield, test weight, and date of heading, 1991-1997
(Robertson et al., 2007).

Planting date
Sep 20-Oct 3
Oct 8-20
Oct 22-Nov 8

13.2

Yield
bu/A
119.3
112.9
105.1

Test Weight
Ib/bu
59.3
58.2
57.5

Date of Heading
from Jan 1
159
165
171

Relation between sowing date and baking quality

Table 13.2 Protein content at a dry matter content of 86% for 12 varieties at different sowing dates
(Hayward, 1990).

Research in England (Hayward, 1990) illustrated the relationships between cultivars, sowing dates and
protein content (table 13.2). In this experiment early sowing occurs from 7-23 September, normal
sowing time is 24 September to 10 October and late sowing time is from 11-20 October. From the
table, the protein content varied from 8.62% (Riband) to 10.83% (Avalon). For six varieties protein
content at normal sowing date was lower than when sown late (Slejpner, Brock, Hornet, Parade,
Fortress and Riband). On the contrary, 9 varieties obtained higher protein level when sown early.
Hence in this experiment, the second half of September is the optimal sowing time (Hayward, 1990).
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This could result in a higher protein content in the baking wheat. However, the different varieties
showed different results.
Table 13.3 Analysis of variance over the mean grain yield and protein content at different sowing dates for
bread wheat (Ehdaie et al., 2001).
Sowing date

Grain yield (kg/ha)

Grain protein (%)

26 Oct. 1993

4848

14.0

6 Dec.1993

4892

13.5

5 Feb.1993

4011

14.9

LSD (0.05)

0.239

0.552

U.S. researchers Ehdaie et al. (2001) used 9 varieties in his research, named
-

`No. 14' and `No. 49', two tall landraces introduced from Iran with tolerance to stressful
environments;

-

`Ramona 50', a tall older cultivar previously grown in California;

-

`G 4843', a genotype identified with high N accumulation capacity;

-

`Yecora Rojo', `Klasic', `Yolo', `Serra', and `Express', dwarf and semidwarf cultivars grown
locally in California.

Different rates of nitrogen (105 kg N/ha and 170 kg N/ha) are used in the experiment. The researchers
also tested the effect of nitrogen. But this part only focuses on sowing time.

According to this U.S. research (table 13.3), sowing date will influence both yield and protein content.
Sowing at February 5 resulted in the highest protein content, but in the lowest yield. Although the grain
yield of sowing in October is 44 kg/ha lower than sowing in December, the grain protein content is
0.5% higher. Hence, sowing end of October was the best choice for baking quality in this experiment.

According to this experiment early sowing is good for wheat quality. In these two researches, though of
sowing date is not the same, the earliest sowing dates in both experiments resulted in the highest
protein content. Unfortunately an Australia research gives an adverse result. Delayed sowing between
April and the mid of July increased the grain protein concentration to 0.027 %/day (Sadras et al., 2002).
Considering the different climate condition and season, it does not change the conclusion. In the
Netherlands, the climate condition is more similar with England. Therefore, the first result is more
relevant. Normally, Dutch farmers are going to sow seeds in the middle of October; however this date
changes year by year which is due to weather, soil and crop rotation. Hence it can be suggested that the
optimal sowing date considering the quality of baking wheat is the end of September.

This part only focuses on sowing date and wheat quality. But there are relationships between sowing
date and weed control, crop development, diseases etcetera. However, the conclusion is only based on
quality and yield.
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Chapter 14.
14.1

Sowing density

Introduction

Sowing density (seeding rate) is another factor which influences wheat quality. Table 14.1 gives an
overview of the optimal sowing density in different countries.
Table 14.1 Optimal sowing density in different countries (Bavec, 2002).
Country

Sowing density (seeds/m2)

Germany

220 (Dennert, 1991)

Belgium

300 (Bodson, 1986)

Sweden

350 (Andersen, 1992)

England

400 (Lock,1993)

Poland

600-750 (Mazurek, 1995)

Netherlands

350 (pers. comm. Timmer)

14.2

Relation between sowing density and baking quality

Bavecs’ research in Slovenia (2002) (Table 14.2) illustrates that grain protein content of seven cultivars
was quite similar with different seeding rates. While the sedimentation value declined from 45 to 43 by
raising the seeding rate from 350 seeds/m2 to 800 seeds/m2. However, this effect was obvious different
in Poland and Germany’s research (Kreft et al., 1989; Kurten et al., 1982). In both experiments, high
protein content was achieved by a lower seeding rate.

Table 14.2 Influence of sowing density on protein content and sedimentation (Bavec, 2002).
Sowing density (seeds/m2)

Crude protein (%)

Sedimentation (ml)

350

13.20

45

500

13.10

44

650

13.01

43

800

13.06

43

Though 400 seeds/m2 is the optimal sowing density in the U.K. (Lock, 1993), another factor, the costs,
presses the farmers to consider these high seeding rates (Gooding, et al., 2002) since the margins on
wheat crops are low. Under this situation, four different sowing rate experiments were done. In these
four experiments, researchers mentioned the influence of fertilizer, herbicides etc. For the experimental
details see table 14.3.
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Table 14.3 Experimental details considering sowing date, sowing density and cultivar
(Gooding et al., 2002).
Test

cultivar

Sowing date

Sowing density (seeds/m2)

Plots (m)

1

Hereward

4 October 1997

50, 100, 200, 350, 600

11

2

Hereward and Cockpit

9 October 1998

50, 100, 200, 350, 600

4-6

3

Hereward

9 October 1998

50, 100, 200, 350 ,600

4-6

Figure 14.2 Experiment 1: The effect of sowing density (horizontal axis) on the grain protein content (%)
(Gooding et al., 2002).

Figure 14.3 Experiment 2: The effect of sowing density (horizontal axis) on the grain protein content (%) for
two winther wheat varieties: Hereward (●) and Cockpit (○)
(Gooding et al., 2002).
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Figure 14.4 Experiment 3: The effect of sowing density (horizontal axis) and nitrogen application (0 kg N/ha
{○}, 200 kg N/ha {●} and 350 kg N/ha {▲}) on the grain protein content in the winterwheat variety
Hereward (Gooding et al., 2002).

The first experiment (figure 14.2) shows a negative relationship between sowing density and protein
content. In this condition a sowing density below 100 seeds/m2 sowing density is optimal. Even though
at 600 seeds/m2 the protein content is still on an acceptable level considering the baking quality (higher
than 11.5%). However, considering other issues, such as yield and specific weight, 300-400 seeds/m2 is
optimal but 200-300 seeds/m2 is still good for both baking quality and yield.

Experiment 2 (figure 14.3) illustrates that two cultivars alter different protein content percentages
towards increasing sowing density. A similar effect is shown, but on a different level. Hereward shows
a higher protein level. Nitrogen fertilizer shows a positive effect on protein content in experiment 3
(figure 14.4). It helps to slow down protein content declining when sowing density is higher than 100
seeds/m2, even increasing protein content by using 350 kg N/ha.
Optimal plant density in the spring in the Netherlands is 200 – 250 plants/m2 (pers. comm. Timmer).
Assuming this, the needed amount of sowing seed can be calculated using two formulas
(www.kennisakker.nl):
First the seed density (seeds/m2) has to be calculated:
Seeds/m2 = {100* plants/m2 (spring)} / {germination (%) - plant drop-out (%)}

Assuming that 80% of the seeds germinate and 10% of the plants drop-out:
For 200 plants/m2 in spring: seeds/m2 = (100 * 200) / (80 - 10) = 286 seeds/m2
For 250 plants/m2 in spring: seeds/m2 = (100 * 250) / (80 - 10) = 357 seeds/m2
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Subsequently the amount of necessary seed can be calculated:
Amount seed (kg/ha) = seeds/m2 * 1000 grain weight/ 100

Assuming a thousand grain weight of 50 gram:
For 200 plants/m2: Amount seed = 286 * 50 / 100 = 143 kg/ha
For 250 plants/m2: Amount seed = 357 * 50 / 100 = 179 kg/ha

Using this example a farmer is advised to use between the 143 and 179 kg sowing seed/ha, depending
on the quality of the soil during sowing. When a farmer wants to increase the protein content of his
wheat, the advise is to use a low(er) seeding rate. However, this may result in lower yields.
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PART III.

Conclusions and discussion

Chapter 15.

Conclusions

Part 1 of this report has gained insight into the elements which define the baking quality of wheat, as
proteins, starches, fibres, lipids and minerals, mycotoxins and some minor elements.
In the second section the five main factors influencing the baking quality - soil, weather, variety,
fertilizers, diseases and controls - have been investigated. Some more aspects, as rotation, sowing
density and sowing date have been also studied during this theoretical review.
The current chapter tries to summarize as clear as possible the findings of the previous parts and to
draw an integrated view of the existing relationships between elements and factors and between factors
themselves. All the factors influencing the quality are important separately, because all of them
contribute to raise the baking quality parameters. However, their combined action permits to exploit
their individual effects on quality, but realizing this is complex.
The objective is to create a link between the theoretical information and the farmers’ knowledge, in
order to provide them practical advices to increase the quality of winter wheat. In fact this section will
be the starting point for the creation of a leaflet written in Dutch. The leaflet represents the final effort
to translate scientific knowledge into straightforward recommendations.
The focus is exclusively on quality, while chapter 16 will analyze the relationship quality-yield-price,
because of its practical importance.
The first factor farmers have to consider to grow baking wheat is soil. A clayey soil is optimal to grow
wheat of higher quality. The reason is that it shows satisfactory values in organic matter, ability to keep
fertilizers, water holding capacity, resistance to drought, air content and permeability. Furthermore, in
clay the plant grows stronger and with more vessels, which permits a higher use of fertilizers. By
contrast, in case of cultivation of wheat in sandy or silt soils, a more careful consideration in providing
fertilizers is required on problems with water.
In the Netherlands the optimal clayey areas can be found mainly in Gelderland, Groningen, Limburg
and Zealand.
Crops growing on Dutch clayey soils tend to be infested by Septoria tritici, a disease which affects the
grain specific weight and so the quality of wheat. Therefore a proper fungicide treatment is advised
against it. Controlling Septoria may reduce, as reaction, the protein content, but this is a risk farmers
have to take into account if they want to increase the quality.
The water use efficiency in soil can be improved by a non tillage treatment. Specific advices about
tillage practices are do not work in a soil that is too wet (a moisture content of 20% is good), drive on
the field only if necessary and pay attention at the pressure of the wheels.
Growing wheat in clayey soil is a good starting point, but it is not sufficient. Soil composition is tightly
related to fertilization, therefore farmers have first to be aware of the natural elements contained in the
soil and then provide treatments which meet the specific soil requirements. The properties of these
elements and thus the quality of wheat can be improved by the use of fertilizers.
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N is the nutritious element which most influences the qualitative level of wheat. Increasing N amount
leads to improvements in the baking quality parameters, as grain protein content, loaf volume, dough
strength and Hagberg falling number.
To fully exploit the effect of N application on protein content, farmer can combine it with other
elements, mainly S but also P, K and Ca. In terms of higher quality, the optimal moment to provide N
is at or after the heading time of the crop. Application should be split in three treatments and the third
one is critical to raise the protein content. This practice also prevents the risks of lodging, leaching and
denitrification.
N application is closely related to sowing density: 350 seeds/m² (175 kg/ha), in combination with N,
maximize the increase in protein content (the results are linked to the specific variety chosen).
Attention has to be paid at the following relationships as well: the fewer seeds are used, the more space
the plant has to grow, the higher the possibility for tillage is and the lower the risk of diseases is. The
most favourable sowing date takes place in the end of September. However, this is seldom possible,
because sugar beets and potatoes are not harvested yet.
Farmers are advised to support N effects on protein content with practices of crop rotation. When a
crop is cultivated less intensively, the threat of diseases is reduced. At this purpose do not cultivate
wheat after maize. Alternating the growth of sugar beets or potatoes and wheat leads to a cleaner soil.
In regard to the relation fertilizer-diseases, a late-season control of diseases can benefit the total N in
the grain. Moreover, farmers have to be aware that grasses and the infection from rust reduce the ability
of the plant to uptake N, with negative consequences on the protein content.
The use of plant growth regulators allows farmers to increase the amount of N applied, resulting in a
higher protein level.
Last, a non tillage system leads to a higher concentration of mineral elements, in particular in the upper
layer of the soil.
Going back to soil, the choice of the optimal area is also conditioned by an aspect that farmers clearly
can not influence or control: the climate. In the Netherlands this factor is not the most favourable to
grow wheat of high quality. Cold and wet seasons certainly do not help. Furthermore, the harvesting
period goes indicatively from the end of July to the middle of August, but Dutch summers are usually
characterized by heavy rainfalls and high rates of humidity, which can compromise all the efforts to
increase protein content and specific weight. This situation can also raise the risk of Fusarium and
other funguses: the more rainfalls in summer months, the more seeds are contaminated with it. High
temperatures in autumn and in winter stimulate respectively the primary infection and the development
of brown rust, which reduces the grain protein content. Farmers should adjust properly the levels of
fungicides and fertilizers, whose effects can help in mitigating these bad consequences by increasing
the protein content.
The moisture contained in the soil is needed to grow wheat, but rainfalls at and after anthesis affect
negatively the quality. At this regard, practical actions have to be taken after harvesting: it is important
to dry the wheat as soon as possible and to keep it dry. Specific recommendations on modalities are
provided in chapter 10.
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It is useful to know that, 15-20 days before the maturity of wheat, warm climate (but lower than 32°C
temperatures) goes along with a significant increase in the protein content. It is even possible that a
global increase of the temperature averages will influence positively the growing conditions in the
Netherlands.
Because Dutch territory has a quite uniform physical morphology without high mountains, it is difficult
to mention a better area to grow wheat with regard to climate. Nevertheless, the southern part of the
country shows higher temperatures: here, Zealand is indicated as a region with low precipitations and
the most sun hours per year. Favourable areas are also Noord-Holland (temperatures are a little lower
than Zealand) and Noord-Brabant (precipitations and sun hours are a bit worse than Zealand). Friesland
is good because of low rainfalls rate (the same as Zealand).
After selecting a specific geographic area by basing the decision on certain soil and weather, it is
possible to exploit the baking quality of wheat by considering the other factors. First of all, variety.
Farmers can adopt all kind of management measures to grow wheat of higher baking quality, but if they
do not select the right variety they will never achieve this purpose.
The importance of choosing a good variety is due to the fact that it is positively related to protein
quality, protein, starch and ash content, specific weight and grain hardness, beyond to be linked to
mycotoxins and pre-harvest sprouting.
Therefore it is wise farmers opt for a variety showing certain qualitative performances. There are only
six varieties for baking purpose in the Netherlands. In 2007 Ilias has been nominated the Dutch cultivar
with the best baking quality features. Table 15.1 reports the values for each indicator used to assess
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Ilias and the other baking varieties.
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The next one is a useful representation of the optimal values of the parameters for bread making variety
in the Netherlands.

Table 15.2 Summary of parameters for bread making variety.

Parameter

Ideal value

Kernel protein content

>12%

High gluten elasticity

-

Wet gluten content

20-27%

HMW-GS 5+10

-

Sedimentation value

>40

Zeleny index/Protein ratio

>3

SS/SH ratio

15-19

Hagberg falling number

>220

Ash content (for flour)

<1.5%

Specific weight

>73 kg/hl

Particle size index

50-60

DON

<750 mg/kg

Even if the varieties grown in the Netherlands are characterized by soft grains, farmers could consider
that varieties with high grain hardness result in a higher protein content and in a better quality of the
end product.
The variety aspect is closely linked to the fungi-diseases of wheat. As long as they impact negatively
on baking parameters as Hagberg falling number and grain specific weight (and more seriously on
human’s health, see DON limits in table 15.2), it is important to choose carefully a variety which shows
a strong resistance against them (Ilias is the best, look values in table 15.1).
Attention has to be paid especially at Fusarium head blight, species graminearum, since it is the most
common in the Netherlands and it is highly genetically determined. If the variety results affected by
Fusarium, a recommendation is to apply the fungicide treatment (tebuconazool or metconazool) at and
shortly after the flag leaf emergence, to exploit the positive influence on specific weight and protein
level. Further suggestions to control Fusarium (but also other kinds of diseases) are: reduce plant
stress, limit the seeding rate and the N application, control weeds and, at ear emergence, insects, do not
apply continuous wheat rotations and do not grow wheat after maize, check the humidity percentage in
the soil, always operate with proper and clean machinery and equipment, harvest when the grain is dry
and then dry the wheat, destroy crop residues by conventional tillage, monitor carefully the increase of
temperature in the warehouse.
The selection of a resistant cultivar is also indicated to limit the occurrence of yellow rust, which
decreases the grain protein content. Furthermore, be careful to not delay the sowing time and apply a
systemic seed treatment (fuberidazole plus triadimenol).
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Another advice is to spread the varieties as much as possible: growing only one variety in a farm can be
a risky activity, especially if the variety is highly cultivated in the area. The reason is that a disease can
spread very quickly under those conditions. However, this comment apparently is in contrast with the
problem of a high amount of wheat of standard quality demanded by the milling industry.
It is better to prefer a variety with a medium stem, because it is resistant to lodging and at the same
time it can be easily blown by the wind: this decreases the wet period and the risk of diseases. An
indicative length is 80-90 cm.
Tataros variety shows the highest resistance against pre-harvest sprouting, which is a serious and
genetically determined problem in the Netherlands (see table 7.2).
Last, a mention to lodging. The phenomenon is an important constraint to reach a higher quality and it
can be avoided in several ways: by decreasing the use of fertilizers, by using a lower seeding rate, by
controlling the weed infestation and by applying plant growth regulators.
As long as one goal of these conclusions is to summarize, the disease elements which are connected to
other factors have been favoured. As it has already been mentioned, more detailed information on
diseases is given in chapter 10. It provides lots of specific and practical indications on disease effects
and control modalities.
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Chapter 16.
16.1

Discussion

A supply chain perspective

The investigation of the research subject is almost complete. It is time now to provide a broad overview
of the phenomenon under study. The goal of this chapter is to build a relationship between what has
emerged from the theoretical stage of analysis and what is the reality directly observed during the field
interviews (see Appendix 1). In fact there is particularly one aspect, the economical side, which has not
been considered in depth, in spite of its importance. It might be the key element to understand the
complex relationships among the dimensions involved in achieving a higher quality of Dutch wheat.
First of all, it can be useful to recall the essence of the research as formulated in the proposal.
Starting from the statement that the quality of Dutch winter wheat is not sufficient to use it at a large
scale in the baking industry, the goal has been identified as increasing the baking quality. This will lead
to an increase in the amount of Dutch wheat selected for baking purposes. This quantity varies year by
year from a minimum percentage of 5% to a still low 10% (Darminkel, 1997).
The research has been carried out to provide Dutch farmers practical information and suitable tools to
increase the baking quality of their wheat. However, farmers represent only a part of the whole wheat
supply chain. There are other stakeholders involved, as seeding companies, breeders, farmers, milling
industry, bakeries, distribution and consumers. It is important to take into consideration the complex
relationships between them, because the final quality of bread is determined by actions at each stage of
the supply chain. For instance, farmers could hardly invest in the best wheat variety in the market,
fertilizers and control techniques of disease, but if the milling companies did not adopt the appropriate
technologies into the industrial baking process, or the bakeries and the big distributors did not promote
effectively the sale of the end product, there would not be higher baking quality of wheat. Furthermore,
in the following it is clarified that different actors have different concepts of what quality is, so they
focus on different aspects to reach their definition of quality. Therefore, in a project like KodA, it is
essential to get all of them interested in achieving the final goal.
A new perspective is adopted in this final chapter. A discussion on the relevant variables affecting the
different stakeholder is developed. During the interviews significant information has been gathered
about three of them: farmers, milling industry and consumers.

16.2

The farmers’ side

The farmers get the seeds from the breeders and sell the raw product to the milling companies.
Improving the baking qualitative aspect of wheat represents an ambitious target for the farmers: indeed
their challenge is to grow wheat realizing both higher quantity and quality at the same time. However,
winter wheat is characterized by a negative relation between quantity and quality: high yield is
associated to low protein content, compared to the spring variety. Combining these two aspects in an
optimal way is not easy.
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Today yield has a fundamental importance for wheat producers: understanding why is straightforward,
as long as the difference between the price farmers receive for baking wheat and the one for wheat for
feeding purpose is minimal (see table 7.4). Moreover, higher production costs of baking wheat and the
risk to see their investments ruined by adverse weather conditions or diseases make the choice even
more dilemmatic.
Selecting the right variety of wheat is critical to optimize the relationship quality-quantity. At this
regard, Ilias is the Dutch baking variety with the highest average score in qualitative parameters, but it
shows a quite lower yield when compared with other varieties. Maybe the choice of Tataros permits to
combine the highest yield together with a quite good quality: it is classified as the fourth best variety, it
suits especially in clay soils and it has the highest resistance against pre-harvest sprouting. On the other
side, the low quality of dough and the weakness against Fusarium and Septoria leaf blotch have to be
taken into account. It is indeed a difficult choice.
For organic farmers it is convenient to grow spring wheat for baking purpose, but most of conventional
farmers use just winter wheat as bread making variety. Moreover, 120.000 ha of winter wheat against
15.000 ha of spring wheat are produced in the Netherlands: the amount of spring variety is not
sufficient for the needs of the market.
The matter is also complicated because of adverse factors. It has already been written that natural
factors as soil, weather and related diseases in the Netherlands are not optimal everywhere to grow
wheat. However, it is necessary to make a distinction, as long as there are geographical areas where
wheat can be grown under better conditions (see chapters 8 and 11).
At the farmers’ level, another relevant trouble is that many Dutch farms are of small dimensions,
compared with German farms for instance. This leads to the impossibility to deliver high quantities of
the same variety of wheat to the milling industry, with the result that high quality wheat can be mixed
together with low quality wheat, vanishing all the efforts. The fact is significant because large sized
companies as Meneba search for high amount of wheat at a standard quality, therefore big cooperatives
collecting the product of the same variety from the single farmers are needed. In the Netherlands
Agrifirm or Cebeco are examples, but there is a difficulty in spreading this practice on a large scale. It
is easier for Meneba to get a homogenous quality of lots of tons from a country like Germany.
On the other hand it has to be recognized that Dutch farmers have some important advantages: most of
them are highly skilled, the yield of wheat per hectare in the Netherlands is the highest in EU and the
logistic network and infrastructures are excellent.
As mentioned in the beginning of the paragraph, the problem at the origin seems to have an economical
nature: farmers spend efforts in growing wheat if this is profitable for them, otherwise they would
invest in other crops. The decision of the farmer to increase the baking parameters follows the certainty
that the price paid by the miller gets higher and today this is not the situation! The qualitative aspect is
only a minor issue and of course this is a general “law” which affects all the operators in the supply
chain.
This is not an obvious remark, as long as the impression emerged from the interviews at Meneba and
Agrifirm has been a quite low optimism about the possibility of increasing wheat quality as a highly
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profitable activity, at least from the side of the farmers and the milling industry. This is not in contrast
with the final goal of the project, both the interviewees have indicated it as realistic. In the end of this
chapter a final consideration is made in regard.
Also the international competition among farmers to provide the milling industry with wheat of good
quality plays an important role. Paragraph 7.11 has shed light on the German classification system used
by Meneba. According to those categories, there are national differences in the quality of wheat
produced in different countries: wheat grown in the Netherlands is between A and B classes. It is very
difficult to reach a higher protein content in the growing process and so to grow Dutch E wheat. Wheat
imported by Meneba from Germany belongs to E class for 50% and to A class for the other 50%.
The France system to classify wheat quality is completely different. This is because baguette is the
main product and it requires other methods (alveograph and W value). Compared to the German
system, French wheat can be included in the A and B categories. However the quality level is higher
than the Dutch one, because of higher protein level.
Wheat from US is characterized by very high protein content (about 16%) and hardness of the kernels.
The production process is cheaper than in Europe. In the past importing US wheat has been convenient
for Dutch milling companies, but then high fees has been introduced and today the cost of importing
wheat from US and the price paid for Dutch wheat are comparable.
These qualitative differences are important as long as they influence the price farmers get from the
milling companies.

16.3

The milling industry’s side

In the meeting with Mr. van Dijk, a clear point has been that a company as Meneba tries to produce a
constant quality of flour. Two aspects are equally determinant to get this result: the quality and the
homogeneity of wheat as delivered by farmers and the milling process. The production process and the
contacts among farmers influence the first one, while Meneba is responsible for the second one, which
is affected by temperature, air moisture and business in industrial baking.
In the case of Dutch milling industry, obtaining wheat of good quality for baking use means that its
protein content is at least 11.5-12%. This is the required amount to produce basic bread. In case of
bread with extra components (for example raising or bran) the protein content has to be higher than
14%.
However, it has been pointed out that the protein content does not represent anymore a barrier for the
baking quality of wheat, from a pure technical perspective. Nowadays it is possible to obtain high
quality wheat, because of the new technologies. For example warming up the wheat till 90 degrees
Celsius can remove the alpha-amylase from the wheat kernel: the alpha-amylase is just in the inside of
the kernel and is destroyed because of the high temperature. Moreover, wheat can be split in very small
parts and low quality parts can be removed. It is even possible to buy protein from the starch factories.
But here high costs start to play an important role, when compared to the possibility of importing wheat
of good quality from other countries.
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Anyway, something that in the beginning of the research looked almost like an assumption has been
denied, at least at a theoretical level for the moment. In fact, in the reality these practices are still not so
common, because they are too expensive. Maybe in the future the costs of the technologies will be
lower and a new scenario will take place, with other factors than simply weather or fertilizers to
influence wheat quality.
As stated earlier, the interfaces between the milling industry and the farmers are the cooperatives.
Farmers bring the harvested wheat to the cooperatives, which make a pre-selection of baking wheat
based on variety, moisture content and protein content. Then the milling companies visit the
cooperatives, take samples from the selected wheat stored in warehouse and analyze them in their own
lab to get more details (for instance about protein quality, rheological and baking features). The
information collected is sent to the milling companies. At this point they can decide to buy the wheat or
not. During the milling process the different varieties are treated separately, because of their different
characteristics: the mixing of varieties for bread making, as in the case of Meneba, takes place only
after milling. An alternative is that they sign a contract directly with a group of farmers to grow a
certain variety. The main limitation in the Dutch situation is represented by dimensional and
organizational factors which affects the farms and by the scarcity of cooperatives.
In acquiring wheat, the milling companies have three choices: buying national wheat, import wheat
from abroad, or combining both the previous possibilities. This choice is functional to variables as the
costs involved, which are related to the quality of wheat, and the customers’ preferences.
Dutch wheat is mainly used in mixture with wheat imported from other countries. For instance,
Meneba uses about 50.000 tons of Dutch wheat, 100.000 tons from France and 150.000 tons from
Germany. It is cheaper to import wheat of good quality from abroad. As long as foreign farmers offer
wheat at lower price than Dutch farmers, keeping a constant quality level, Meneba will buy their wheat.
Mr. van Dijk said that Dutch farmers could try to grow a crop with a proper balance quality-yield and
ask for that some less money than German farmers. But the problem to make profit from a small
difference of price paid for higher quality would still be present for them.
The idea to increase the baking quality of Dutch wheat at an integrated supply chain level, in order to
make it more competitive in the international market, is not new. For the stakeholders within the wheat
chain the opportunity to act together in a common interest has already been gone on for the last 20
years.
However, at least on the side of Meneba, there is not so much hopefulness to cooperate peer to peer
with other subjects: for instance, the company has developed some projects with Albert Hein, but the
strategic alliance has not generated satisfactory results. Meneba traces the causes of this firstly in the
fact that the quality of the final product is not determined only by its action; secondly, in the high
pressure exercised by the distribution on the bakery sector, and by the bakery sector on Meneba.
However, Meneba has not really committed itself towards a qualitative target, because it has given
incentives for wheat of higher quality delivered by farmers, but it has immediately decreased them if
the quality has not matched the requirements.
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The milling industry is the actor who plays the most important role in the chain because of its
bargaining power: it decides to use or not Dutch wheat and it fixes the parameters for the qualitative
level. Until it puts pressure on the farmers to exploit only the yield and it is not interested in demanding
a higher quality of Dutch wheat, the goal of increasing the quality will be hardly achieved.

16.4

The consumers’ side

In a supply chain perspective, a first consideration is about the approach to take in facing the market
demand: in recent years there has been a shift from a push, production oriented logic, to a pull, market
oriented logic.
The focus of the strategy of all the chain actors should be the consumer and satisfying consumer’
demand is of key importance to be successful. If the consumer is not willing to pay a premium price for
a better bread quality, there is no need to start any initiative. Mr. van Dijk (Meneba) thinks Dutch
consumer is not likely to do that, considering the previous attempts of the company in this direction.
There are important differences in the national consumers’ preferences: each country has its
consumption requirements. Therefore there are different niches in the European bread market, to be
reached by baking products with different mixtures of wheat. For example, Dutch consumers demand
bread with a high volume (and to accomplish this request wheat from abroad is used to compensate the
lower protein content of Dutch wheat). This is not the case of a country like Germany: here bread is
more compact and to produce this it is possible to use wheat with a higher protein content. A relevant
difference between French and Dutch requirements is in the structure of the crumb: in the Netherlands
a finer structure is required.
A marketing analysis has not taken place in the current research project, but these aspects should be
further investigated.
It has been interestingly observed that Dutch wheat is used to fill the production gap left to satisfy the
demand in the country. That is why Dutch wheat is called “filling wheat” (vultarwe).

16.5

A future scenario

Summarizing, three main problems can be identified:
•

the yield is at variance of the quality;

•

the quality of Dutch wheat is lower than the quality of imported wheat;

•

keeping a constant quality, Dutch wheat is more expensive than imported wheat.

Growing wheat of higher baking quality has to be profitable for the farmers. In the attempt to increase
the quality, they cannot face higher risks and production costs and lower yield, without seeing the
investments compensated by a higher price paid. However, since the milling companies are not willing
to increase the quality, farmers might take the initiative and make the first step, then maybe the milling
industry might see an opportunity to make profit from this.
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Nowadays producers face objective limitations to get higher quality and a strong competition from
other countries. At this regard, it is very difficult that the price-quality level of Dutch wheat will be able
to compete with the one of wheat from US or France. In a realistic perspective, Germany is the country
where the efforts should be concentrated against. By increasing the quality of Dutch wheat, the used
amount for bread making purpose might increase and the amount of imported German wheat might
decrease. It would be good for Dutch farmers to know about the quality system used in Germany, in
order to take strategic decisions in this direction.
In particular, they might raise the competitiveness of their wheat of A class by increasing the quality,
but the aspects of lower yield and higher costs for all the supply chain might become a relevant
constraint.
Even if nowadays it is possible to get an E category of Dutch wheat with the use of the new
technologies, the benefits in term of profit are still not able to justify the costs: the milling industry can
easily find abroad wheat of the same quality at a lower price and the market demand of Dutch
consumers is more focused on a standard quality of bread.
B class might be the right segment: farmers should do their best to increase the quality of their wheat,
by managing successfully the relationship between factors influencing quality and elements defining
quality, and to get a higher yield at the same time. The choice of the right variety is essential at this
purpose. At a first stage farmers should rely on their undoubted strengths, as production skills and high
national yield. Then they should try to better organize themselves, to grow wheat of the same cultivar
and deliver a homogeneous and high amount to the cooperatives. The cooperatives should be more
strict and clear with the farmers, for instance by stating that from now on they will accept only wheat of
certain qualitative standards. Hence the milling companies should pay a honest price for the wheat, that
at this point has become competitive with the German variety They might produce bread, according to
the national consumption requirements, by mixing lower B quality of Dutch wheat and higher E quality
of German wheat.
In conclusion, the goal to increase the fraction of Dutch baking wheat of 5-10% is realistic, but an
integrated approach within all the supply chain is necessary. All the actors should plan a strategy which
brings advantages at all the levels and cooperate to reach the target.
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Appendix 1.
Interview 1.

Interviews

Jaap van der Breggen,
Zonnelied

Zeewolde, 25 April 2007
Introduction
Zonnelied consists of a milling company and a bakery. Wheat that grows at their own farm, the
Zonnehoeve, is used. The Zonnehoeve and Zonnelied are located at the same place, nearby Zeewolde
(Flevoland). The farm is an organic-dynamic farm. The farm has 15 hectares of wheat. The yield in
total is about 90 tonnes per year, hence 6 tonnes per hectare. This is enough wheat for about 150.000
breads in total.

The farm and bakery have a special vision: they want to work with respect for people, nature and the
environment. That is also why they are organic-dynamic. This has many consequences and one of them
is that they bake their bread in a way that is as natural as possible. They do not add any bread- or dough
improvement ‘stuff’. They do not add anything extra, but they do also not take anything out of the
wheat if not needed, hence their wholemeal is really the whole grinded kernel. Modern milling
industries remove some parts of the flour, in order to lengthen the conservation time, but this is not
done at Zonnelied.

Bread baked at Zonnelied consists of 100% of Dutch wheat (the wheat of the Zonnehoeve). There is no
other wheat used. This is very unique, because normally Dutch wheat is only used to mix with wheat
from other countries. Zonnelied only buys a small amount of flour for a specific kind of bread:
Lemaire. And they buy rye flour, because it is very difficult to grow baking rye in the Netherlands.
Baking rye has an extremely low yield, hence it is not economic feasible to grow it in the Netherlands.
All the wheat that is grown at the Zonnehoeve is used for bread baking. Only if it has a very low
quality it will be used for feeding the cows (which are also at the Zonnehoeve). Jaap van der Breggen
thinks that about 5% of the total wheat amount is used for feed, because of too low quality.

Both winter wheat as spring wheat is processed into flour. There is no difference between them.
Normally they mix them up: 50% winter wheat and 50% spring wheat. They use only one spring wheat
variety: Lavett. The problem of organic wheat varieties is that they produce wheat with a good quality
for some years, but after a while they are not good anymore. At the moment there is only one good
organic spring wheat variety that can be used to produce bread. A workgroup is established in order to
look for possibilities for new varieties, because that is very important.
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Baking quality
It is difficult to grow baking wheat in the Netherlands. Zonnelied is for example very much dependent
of the climate.
Last year had a very wet summer, however they were lucky because the harvest was already finished
before the wet period.

The quality of the wheat is very important in order to produce flour of good quality. The millers at
Zonnelied do not use many tests to control the quality: they only do a protein analysis in order to
investigate the protein percentage. And they do some baking tests in order to test the baking quality.
For them it is a very important method just to see the wheat, that can already give some important
insight in the quality of the wheat.

Some information from a lab test paper:
-

the moisture content: mostly about 14%

-

the protein content: > 11%

-

Hagberg falling number: about 250 m/s

-

Ash content: very different. For example: 357, 290 and 184

-

Zeleny: > 40

In particular protein is very important. The higher the protein level in bread, the more volume the bread
will have. This is a problem with Dutch wheat. Dutch wheat has a lower protein content than wheat that
is grown in other countries, hence this result in less volume. However Jaap van der Breggen does not
see this as a huge problem. If people are used to the bread they produce (bread with less volume, hence
lower than normal bread), it will not be strange anymore for them.

Jaap van der Breggen thinks that a hard wheat kernel has a higher protein content than a softer wheat
kernel.

Difference between organic baking wheat and conventional baking wheat
The yield a farmer can obtain from organic baking wheat is lower than from conventional wheat, the
growing process of organic wheat is longer and this results in a better wheat kernel. Conventional
wheat has a more fragile wheat kernel.

Jaap van der Breggen thinks that there are more possibilities to grow wheat in the Netherlands that can
be used for bread making, in particular for organic wheat. However a problem is that wheat from other
countries is sometimes cheaper than Dutch wheat.

Because Zonnelied does not remove other parts than non-wheat parts, the bread has a shorter not
perishable date than conventional bread.
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Difference between quality of wheat for bread and for biscuit making
The volume of bread is very important, this is influenced by the protein. This is not an important aspect
for biscuits. For biscuits starch plays a more important role, this has a relation with how crispy the
biscuit will be. A farmer who wants to grow wheat for biscuits has to pay attention to different aspects
than a farmer who wants to grow wheat for bread.

The process from wheat to bread
After the wheat is harvested it is stored in big silages. One day a week the milling company processes
the wheat. The first thing that is done is cleaning the wheat (figure 1). All the elements that are not
wheat kernels have to be removed in a machine. In this machine the wheat is sifted.

Figure 1. Sifting machine.

Here after the wheat kernels go to another machine where it is grinded (figure 2). This is done between
two big stones (figure 3).

Figure 2. Grinding machine.
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Figure 3. Stones (inside).

After the wheat kernels are grinded, they go to another machine that is also kind of a sifting machine.
Here most of the twaddles (in Dutch: zemelen) are removed. The twaddles are used as feed for the
horses (that are also at the Zonnehoeve). The flour that is produced now has to be stored for about two
more weeks. It is not known what happens exactly with the flour during that period, but it is known that
such a resting period improves the baking quality of the flour. Flour is not perishable about 1 year.
After two weeks it is brought to the bakery (figure 4).

Figure 4. Bakery.
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The first thing that is done in the bakery is weighing the flour. Then the right amount of flour is put in a
big ‘bucket’. Water, salt and yeast (or desem) is added and this it is mixed: dough is produced (figure
6). The most important aspect of bread is the volume and that is influenced by the protein. Gluten (part
of protein) has to be ordered in the dough. Several machines (one of them is showed in figure 7) do
this.

Figure 6. ‘ Kneading’.

Figure 7. Machine that structures the protein

in the dough.

In one of the machines the dough has some time to rise, another machine makes kind of rolled up
pancakes of the dough. Then it is put in baking tins and they are put in the oven (figure 8).

Figure 8. Dough put in baking tins and then in the oven.
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The bread baking process of bread with yeast takes about 3 to 4 hours and of bread with desem about 5
hours.

The two most important processes of the bread baking process are the ordering of the protein and the
yeast process.

The final product is bread. Figure 9 shows the difference between bread produced at Zonnelied and
conventional bread, bought by a ‘normal’ bakery (hence not baked with Dutch wheat). It is clear that
Zonnelied bread has less volume.

Figure 9. Zonnelied bread (in the front) and ‘normal’ bread.

Market
Zonnelied has a co-operation with a big bakery. All different kind of shops in the Netherlands can buy
their bread there, for example whole food stores. They also sell their bread via Internet and at a farmer
market in Almere.

Suggestions for other interviews
-

Koos Kruiger, Agrifirm in Flevoland. He is a genie about wheat! He is the controller of wheat by
Agrifirm.

-

Aart Osman, Louis Bolk Instituut, knows a lot about wheat.

Both are members of a workgroup that is looking for possibilities for new organic baking wheat
varieties.
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Interview 2.

Koos Kruiger, Agrifirm

Dronten, 2 May 2007

Introduction
Agrifirm is a cooperation with a lot of members (Koos Kruiger does not exactly know how many, but it
is somewhere between 10.000 and 20.000 members). They collect 450.000 tonnes of grain per year,
15.000 tonnes is organic grain. The aim of Koos Kruiger is to increase the quality of wheat, and in
particular to improve the protein content. There are specific farmers that grow baking wheat. After the
harvest the quality of the wheat is checked. Several aspects are important: protein content, Hagberg
falling number and the moisture content. If the quality is good enough, the wheat is moved to the ‘good
barn’, if the quality is bad it is moved to the ‘bad barn’ and then it will be used for cattle feed. A few
numbers:

Factor

Transported to ‘good’ barn if:

Protein content

11,5% and higher

Hagberg falling number

220 seconds and more

Moisture content

Not that important. About 14% is good, but higher is
also possible. Then it is necessary to dry it more in the
barn.

Protein
The desired protein content is more than 12%. The protein content is measured with help of electronics
and with the Kjedahl method. Koos Kruiger believes that the protein content is not a barrier for the
baking quality of wheat anymore in the Netherlands. It is even possible to buy protein from starch
factories, but that is very expensive.

Soft and hard wheat
There is a distinction made between soft and hard wheat. Soft wheat is used for cattle feed and hard
wheat for bread. We thought that hard wheat is not grown in the Netherlands, but Koos Kruiger told us
that we do grow hard wheat. There is a relation between the hardness of wheat and the protein content:
the harder the wheat, the higher the protein content.

Hierarchy of the factors influencing baking wheat
Koos Kruiger thinks that variety has the biggest influence on the quality of baking wheat. If a farmer
grows a bad variety he will never be able to produce wheat of good baking quality. The second one is
fertilization and then the soil type.
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Varieties
It is a long way to increase the quality of varieties by breeding and there are a lot of different demands.
Most breeders are not interested anymore to breed Dutch wheat, because it is not profitable for them.
They only listen to the demands of other countries, for example Germany. However it is possible for
farmers to improve their quality by choosing the good varieties. There is a correlation between yield
and quality. Higher yields generally decrease the quality. In the Netherlands we try to combine these
factors, but that is not that easy. Varieties do not only have an influence on protein, but also on starch
(for example on the length of starch parts). Some varieties do have a better starch content than other
varieties. There is also a difference in the susceptibility of varieties with regard to DON.

Conventional farmers only use winter wheat varieties as baking wheat. For organic farmers it is better
to grow spring wheat as baking wheat. A good organic variety is Lavett. Agrifirm uses this variety
already for 10-12 years. If you grow a lot of hectares of one specific variety it will loose its good
characteristics, otherwise this is not a problem.

Fertilization
It is for sure possible to influence the protein content and quality with fertilization. There is a short
period during the heading stage of wheat that the wheat will produce protein rather than carbohydrates
when it takes up nitrogen. If farmers provide about 40 kg of nitrogen during that short period, the
protein level can be increased with about 3 – 4%. The first two gifts that farmers apply are in particular
for the yield, only this last gift influences the quality. Nitrogen is the most important fertilizer for
Dutch wheat. This is because the soil does not contain much nitrogen, it contains more phosphate and
other minerals, hence it is needed to add nitrogen.

Soil
Clay soils are better for the quality of baking wheat than sandy soils. Clay always contains some water,
sandy soils do not have a water buffer. The presence of water means transport of nutrients that is
needed for wheat. There are clay soils in the North and South of the Netherlands. In the middle there
are more sandy soils.

Because growing Dutch wheat is not really profitable for farmers compared to other crops, most of
them do not want to spend much effort in wheat, it is more profitable for them to invest in other crops.
This is also a reason why they will not quickly change aspects of their soil in order to get better baking
wheat.

Weather
Koos Kruiger sees the weather as the most important problem with regard to the baking quality of
wheat. Bad weather just before the harvest causes pre-harvest sprouting and that is very bad for the
quality. It would be possible to calculate the risk of pre-harvest sprouting with help of the temperature
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sum, but the right software for this is not yet available. Four of ten years the weather is too bad in the
Netherlands.

The weather also influences the Hagberg falling number (starch), hence this number can not be
influenced by farm management activities. Nice weather increases the Hagberg falling number and bad
weather decreases the number. However nowadays there are lots of technologies that can solve these
problems. It is for example possible to remove alpha-amylase from the wheat kernel by warming up the
wheat till 90 degrees Celsius. The alpha-amylase is just inside the kernel and will be destructed because
of this high temperature. There are also a lot of other technologies. Koos Kruiger even thinks that it is
possible to produce Dutch baking wheat of a very good quality, because of all these new technologies.
Wheat can be split up in very small parts and bad parts can be removed. However the technologies cost
a lot of money and it is cheaper to import good quality wheat from other countries (for example
Germany).

In the Northern part of the Netherlands the temperature is always a bit higher than in the South.
Because of this difference the protein content of baking wheat is about 1-2% higher in the South. Koos
Kruiger is not sure if this is also influenced by differences in sunshine.

Harvesting time
It is very important for the quality of baking wheat that the wheat is harvested in time. Farmers often
wait too long, because they want a lower moisture content (about 14-15%). However Koos Kruiger
thinks it is better to harvest with a moisture content of 17-18%, because waiting can decrease the
quality. Of course it is important for farmers to grow a profitable crop, otherwise they will not harvest
earlier. Organic baking wheat farmers earn about €500/ton more than organic farmers that grow wheat
for cattle feed, hence this is about €300 - €400 per hectare. The costs for drying are only €50 - €80 per
hectare per percentage, hence it is profitable for organic farmers to harvest earlier.

Chemical treatments
There are different tests to check the amount of chemical components in the wheat kernel. This is also
obliged because of HACCP. TLR in Rotterdam checks the monsters from Agrifirm. However chemical
components are not a big problem. Mycotoxins are a much bigger problem, also because it is very
difficult to influence them because they are caused by bad weather conditions.

Difference between organic and conventional wheat
Conventional farmers do have problems with the amount of DON in wheat. This is not a problem for
organic farmers. The varieties they use are less susceptible to Fusarium.
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Difference between wheat from the Netherlands and from Germany
Wheat from Germany has a higher quality than from the Netherlands. One of the reasons for this is
because the climate is more stabile in Germany. There is also a difference in the demand of the
consumers. Dutch consumers want bread with a high volume. In other countries, for example Germany,
this is not the case. There the bread is more compact and for this it is possible to produce bread from
wheat with a lower protein content (also explained in the interview with Jaap van der Breggen,
Zonnelied).
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Interview 3.

Douwe J. van Dijk, Meneba

Rotterdam, 3 May 2007

Introduction
Meneba has three different locations in the Netherlands: in Rotterdam, in Wormerveer and in Weert.
The responsibility of Douwe van Dijk is the quality and food safety. This is about the different recipes,
wheat mixtures and wheat varieties that have to be used in flour. Meneba collects about 1.300.000 ton
wheat per year, about 300.000 ton is used for bread and 30.000 ton for biscuits. For bread about 50.000
ton is Dutch wheat, 100.000 ton from France and 150.000 ton from Germany.

Wheat is imported from Denmark and England (about the same amount as is used from the
Netherlands), France, Germany, Canada, the United States and some other countries. Danish wheat is
in particular used to lower the quality in order to achieve a constant quality. In general it has a lower
protein content (1% less) and a lower volume.

Douwe van Dijk told us that the discussion about the growing of Dutch baking wheat is already going
on for about 15 years. Hence we are not the first group that is working on this topic. A lot of different
programs about this topic have been performed in different countries. There is a lot of literature about.
‘Productschap voor Akkerbouw’ has done a lot of research and also TNO. In the last 4 years Meneba is
not that busy anymore with all kind of research. There have been several projects with the Albert Heijn.
However these projects have failed because of different reasons. One important reason is that money
was too important for Albert Heijn.

A lot of wheat is grown for cattle feed and also for the starch industry. But this latter will seriously
decrease after this summer because the biggest starch factory in the Netherlands will close. Only a part
of Dutch wheat is needed for baking purposes. Farmers want to earn money, but wheat is not a very
rewarding crop. It is a rather extensive crop. The goal of farmers is to earn money. The choice is
between cattle feed, bakery purposes and bio energy in the future. However the climate in the
Netherlands is not good enough to grow wheat of good baking quality. Two varieties that are quite
good are Ritmo and Herzog. The problem in the Netherlands is that there is a negative correlation
between protein content and yield (higher protein content will result in lower yield). It is very difficult
to get baking wheat varieties with a high protein content and a high yield.

Quality
There are two main important quality aspects: milling and baking performance and the economical
aspect. Milling and baking performance is about protein, water absorption, dough elasticity, enzymatic
activity (dependent on weather, has to do with Hagberg falling number) and viscosity. The economical
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aspects are about the ash and moisture content. It is very important to get as much flour out of the
wheat as possible. It is possible to get 75% flour out of wheat.

Some numbers:
Factor

Value

Hagberg falling number

> 250 m/s

Moisture content

16%

Basic wheat contains about 12,5% protein. 12,5% * 5,7 dry matter is normal Dutch bread. Bread with
some extra components (for example raisins) have to contain more protein, about 14,5%. whole meal
bread (contains bran) has to contain even more protein, 15%.

There has been a lot of testing done on variety: protein content and protein quality, rheological features
(extensograph and farinograph), baking tests and so on. The information that is collected is provided to
seed companies.

Douwe van Dijk thinks that it is easier to grow wheat of good quality for biscuits than for bread in the
Netherlands. The climate is more suitable for this. In the Eastern part of Germany most of biscuits
wheat is grown. Some differences between Germany and the Netherlands are the temperature, soil type
and differences in rain fall. A high protein content is needed for biscuit making. It is difficult for
Meneba to get small lorries with wheat for biscuit making.

For Meneba it is very important that a constant quality of flour is produced. However wheat is only
influencing this for 50%. The milling process it selves influences it also. The milling process is
influenced by the temperature, the moisture in the air and the business in the industrial baking.

Bread volume is an important issue. Bread produced of Ritmo has a volume of 4.000 cc, wheat from
the A class a volume of 4.200 cc and from the E class 5.000 cc. For small white bread 4.000 cc is
enough, but not for whole meal bread. To produce this latter it is necessary to add gluten or mix. A
higher protein content correlates with a higher bread volume. Then it is possible to add more bran.

Variety and starch has influence on the starch content. The protein level can be influenced by the
farmer. Ritmo has a protein content of 10,8% – 11,5%. Varieties with already a high protein level are
needed, because of the high amount of rainfall in the Netherlands that results in a lower protein content.

Quality system
There are different ways of classifying the quality of wheat. An interesting system is the one that is
used in Germany. There the wheat is classified in different clusters:
-

A wheat is the middle class, basic wheat
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-

B wheat is used to lower E wheat, it is used for starch flour and simple biscuit making

-

E wheat is of excellent quality, it is used to improve the basic wheat

Wheat of A class has a protein content of 13%, from the B class 11% and from the E class 14%.

The wheat that is grown in the Netherlands is between A and B wheat. It is very difficult to grow E
wheat. One of the main implications is the protein content.

The France system is completely different. There they produce baguettes. They use in particular the
Alveograph and the W value. There is some relation with A, B and E classes. The wheat of France is in
particular A and B wheat compared with wheat from Germany. A big difference between France and
Dutch wheat is the structure of the crumb. In the Netherlands we want a fine structure crumb. The
demand in France is different.

Elements that influence quality factors
It is very difficult to select soil type and Meneba does not do anything with this. Also the weather can
of course not be influenced. It is possible that protein is washed away by rain. The crop rotation is also
important. This influences the sowing time. In most cases more fertilizers will have a positive result on
the baking performance of wheat. This does not count for all varieties but for most of them. The
problem is that it costs a farmer more money to provide more fertilization and it is not for sure for him
that he will earn the money back. In some other countries there is the system that farmers get more
money for their wheat if it has a higher protein content.

Chain
The most important thing for a project like our AMC project is to get the total chain interested. Farmers
have to earn money with their baking wheat. Contracts are needed. Such arrangements have to be made
more than one year before the harvest. Meneba has a low margin. It is difficult for them to give farmers
a good price and it is all about the market. If they can buy wheat from another country for a lower
price, they will buy that wheat and not Dutch wheat. The moisture content of Dutch wheat is different
than from other countries. Because of that it should be cheaper to buy but than farmers get less money.
It is important that projects are not pushed but pulled by the market. In previous projects it was in
particular about pushing.

It is all about demand: it is the demand that influences everything.

Meneba is quite a big company that wants to collect huge cargo’s with lorries and vessels. It can be
cheaper to import wheat than to use Dutch wheat of a lower protein content. This could be a reason to
mix E wheat from Germany with B wheat of the Netherlands. In the past it was cheaper to import
wheat from the US than to buy Dutch wheat. Now there are big fees for US wheat. The growing of
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wheat is very extensive in the US, it is very cheap to produce wheat there. Wheat from the US has a
protein content of about 16% (very high). An important problem for Dutch baking wheat is that most
farms are quite small, compared with for example farms in Germany. It is easier to get a homogenous
quality of lots of tonnes (for example of wheat from Germany). In the Netherlands many farmers would
be needed to get a lot of baking wheat. A big collector should be needed to collect all wheat from one
variety. A company like Agrifirm or Cebeco could do this. But this is too expensive.

Douwe van Dijk does not think that the Dutch consumer is willing to pay more for bread of a higher
quality. This has been tried several times but it did not work. The interest is moved way from wheat
varieties to bread varieties.

It can be possible that countries in the East (for example Poland) will produce very good quality wheat
in the future. But then there is the transport problem.

There are a lot of niches in the bread market of Europe. A lot of different mixtures are needed to satisfy
all the different demands.

Conclusion
Douwe van Dijk does not see the quality of Dutch baking wheat as thé problem, but the economical
side. It is all about money. Dutch farmers have a lot of competition from other countries. It must be
economical profitable for Dutch farmers to grow baking wheat. It is a market game. If Meneba has to
pay 16,- Euro per 100 kg for Dutch wheat and they can buy wheat from Germany for 16,20 Euro per
100 kg with a lower moisture content, this is more efficient and profitable for them.

It would be good to read about the quality system of Germany. For Dutch farmers it is important to
know what the quality is of standard B wheat from Germany. Dutch farmers have to try to get a higher
yield and have to ask a bit less money than German farmers.

We have to be realistic. Farmers will not earn golden mountains with baking wheat. There are some
possibilities to compete with A wheat, but there is the aspect of lower yields. Dutch wheat is also
produced on a too small scale for Meneba.
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Interview 4.

Leon de Geus, farmer

Lelystad, 29 May 2007

Introduction
Leon de Geus is managing the farm together with his father. The farm consists of 90 hectares. The
crops that are grown: seed potatoes, fries potatoes, sugar beets, wheat (very important for this farm),
unions, beans and some other crops.

Wheat for multiplication
The wheat that is grown is not normal wheat, but wheat that is grown for multiplication. This farm is
the first company in the wheat chain after the breeding company. It is a specialty to multiply wheat.
Every wheat breeder in the Netherlands has his own farmer that multiplies the wheat. It is good
business. Leon de Geus receives about 5 – 8 Eurocent more per 100 kilogram wheat than farmers who
grow ‘normal’ wheat. However it is also a lot of work to multiply wheat because all the unwanted
plants have to be removed from the field. So the farmer has to walk around the whole field. It is also a
lot of work to clean all the machines to prevent contamination with other wheat varieties. After the
harvest wheat of high classes are stored in wooden boxes. These are dried on the farm or in the breeder
company.

Most of the varieties that are bred are varieties for cattle feed and not for baking purposes. The cattle
feed industry is the most interesting market. But some varieties they multiply are filling wheat
varieties. Some of the varieties that are grown on this farm:
-

Bristol (old variety)

-

Tataros (old variety, filling wheat)

-

Cubus (filling wheat)

-

Einstein

-

Tulsa

The yield of the multiplication industry is quite interesting. Leon de Geus has even grown a variety
with a yield of 12,8 tonnes/ hectare. The average yield is 11 - 11,5 tonnes/ hectare.

Baking quality
The following factors are very important in relation to the baking quality:
-

location of farm

-

soil type

-

variety

Farmers have to take these factors into account and they have to make a strategy.
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The best baking wheat is grown in France. Leon de Geus thinks that the specific weight is very
important. The moisture content is not very important. This is interesting for farmers because they are
less dependent of the weather for their harvesting time.

Leon de Geus believes that increasing the knowledge of farmers considering the baking quality of
wheat can improve the baking quality of wheat. He also thinks that farmers are always interested in
projects like our AMC project. The gap between scientists and farmers is becoming smaller. The
strategies of scientists are changing and farmers are higher educated than before.

In the past farmers were not satisfied about the quality and yield of their own baking wheat. That is one
of the reasons why many of them decided to stop with growing baking wheat.

Economical aspects
Quality is very important, but Leon de Geus thinks that the industry has to pay more money to farmers
who grow baking wheat. It is the market that has to pay more, not the government.

Farmers who grow baking wheat make more costs than farmers who grow wheat for cattle feed. If the
final quality of the baking wheat is not good enough (for example because of bad weather
circumstances), farmers will receive less money and they have a lower yield. Hence it is risky to grow
baking wheat. Leon de Geus thinks that farmers can save more money with the reduction of fertilizers
than with the reduction of chemicals.

The difference between the prices for baking wheat and wheat for cattle feed are not that big anymore
as they used to be.

Climate
Lot of sunshine is good. Rainfall can cause Fusarium (and other funguses) and this result in a lower
specific weight and high mycotoxin levels. Leon de Geus thinks that the climate change can have some
positive influences on the quality of baking wheat, because of an increase in sunshine. However rainfall
will also increase, hence the risk of Fusarium will increase. Breeders are working on resistance against
Fusarium.

Leon de Geus believes that the circumstances in the South of the Netherlands are better for growing
baking wheat, because of higher temperature. There is a quite clear relation between temperature and
quality. In Zealand there is more sunshine and less rainfall, this has a positive influence on the quality.

Soil
Leon de Geus believes that clay soils give a better yield and quality than other soil types do. In the east
of the Netherlands the yields are lower. In the north of the Netherlands the quality of spring barley for
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beer is very good. The quality is in general better on heavy soils. But there is a difference in varieties.
Some are more suitable for sandy soils, other to grow on clay.

Sandy soils are not good in maintaining the fertilizers in the soil. Clay soils result in stronger plants: the
wheat plants will have more vessels and the structure of the plant will be stronger.

Diseases and fertilization
For the breeding industry (also for the baking industry) it is very important that the crop is free of
diseases. A lot of fertilization increases the risk of diseases. On the other hand fertilizers have a relation
on the protein content and the yield will increase. Hence a right balance is needed.

Fusarium is a difficult disease and has caused serious problems in the past. Resistance of varieties
against this disease is important.

Farmers do not realize enough how important the DON content is. The relation between DON and
quality is big. It is not easy to influence this.

Varieties
It is important to grow varieties that are resistance against Fusarium.

Sowing density
The sowing density has an influence on the quality. For most varieties 160 – 170 kg/hectare is used. In
some other areas 200 kg/hectares or even more is used. If less seed is used, the plants have more space.
The possibilities for tillage will be better and the risk for diseases will decrease.

Crop rotation
A rotation of 1 : 3 is a good rotation for the quality of baking wheat. The diseases in the soil will not
survive this rotation. Growing sugar beets result in a cold and clean soil (hence less diseases in the
soil). It is good to grow them before baking wheat. Growing potatoes before sugar beets is good for the
yield, because the protein content of the soil will be relatively high.

Other elements
The height of the wheat plant is important. This has an influence on diseases. The higher the crop, the
more wind can blow through the crop and the sooner the crop will be dry. This decreases the risks of
diseases. If a crop is very low, there will be a micro-climate in the crop with a high humidity which
increases the risks on high levels of Fusarium.
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Practical advices
Leon de Geus has suggested some practical advices:

-

It is better to use liquid fertilizers than to use ‘normal’ fertilizers (in the form of kernels). The
application of liquid fertilizers can be much better timed and also the doses (concentration)
can be made more exactly. This has positive results for the protein content. Liquid fertilizers
are easy to spray with a spraying machine. However liquid fertilizers are more expensive than
normal fertilizers.

-

Leon de Geus thinks that GPS is a very nice system to stabilize the quality. At the moment the
system is still too expensive, but he will use it in the future because he really believes in the
advantages of the system.

-

Just in time spraying is very important. A farmer is never too early but always too late.
Daconil is an important chemical crop protector.
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Appendix 2.

Meetings with expert

Name expert:

Rob Hamer

Meeting 1.

Rob Hamer

Wageningen, 10 May

Introduction expert
Rob Hamer is really an expert. He knows everything about cereals. His work field is in cereal
chemistry. He works with breeders, plant scientists and so on. He has performed all kind of different
studies. In general there are two main focus points: cereals for health and better quality of cereals. Rob
Hamer tries to combine those two focus points. He studies how all the elements (protein, gluten etc)
work together. Many researchers are working on the relation between genotype and phenotype or on
the relation between fenotype and end product. Rob Hamer is one of the few people that combine these
two fields. Rob Hamer does not know a lot about the practical treatments farmers can apply to improve
the quality of their baking wheat. He knows something about a study on nitrogen.

Rob Hamer thinks that it will be very nice if we can make a practical leaflet for farmers. The farmers
will appreciate that. He has some contact with farmers and they are very much motivated. The problem
is however that he can not provide publications to farmers because they are too difficult. It is indeed
needed to ‘translate’ them. There are several study groups, like the ‘Dollard tarwe groep’.

Introduction wheat
Most bread that contains some Dutch wheat only contains a very small amount of this wheat, about 1020%. In the milling industry it is all about blending to get a constant quality. Constant quality is more
important than the highest quality.

The milling industry buys wheat from all over the world, because the quality of wheat from other
countries is of a better quality. The milling industry makes a mix of different wheat to get the best
constant quality as possible. Sometimes they add gluten. The Netherlands used to be the largest
producer of gluten, but Rob Hamer is not sure if this is still the case.

Dutch wheat is in particular used for cattle feed and as filling wheat. Besides there are some special
varieties that are used for bread making, for example in Zealand, but that is only a small market.

Besides the quality problem, there is also the problem that there are no large areas of baking wheat in
the Netherlands, there are only small parts.
Two aspects are important: the level of quality and the stability of quality.
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General questions
1.

Do you see possibilities to grow more baking wheat in the Netherlands? What should be done to
achieve this?

Yes, Rob Hamer sees possibilities to grow more baking wheat in the Netherlands. Of course there are
some implications. For the milling industry the most important thing is to get a high amount of flour
out of wheat kernels. It is about the kernel ash content. For the milling industry quality is defined as the
amount of flour they obtain against the amount of kernels they have to buy. Of course the protein
content and Fusarium (DON) are also important factors.

The ash content in the bran is higher than in the middle of the wheat kernel. Figure 1 gives an overview
of the relation between ash content and the part of the wheat kernel that can be milled.

Figure 1. Ash content in wheat varieties
Horizontal: flour yield / Vertical: cumulative ash content
(Pers. comm. Hamer).

The left side of the x-axis is the ash content in the endosperm of the wheat kernel. More to the right, it
is the ash content between the endosperm and the bran and at the right it is ash content in the bran. The
ash content in the different parts differs between varieties. The green horizontal line indicates the
maximum amount of ash content that flour is allowed to contain (< 1,5% for flour and < 2,2% for
meal). The different colors are the different varieties. The graph shows that the yellow variety is the
variety that achieves the maximum amount of ash as first. The ash content in the endosperm was
already quite high. The purple line achieves the norm after quite a big part of the wheat kernel is
milled. This means that it is possible to obtain more flour from a wheat kernel than is possible than for
the two other varieties: hence the flour yield is higher and this is more profitable for the milling
industry.
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The ash content in the endosperm is influenced by the soil, variety (ability to bind minerals) and plant
stresses. With a good variety it will be possible to increase the amount of flour that can be obtained
from a wheat kernel.

Besides the ash content flour has to be of good quality. This is influenced by the protein composition
(genotype, HMW, LMW etc). HMW 5 + 10 is better for bread baking purposes than HMW 2 + 12.
This last one is better for biscuit making. Varieties that contain HMW 5 + 10 also have a more stabile
quality.

Rob Hamer thinks it is a realistic goal to go for an increase of Dutch baking wheat of about 5 – 10%.
But farmers do not have to go for the best quality. We have to focus on wheat that is optimal for the
Netherlands and we have to take the Dutch circumstances into account (for example the rain). It is
important to improve the milling quality and the sensitivity for sprouting (Hagberg falling number). A
falling number of > 118 is good. In some years the falling number has been 100. This causes a very
long milling process and a bad bread quality. The falling number is influenced by the climate and the
sensitivity of the variety.

The spread of diseases is influenced by the plant density and if the crop is grown in monoculture or
mixed up with other crops. If wheat would be sown with a lower density, the spreading of diseases will
decrease but it will result in a lower yield.

There is certainly a job to be done for breeders. However they have lost their interest in Dutch varieties
because it is a too small market.

2.

What do you think are the most important problems for Dutch farmers to grow baking wheat of a
good quality?

Dutch farmers grow wheat for quantity and not for quality. The yield per acre of wheat in the
Netherlands is very high compared with other countries. Because wheat is a global market, milling
companies will buy the cheapest wheat with the highest quality they can get. Hence they buy wheat
from other countries.

3.

Are you familiar with the quality system of Germany? Do you think it will be possible to grow
baking wheat in Netherlands of the A class? Why/ why not?

Yes, Rob Hamer is familiar with the quality system of Germany. He thinks it will only be possible to
grow baking wheat in the Netherlands of the A class if we are very lucky. But we shouldn’t go for that.
In general it’s better to go for the B class or for biscuit making.
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4.

Should Dutch farmers focus on quantity or quality? What would you do if you were a farmer?

This is a difficult question. One of the documents of Rob Hamer is about the specification problem and
this question is also discussed in that paper (Hamer, 1999). It is important that a system will be
developed that indicates what exactly is allowed and what not.

5.

Assume that the Dutch wheat will reach the quality-level of German wheat (not realistic), do you
think that in that situation the (big) millers in the Netherlands will choose for Dutch wheat or that
other economic interests play a major role (e.g. the larger size of arable farms in the eastern part
of Germany)?

Rob Hamer is sure that the economic part will be leading.

6.

In our report we speak about protein (content and quality), starch, fiber, lipids, minerals,
mycotoxin, specific weight, grain hardness, moisture content, pre-harvest sprouting and
homogenous wheat parties as the most important elements influencing quality of baking wheat. Do
you know more elements? Which do you think are the most important ones?

It would be good for farmers to go for something that millers always can use and not only for one
specific product, hence not to go for the best but for stability.

Protein is related to varieties and the application of fertilization, fiber to brand, minerals to soil
conditions and milling yield, DON to safety, moisture and specific weight to climate and plant stresses,
and grain hardness depends on the application that is desired. Nitrogen does not only influence the
protein content but also increases the resistance of plants against disease.

Rob Hamer gives the advice to go for softer wheat types (everything softer than Durum is already soft
wheat).

7.

In our report we speak about variety, soil type, weather, disease control and fertilization as
factors that influence the baking quality of wheat. Do you know more factors? Which do you
think are the most important ones?

Sowing density, monoculture/multiculture and the crop rotation (ecosystem) are other factors that
influence the baking quality of wheat. Of course there is also the issue of winter and spring wheat.
There is a debate going on if farmers should shift completely to summer weed. It could be a task of
breeders to work on spring wheat varieties that has a higher yield.

Biscuits
8.

What are the differences between wheat used for bread making and for biscuit making? What kind
of wheat do you think is easier to grow in the Netherlands?

Only soft wheat can be used for biscuit making. Low ability to form networks and low protein content
are also important for biscuit making. Some varieties have too high protein content for biscuit making,
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this results in too elastic dough and that changes the form of the biscuit in an oval shape. Another
important aspect is that dough for biscuit making must not have a gas holding capacity and dough for
breed needs that capacity. This is also the reason why biscuits contain more fat, because fat decreases
the gas holding capacity. It is easier for farmers to grow wheat that is suitable for biscuit making
because of the climate but also the Dutch varieties are more suitable for biscuit making. Most varieties
contain HMW 2 + 12 (good for biscuit making). The reason for this has to do with the climate and
diseases in the Netherlands.

9.

Do you know literature about the desired quality of wheat for biscuit making?

There is a book of Charles Gains about this topic. There are two journals that can be of use for us:
-

Cereal chemistry: more practical one. There is also a website, but the articles can not be
found online. If we want an article Rob Hamer can download it.

-

Journal of Cereal sciences.

Variety
10. Which quality factors can be influenced by variety? In particular ash content, mycotoxin and
specific weight?
All factors can be influenced by variety. Mycotoxin has to do with the resistance against diseases and
that has to do again with variety.

11. Do you know literature about the influence of varieties on the quality of baking wheat?
There is a book of Shewy and there is also the book ‘Cereal chemistry and technology handbook’.

Chemicals
12. Do you know which chemicals used for crop protection are the most important in affecting
positively/negatively the baking quality of wheat?
Rob Hamer does not know this.

13. Can you indicate which wheat diseases (Fusarium, Septoria leaf blotch, rusts, smuts etc.) give the
most important problems in baking wheat used to produce flour?
Fusarium is the most common one. This is a safety problem. In Eastern Europe the wheat bug causes
some serious problems.

14. Do you think that the legislation for the agriculture (e.g. less and less chemicals and nutrients) will
make it harder and harder for Dutch baking wheat growers to reach the desired quality, or do you
see opportunities?
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Yes, the legislation makes it indeed harder for Dutch baking wheat growers to reach the desired quality.
However this count also for other European countries, it will become harder for everybody. Now it
really becomes a matter of the skills of farmers, logistics and so on.

Climate

15. How many important factors are there in climate (rainfall, temperature, CO2)? Do you know some
more factors?
Sunshine is also a very important factor. It is about the cumulative hours of sun and the ratio between
temperature and sunshine. If a plant does not get any sunshine during one day, the quality will
decrease. The temperature is more a problem in the Netherlands than rainfall. Rainfall can be a problem
if it is continuously wet during anthesis.

Meeting 2.

Rob Hamer

Wageningen, 1 June 2007

Quality lists
Rob Hamer tries to decouple variety and quality. In many other countries there are registration numbers
that varieties have to pass before they can be added on variety lists. The most important aspects for
these lists are yield data and agronomical conditions. Rob Hamer thinks that it is a problem that most
people only think about variety names. He is trying to get away of the names and tries to find out the
scientific part.

Breeders use a certain kind of scoring system. Rob Hamer has tried to remove this system, but people
are still using it.

HMW-GS
In general HMW-GS 2 + 12 wheat varieties have a lower quality than HMW-GS 5 + 10 varieties.
There are experiences in the United Kingdom with growing HMW-GS 5 + 10 varieties for the baking
industry. This resulted in longer mixing times and that was not desired. The bakers could not handle
this and had to learn how to deal with it.

HMW-GS 2 + 12 and HMW-GS 5 + 10 is not necessarily good or bad for bread-making. The quality
does not only depend on the types of subunits but also on the amount of them.
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Starch
Starch is related to milling factors. In particular damaged starch is important for bread-making. αAmylase can not work if there is no damaged starch. The damaged starch content can be very low, even
3%. Normally it is somewhat higher, around 8%.

Quality
It is not only the quality that counts, the stability is also very important.

Some important aspects in relation to quality of baking wheat:
-

not only the type of HMW subunits is important, also the combination and the number of
subunits

-

the ratio between soluble/ non soluble protein

-

shape of the wheat kernel

-

ratio bran/ endosperm

-

ash content (lower ash content → higher extractability)

-

hardness of wheat kernel (whole range of hardness)

-

structure of the endosperm

-

color of the kernel

Quality demands are very much dependent on the purpose of the wheat (what do you want to produce
from the wheat?). It is very important to define exactly what quality is. Farmers, millers and bakers
have different quality demands. The best way to define quality is to start with the farmer and then work
towards the bakers and not the other way around.

Wheat that is not suitable for bread-making is not necessarily good for biscuit making. For biscuit
making a lower protein content, a different ratio glutenins/ gliadins and some other aspects are desired.
The breeding industry in the Netherlands only focuses on wheat varieties suitable for bread-making,
not for biscuit making.

The milling yield and baking quality are important. Ash content is still a hard criterion, also protein.
Buyers pay in particular attention to the baking quality.

In Canada they speak about a falling number of 200 – 250. In the Netherlands a falling number of 140
is already quite good.

Other problems
Rob Hamer thinks that the milling industry ‘plays the bad role’ in the efforts of the wheat chain to
achieve a higher quality of wheat. The milling industry is more interested in yield and they are the one
with the highest bargaining power. If the milling industry is not willing to increase put effort in
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increasing Dutch baking quality, there is no way to succeed in it. Also the distribution plays an
important role. Rob Hamer also thinks that an important problem is that the milling industry is not
dedicated to the baking industry in the Netherlands.

In the Netherlands there is the problem of small areas. It is not possible to deliver many tonnes of one
variety. All different varieties are mixed in the same silage. If one party has high protein content, it is
mixed up with parties with lower protein contents. It would only work if a collective would start to
focus entirely on high protein content.

The problem with short wheat varieties is that they do not dry quickly, this result in a spread of
diseases.

Meneba told us about some projects they had with the Albert Heijn. Rob Hamer told us that this project
failed because Meneba did not pay extra money to the farmers, but there was a reduction for farmers
that did not deliver wheat of good baking quality.

Rob Hamer is not that sure that it would be possible to buy bread in the supermarket every day in the
future. A lot of wheat is used/ will be used for bio energy. Besides because of monoculture there are
some serious diseases that have a very negative influence on the yield.

Most Dutch farmers only grow baking wheat because that is good for their rotation. The government
also thinks that the Netherlands is not a wheat country. But in terms of users we are not that small.

Most suitable areas
There is a big difference in soil type in the Netherlands. This is also known in the literature. Clay soils
are the best to grow baking wheat: hence Groningen, Zealand and Flevoland are nice areas. In Zealand
there are the most sun hours per year, so that is a big advantage of that area. Rain is not the major
problem. Wheat needs water. It is the humidity that is the problem.

Crop rotation
Rob Hamer can imagine that crop rotation has an influence on baking quality. He thinks that some crop
rotation schemes are better than others. He does not know that much about this topic, but there is
literature about. He knows that wheat is useful to clean the soil. Darwinkel, a person of the plant
growing station, is a real expert on this topic. He also knows a lot about fertilization.

Advantage Dutch farmers
Farmers in the Netherlands are limited by the weather conditions. On the other hand Dutch farmers
have some advantages: most farmers are highly skilled, it is possible to achieve high yields in the
Netherlands, the logistic conditions are good, and so on.
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Suggestions
Cooperatives should be stricter in quality ranges of wheat they accept/ do not accept. Then they would
be able to refuse wheat with for example low protein content.
It would be good if a lot of farmers would grow one variety, because this will result in a higher
homogeneity.

The goal of the KodA wheat project is to increase the amount of Dutch wheat in human food with 510%. Rob Hamer thinks this goal is feasible. The yield of wheat in the Netherlands is quite high
compared to other countries. The climate is not very good (it is a wet country and this results in high
risks for diseases). We have to be realistic. Dutch farmers have small plots. We have to work from this
reality. It would not be wise to try to beat for example the quality of Australian wheat. However for the
Dutch industry it is too expensive to use 100% of Canadian wheat, so they will always use some Dutch
wheat. We have to look at the current situation and we have to investigate what should be done to
achieve the next situation. What would be needed for Dutch wheat to achieve that desired next
situation?
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Appendix 3.

Detailed soil map of the Netherlands
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Appendix 4.
Appendix 4.1

Appendices chapter 10

Fungicides

Appendix 4.1a Fungicides available for wheat disease control in Europe (Gooding et al., 1997)
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Appendix 4.1b: Effect of fungicides on protein content: Reports of protein concentrations
following control of wheat pathogens with either protectant (P), benzimidazole (B), ergosterol
biosynthesis inhibitor (E), or mitochondrial respiration inhibitor (M) fungicides in Europe
(Dimmock et al., 2002 (foliar diseases)).
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Appendix 4.2

Herbicides

Appendix 4.2a The relative estimated costs of herbicides for controlling weeds commonly found
in UK cereal fields (Gooding et al., 1997), * a grass wheat
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Appendix 4.3

Decimal code used to quantify the growth stages in cereals

(Silva et al., 2002).
Code

Description

Code

Description

0

Germination

0.0

Dry seed

38

Flag leaf ligule just visible

0.1

Start of imbibition

39

Flag leaf ligule just visible

0.2

Imbibition complete

4.0

Booting

0.3

Radicle emerged from seed

41

Flag leaf sheath extending

0.4

Coleoptile emerged from seed

43

Boots just visible and swollen

0.5

Leaf just at coleoptile tip

45

Boots swollen

1.0

Seedling growth

47

Flag leaf sheath opening

10

First leaf through coleoptile

49

First awns visible

11

1 leaf unfolded

5.0

Ear emergence

12

2 leaves unfolded

51

First spikelet of ear just visible

13

3 leaves unfolded

53

One-fourth of ear visible

14

4 leaves unfolded

55

One-half of ear emerged

15

5 leaves unfolded

57

Three-fourths of ear emerged

16

6 leaves unfolded

59

Emergence of ear complete

17

7 leaves unfolded

6.0

Flowering

18

8 leaves unfolded

61

Beginning of flowering

19

9 leaves or more unfolded

65

Flowering half-way complete

2.0

Tillering

69

Flowering complete

20

Main shoot only

7.0

Milk development

21

Main shoot and 1 tiller

71

Seed water ripe

22

Main shoot and 2 tillers

73

Early milkb

23

Main shoot and 3 tillers

75

Medium milk
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24

Main shoot and 4 tillers

77

Late milk

25

Main shoot and 5 tillers

8.0

Dough development

26

Main shoot and 6 tillers

83

Early dough (fingernail impression not held)

27

Main shoot and 7 tillers

85

Soft doughc

28

Main shoot and 8 tillers

87

Hard dough

29

Main shoot and 9 or more tillers

9.0

Ripening

3.0

Stem elongation

91

Seed hard (difficult to divide with thumbnail)

30

Pseudo-stem erectiona

92

Seed hard (cannot dent with thumbnail)

31

1st node detectable

93

Seed loosening in daytime

32

2nd node detectable

94

Seed over-ripe; straw dead and collapsing

33

3rd node detectable

95

Seed dormant

34

4* node detectable

96

Viable seed giving 50% germination

35

5th node detectable

97

Seed not dormant

36

6th node detectable

98

Secondary dormancy induced

37

Flag leaf just visible

99

Secondary dormancy lost

a

Winter cereals only.

b
c

An increase in the solids of the liquid endosperm is notable when crushing the seed between fingers.

Fingernail impression held; head loosing chlorophyll.
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